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1I  Union Meta flic Cart ridge Co, |9ridÿ<pobf,Conn.
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♦
F A V O R IT E  R IF L E .
No O t h e r  M a k e  of Rifle at the Price  
C O M P A R E S  W I T H  O U R  F A V O R I T E .
W ith  open s i g h t s ,  $ 6 .  W it h  ta rg et  s ig h t s ,  $8 .5 0.
All dealers in sporting: goods handle our complete line.
Our Complete Catalogue full of valuable Information upon request.
J .  S T E V E N S  A R M S  & T O O L  C O M P A N Y ,
♦ No. 155 B ro a d w a y ,  - C h ic o p e e  Falls ,  M a s s .  1
R E P E A T I N G  S H O T  G U N S
are cheap in price, but in price only. “ Take D ow n”  
guns list at $27.00 and Solid Frame guns at $25.00, but 
they will outshoot and outlast the highest priced 
double barreled guns, and they are as safe, reliable 
and handy besides. Winchester Shot Guns are made 
of the very best materials that can be procured, a 
thoroughly modern system of manufacture permitting 
them to be sold at buyable prices. & & &
FREE—Send name and address on a posta! card for 164 page illustrated catalogue.
W IN C H E S T E R  R EP EA T IN G  A R M S CO., NEW HAVEN, CT.
H O T E L S  A N D  C A M P S  H O T E L S  A N D  L A M P S
On Ra n g e l e y  L a k e .
Mingo Spring Camps.
Located on Mingo Point, Rangeley Lake j 
Best of salmon and trout fishing; cosy cot- | 
tages; open Arcs; the famous Mingo Spring \ 
water; pine and balsam groves. Everything 
for the comfort and convenience of Sportsmen 
and summer boarders. Send for circular.
C h a s . E. He l c h e r , R a n g e le y , M e.
AT MONMOUTH, MK.,
CoMwsseecontee Lake.
Unexcelled black bass, white perch and 
pickerel fishing all summer; also trout and] 
landlocked salmon in May and June. Chas. 
Brown’s Farm House, fine accommodation 
for sportsmen, ladies as well, on shore of 
lake. Four miies from Monmouth R. R. sta­
tion on M. C. R. R., from Lewiston; beautiful 
location. Address,
C h a s . B r o w n , Monmouth, Me.
R a m ; e l e v  L a k e s .
Camp Bemis and Birches. Write for free cir- f 
cular. Ca p t . F. C. Ba r k e r , Prop’r, Bemis.
B e l g r a d e  M m l s , m b .
The Belgrade. Situated in the heart of an 
excellent fishing and hunting region.
Address The Belgrade, Belgrade Mills, Me.
Via R a n g e l e y  o r  B e m i s .
Mountain View House.
V la lUMif.i.t
Tne Seven Ponds.
These ponds are situated twenty seven 
miles from Rangeley and .are readied by 
backboard to Kennebago lake,-thence by 
steamer across the-lake and again bv buek- 
aoard to our camps at Beaver Bond the oen-
Here is situated a hotel ot rare attractive­
ness in beautiful location for summer board­
ers and at the same time in close proximity 
to the best places for fishing on Rangeley 
lake. Hunters in the season «¿iso find plenty 
of deer, partridge and woodcock near the 
hotel. The cuisine here is such as to hold patrons year after year, the rooms are what 
people from the cities like, large, well lighted 
and pleasant. We serve vegetables, berries, 
fish and game at appropriate times in the 
year and the table is always suppli- d with 
excellent fresh milk and cream. Pur-' water 
runs to the house from a spring abov e. This 
is a particularly good place for safe and 
pleasant, boating and the drives and walks 
are unsurpassed. Croquet and lawn tennis 
grounds adjoin the house. Write for a free 
circular toL. E. Bowley, Mountain View House, 
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.
Eustis, m e .,
Round Mountain Lake Camps.Fishing and Hunting—Trout rise to the ny.......------------------------- -2800 ft. elevation
fever >S 
Successor
every day in the season. 2  . — -- 
Preserve of 2340 acres. N o hay fo r
for circular. Ch a s . L. B i.y  
Edgar Sm ith  & Co.
to
In Dead R iv e r  R e g io n .
Hotel Blanchard- Hunting, Fishing. J. S.
Dcrrell, Proprietor, Stratton, Me._________
At Fl a g s ta ff .
Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from 
hotel by boat. Great hunting. Moose and 
deer seen dally. S. C. Du r r e l l , Flagstaff. Me.
R angelf.y La k e s ,
Bald Mountain Camps are near the Middle. 
Grounds, Shark Grounds and Stony Batter 
and as convenient, as other public camps, for 
Little Mud pond, Big Mud pond, Kennebago 
river. Steamboat accommodations O. K. 
Telephone at the camps. Two mails daily. 
You'll get a reply right back, if you write for 
free circular to AMOB E l l i s , 1’rop’r,
Haines Landing, Maine.
At W ilson ’s Mil l s , M e .
Azlscohos House. $1.50 dav. $7 to $10 week. 
Licensed guides furnished. F r e d  F l i n t , Pr r.
Wtre of the Seven Ponds region.
The new buckboard road is not new enough 
to be dangerous, and constant work upon it 
is rapidly reducing the number of deaths re­
ported to us daily. From our Camps upon 
Beaver.pond excellent trails afford easy ac­
cess to a number of ponds where splendid 
trout fishing is an unfailing certainty and 
the capture of an occasional fish quite a com­
mon occurrence. No expíense lias been spared 
in securing the grandest mountain and lake 
scenery for the exclusive use of our guests, 
for which no charge is made. Trout rise 
freely to the rty during the entire season and 
“ tales” of 10-pounders are constantly heard 
flapping in the guides’ quarters. Game of all 
kinds is so abundant as to be a positive nui­
sance and the following may be hunted in 
the open season: Minges, Moose, Caribou. 
Catamounts, Bears, Deer, “ Draw-Poker,’* 
Hedgehogs, “ Hearts,” < House Flies, Part­
ridges, Ducks, Drakes, “ Seven up,” Weasles, 
Wardens and other small game.
While Black flies and Mosquitoes are very 
rare, tar ointment is served at every meal 
and is deservedly popular. An excellent 
table is kept, upon which more or less food is 
served, most of which is consumed by our 
giests without abusive language. Good beds 
a re not unknown ; while every luxury to be 
found in any modern hotel, may be called 
for. Anything that a third-class camp trying 
to pass itself off as a comfortable well kept 
one, finds it necessary to promise, we do, to 
any extent. We seek patronage from anyone 
who desires to visit the real backwoods and 
who is not afraid to take desperate chances.
Board and boats furnished at reasonable 
rates. Guides furnished on application. 
Parties wishing to visit this place will please 
write In advance so that we can have camps 
in readiness. The railroads will sell excur­
sion tickets at reduced rates from Boston to 
Rangeley.Ask anyone about Beaver Pond Camps and 
if they don’t speak well of us, then address 
us direct for any desired information.
Ed . G r a n t  & So n . Beaver Pond, Me,
Best of Early Fishing 
A t  S p r in g  Lake F o rS a lm o n ,  
T r o u t  and T o g u e  that  
W e i g h  fro m  2 to 9 lbs.
O ne day’s ride from Boston. Only 2>i miles 
of buckboard road. Lake 3>£ miles long, 
miles wide, surrounded by mountains cov­
ered with green woods Cabins, beds and 
boats are new, and are furnished and kept 
up-to-date. Best of stream fishing m ar. We 
h a v e  canoe trips that take you by some of the 
grandest scenery in Maine, with good fishing 
all the way. Telephone connections at home 
camps with main line and doctor’s office. 
This is an ideal place to spend the summer 
with your family. Terms reasonable Cor­
respondence solicited
JOHN B. CARVILLE, Stratton, Me.
THE
LÄKES
RÄNGELEY
Are
Unsurpassed 
for their 
Numerous
SUMMER
RESORTS
Are the most Popular
F i s h i n g  G r o u n d s  
i n  J V Ia in e .
f / i . ln number and size, 
* T r\r\  ^ the trout and salmon
■ v L lat* l "v J I v D  taken each year from
.FALLS L I N E r ^ “ Z TRuns Direct to the
All points qu ick ly and 
easily  reached via 
steam er from
. .  B E M I S .
Heart of the Rangeley^  Region. »lo
I
%
ONLY 4* HOURS’ RIDE FROM PORTLAND.
Through Pullman Parlor Cars „
• EACH WAY DAILY, BETWEEN PortldUG £[11(1 BOililS throu8hout the Lake*
D U R IN G  T H E  T O U R IS T  S EASON. for the accommoda-
T I C K E T 8  to all parts of the RANGELEY REGION via the tion of 
RUMFORD FALLS LINE on sale at all principal ticket offices in 
New England and New York. Buy your Tickets via this line.
It furaiahes the It makes the .  a n d
SHORTEST ROUTE. QUICKEST TIME. 8
tt U a. Paly Lin« running Throcih Car», wlttwt chm«. t«tww» Portland ml tt. Biagclt7 Lake» ® T O U K I o T o .
SP O R TSM EN
W e mall, free of charge, a book showing half-tone cuts of the hotels at 
all Rangeley Lake points. Folders mailed on application.
Portland ác Rumiará Pall« Railway. B. C. BEALFOBd . Trafic Manager, Portland, Me. SEASON OF 1901.
Pickfords’ Camps
On tne shore of Rangeley Lake. Modern 
Log Camps. 1% mites from Rangeley village. 
Open fireplac s. On best fishing grounds. 
N i mosquitoes or black files No Hay Fever. 
H!gh altitude Air cool and invigorating. 
For terms and circulars, address
H. E. & S. S. PICKFORD, 
Rangeley Lakes, > Rangeley, Maine
W AY DOW N E A S T
Is to Be Fo und
SALMON FISHING
Via B i n g h a m ,  Me.
Row© Pond Camps.
Parties and families desirious of getting the 
best fishing for square tailed trout and land­
locked salmon, clean, comfortable cabins, 
good boats, and good fare, should write for 
descriptive booklet giving full particulars, to 
W1THAM & MAXF1ELD, Prop’rs, 
Bingham, Maine.
The Finest Fishing
On M oosehead Lake.
Is found at the famous eastern outlet, within 
a stone’s throw of the Moosehead House. It is 
here that the record strings, both in size and 
numbers, are taken Comfortable cabins for 
fatni y parties. Extensive territory. Write 
for circular, to
CHARLES E. WILSON, Hoosehead, Me.
for Sportsm enKnapsacks 
and Guides.
Snowshoes made to order and repair to . 
Guns repaired. Boots and shoes repaired 
Harness repaired. Chairs repaired anc 
bottomed. Also harness supplies.
W. E . Tw o m b l y , Rangeley, Me.
FOR SPORT
bring rod and gun to Kineo, the 
heart of Maine’s best game region, 
and stop at
nT. KINEO HOUSE,
C. A. JUDKINS, Manager, KIneo, He,
No hay fever there. Everything 
tor comfort—electric lights, steam 
heat, baths, telegraph and post 
office, unsurpassed cuisine. Send 
for handsome new Kineo booklet. 
It’s free.
OR RES
Nohcross, M e .
Sourdnahunk Camps are pleasantly situated 
in the Mt. Katalidin region. Nineteen splen­
did trout ponds within three miles of Kidney 
Pond Camps. New trail from camps to Mt. 
Katahdin three miles, to Sourdnahunk Mts. 
one and one-half miles. This region has re­
cently been opened up and is a big fish and------—— * — SHÉf —liars. Address.
Norcross, Me.
particul rs. 
I. (5. Hunt, Prop
game country. For
Pine  Po in t , M e .
Burnham Co ctage. Situated two miles from 
014 Orchard. Finest duck shooting in the world. Lobsters and clams fresh everyday. 
A most desirable place for summer boarders. 
Address, Jas. P. HAYNES, Pine Point, Me.
F o rk s , Me .
MoxiePond, 23 miles from Bingham. Good 
road. Largest trout in the Kennebec waters. 
Moose and (leer plenty. Excellent accommo­
dations for ladies. Write for circulars.
C. M. J o n e s , The F ork s , Me.
A t Fa r m in g t o n .Hotel Willows. Pleasantly located for hunt­
ing and fishing parties. Guides furnished at 
short notice. Delightful scenery and drives. 
Clean Camps. Good beds. Inquire of
/ C. A . MAHONEY, Prop’r,
—ON TH E LIN ES OF—
The Maine Central
. . AND . .
Grand . Trunk . Ry.
On one oi the most com­
manding and beautiful emi­
nences in the east is
THE POLAND SPRING HOUSE,
the most successful and 
widely famous resort in 
America.
Send for prospectus or 
any information to
HIRAn RICKER & SONS,
INCORPORATED.
POLAND SPRING, SO. POLAND, ME.
(C o n t in u e d  o n  p a g e  2.)
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H O T E L S  A N D  C A M  P S . | H O  T E L S  A N D  C A M P S .
T r o u t  and Salmon >?
jz? FISHING.
G j 6 e  R a n g e l e y  L a K e  H o u s e ,
R a n g e l e y  L a K e s ,  R a n g e l e y ,  M e .
Send for 1901 Illu.stra.ted Book, free, to
J. B . M A R B L E , P re s id e n t,
Rangeley LaKes Hotel Co., ^ Rangeley, Maine.
That Is Great.
W r i t e  t o — ^
THE SUNRISE ROUTE,
Box M .  59,
Calais. - M a ine .
*
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RANGELEY LAKES Is On.
If you want to catch a big
BR O O K T R O U T  or
LA N D LO C K ED  SALM O N
Go to the Rangeley Lakes. Buy Tickets 
to Farmington.
For Book and Map. free, address,
F. N. B E A L, Phillips, Me. FLETCH ER  POPE, Phillips, Me.
Supt. S. R. R. R. Gen. Man’g ’r. P. & R. R. R.
G. M .VO SS, Kingfield, Me., Supt. F. & 1*1. R y.
Welokennebacook Lake,
is ju st the place tor fishermen. Here they always findjthe best of fishing and 
it also holds tne record of the largest trout taken in the Rangeleys. Five neat 
little Log Cottages adjoin the main house, thus parties can be by themseives 
or they can have rooms in the house. Main house contains office, parlor and 
dining room, which seats seventy-five people. Pure spring water, cuisine un­
surpassed. Boat, and guides furnished at short notice. My steamers connect 
with ail boats, trains and stages.
For Circulars, address.
M idd le da m ,
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Rangeley  Lakes, M aine.
Greene’s Farm House and Cottages.
One of the most popular resorts of the Dead River region, plenty of brook trout fishing 
near the house and three ponds on the farm stocked with trout and salmon. All kinds o 
game in near vicinity. Deer seen near the house. Several cottages well furnished and 
pleasantly located furnish accommodations for guests. Cuisine equal to any hotel in Maine 
Elevation 1,600 feet. Hay fever unknown. Excellent teams connected with house.
I. W .  C R E E N E ,  P ro p ’ r., Copl in ,  Me.
M AIN E WOODS
Publishes News from all the Fishing and 
Hunting Resorts.
2 M A I N E  W O O D S ,  M A Y  31, 1901
AMONG THE FISHERMEN.
Exciting Adventure With .a 2- 
Pound Salmon.
Fish Record of Past Week at the 
Rangeley Lake House.
r Special Correspondence to the M aine W oods ] 
R a n g e l e y , Me., May 28, 1901.
Mr. F. S. Dickson and Miss Dickson arrived 
u Friday evening and are at tlieir summer 
ome on Maneskootuk island.
Will Douglass of Dead River lias opened 
he camps at Dead River ponds, where he 
\vlll b e prepared to make comfortable those 
who wish to try the fishing in this place It 
s  a short drive from the village and usually 
lenty of trout can be taken on a fly.
Evidently Some of the worm dealers have 
onsiderable tact for business as they recent­
ly created a scarcity of that article by jab- 
racting the worm can from every boat in 
e vicinity. We would, however, suggest 
hat they be on hand early at such mornings 
with worms for sale.
Miss C. T. Crosby and George Oakes wfi 
he assistance of lion. Henry O. Stanley ha\ e 
l rawn up a petition limiting the “plug” iisli- 
rman to ten pounds of fish in his possession 
t one time.
Clerk Briggs of the Rangeley Lakes Hotel 
Co., had a real adventure recently landing a 
-pound salmon, lie had long treasured the 
ope that he would be the captor of at least 
one salmon and to that end started out on 
aturday morning with a new rod and tackle 
doing his own guiding that all the credit 
might be his own. He had not been trolling 
long when with a screech of the reel he saw 
liis rod disappear over the stern of the boat. 
Briggs was not left long in doubt as to the 
cause of this sudden departure of the rod, as a  salmon was occasionally seen leaping with 
a  hook In its mouth.Fishing being rather dull just at that hour, 
several boats began trolling for this unfor­
tunate fellow. Soon someone got a strike 
and more leaping followed. Then a line was 
drawn in, on one end of which was a rod and 
on  the other a salmon. Briggs identified the 
rod readily enough, but the salmon he had 
only seen in his dreams. None of those 
present had ever before seen a case of the 
kind, but it was decided that in f^ucli cases 
the fish should be the property of'the owner 
o f  the rod by which it was hooked. No sal­
vage allowable.
A bull moose was recently seen' to pass near 
be buildings of Stanslow Oakes, who lives 
near the head of Greenvale cove. The details 
are not learned, but his mooseship is prob­
ably a stranger in these parts and was taking 
a  short cut for some place.
A. B. Gilman has eight guests at present at 
bis cottage, who are enjoying the fishing 
vvliiph just at present was never better.
The Oquossoc Angling association tendered 
a  banquet to President F. A. Turner, last 
Saturday evening, in honor of the tenth an­
niversary of his presidency. There were a 
large number of guests present. The office 
and dining rooms were highly decorated and 
the event passed off satisfactorily.
The foot bridge which was taken out by 
lh e logs has been replaced, again connecting 
th  ‘ hotel with Lake street.
H O T E L S  A N D
BASS ISLAND CAHPS,
Little Sebago Lake,
L.  B. N A S O N ,  Proprietor.
The finest salmon fishing in Maine is to 
be found at Sebago Lake from about 
April 15, or as soon as the ice leaves, until 
,lnne 30. Salmon run from 2 to 30 pounds; 
Red Spot Trout, 1 to0 pounds ; unexcelled bass 
fishing in Little Sebago Lake. A good house, 
pleasantly located on an island in the center 
of the lake, furnishes excellent accommoda­
tions for sportsmen. Boats, guides, tents, 
etc., furnished. For terms and particulars,
address, ____
L. B. NASON,
M P 8
Box 5, Windham, Me
V ia  B in g h a m .
Carry Ponds Camps.
If you are looking for a place to go fishing, 
or to spend the hot months of summer, or a 
hunting trip next fall, write to Henry J. Lane 
Bingham, Me,, for descriptive circular of his 
resort at Carry Ponds. Good accommoda­
tions for ladies.
P E C I A L  N O T I C E S -  S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S .  S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S
PHILLIPS M e .Phillips Hotel, near station, new furniture, 
eleetric lights, steam heat.A. L. MATTHEWS, Prop’r.
B a n g o r , M a i n e .
Windsor Hotel. Headquarters for sportsmen 
Table first-class. Free carriages. F. W. 
D u r g in , Prop’r. M o o d y  Br o s ., Clerks.
A t  F a r m in g t o n .
Stoddard House  ^ ,Most central location. Electric lights and 
electric bells. Heated in the summer by hot 
air and in the winter by hot water.
W il l  H. M cD o n a l d . P ro p ’ r.
For spring and early summer trout fishing 
the King and Bartlett and Spencer Stream 
region has proved its supremacy. The large 
size, the great numbers, the gameness and 
the eating qualities of these clear water, 
spotted trout an v\ liy of special mention. 
Landlocked salmon are coming to the fiy at 
King and Bartlett nowadays. This is the 
place to catch a big lake trout. Address 
Harry M. Pierce, Eustis, Me., for particulars 
and circulars. Boston correspondent, F. H. 
Lathrop, 72 Rutland St.
L e w is t o n , M a i n e .
Hotel Atwood, opposite Lower Maine Central 
R. R. station. Thoroughly renovated, re­
furnished, new proprietor. All modern 
conveniences. First-class table, cosy rooms. 
When in Lewiston give us a call.
P. R. Nevens, Proprietor.
Lewiston, Maine.
Co n v e n ie n t  f r o m  Ra n g e l e y .
Camp Among The Clouds. Excellent hunting 
and fishing. Good accommodations. Take 
your own cook. Inquire of
C. H. Neal, Rangeley, Me.
E u s t is , M e .
Tim Pond Camps.In the Dead River region. Fly fishing andi .square tailed trout guaranteed every day in 
the season. Game plenty. 2000 feet above the 
sea level. Send for circular.
Julian K. Viles, Eustis, Me.
Via R a n g e l e y .
Kennebago Lake House, on the shore of Ken- 
nebago lake. The best fly fishing in the 
country every day in the year. High altitude. 
No hay fever. Pure water. Game in abun­
dance. R ic h a r d s o n  B r o s ., Proprietors.
Th e fish record since MfRy 20, as reported 
n last week’s number of M’ INE Woods of 
all fish taken above 3 pounds is as follows: 
May 20, J. C. Beach, Bloomfield, N.J., 7 
pound salmon, 34-pound salmon, 4-pound 
rout, Frank Porter,guide; Mrs. E. Beiding, 
Springfield, Mass., 3-pound trout, Frank 
Jlarris, guide; Mrs. S. I,. Kenyon, Springfieb 
3-pound salmon, Vid Hinkley, guide.
May 21, H. N. Turner, St. Johnsbury, Vt., 
-pound salmon, Freeman Tibbetts, guide: 
J. C. Clark, St. Jolinsbury, Vt., 54-pound 
salmon, Freeman Tibbetts, guide; G. A. Taft, 
WhitinsviHe, Mass., 0-pound salmon, Emery 
Haley, guide; H. A. Redfteld,Hartford, Conn., 
-pom» i and 5-pound salmon, Natt Carr, 
sTL-ie; Mrs. E. Beiding, 54-pound salmon, Mr. 
JE. Beiding, 34-pound salmon, Frank Harris, 
guide; if. A. Redfteld, 5]-pound salmon, 
Aiatf Carr, guide.
May 22, W. F. Sturtevant, Springfield, 
Mass., 54-pound and 3-pound salmon, E 
Hinkley, guide; E. F. Beiding, it pound 
rout. G. H, Huntoon, guide; Alex Jackson, 
Jr., Boston, 5-pound trout, Jim Ross, guide; 
35. Beiding, 44-pound salmon, Frank Harris, 
guide.
May 23, J. C. Beach, Bloomfield. N. J., 34. 
pound salmon. Frank Porter, guide; H. D 
Turner, New Jersey, 34-pound salmon, Free­
man Tibbetts, guide.
May 24, E. H. Gale, Haverhill, Mass., 64 and 
4 }-pound salmon, Ira Huntoon, guide; "A. B. 
Oilman, 44-pound salmon, 1). E. Hey wood, 
jiiide; J. I. Paul, Boston, 5-pound salmon: 
F. Beiding. Fitchburg. Mass., 6-pound 
saimon, G. H. Huntoon, guide; G. A. Taft, 
31-pound salmon, James wathieson, guide; 
W. F. Sturtevant, Springfield, Mass., 3J- 
pound salmon, E. llirikley, guide; P. S. 
33 vans. Gorham, N.H., 64-pound salmon; G. 
O. Chartier, B ston, 34-pound salmon, Frank 
Porter, guide.
May 25, R. F. Greely. Boston, 41-pound | 
salmon, Martin Fuller, guide; Alex Jackson, 1 
Jr., 4-pound salmon, Jim Ross, guide.
May 26, J. W. Cummings, Portland, Me., 6} 
and 44-pound salmon, Emery Haley, guide; 
Percy Gardner, New Jersey, 4-pound salmon, 
Jason Tibbetts, guide: W. C. Wallace, New 
Jersey, 4-pouiul salmon, Jason Tibbetts, 
guide. D. E HkywOOD.
M O U N TA IN  VIEW HOUSE.
Jlecord Fish Taken at VI r. How 
ley’s Resort This Week.
On M o o s e l o o k m e g u n t ic  L a k e . 
Mooselookmeguntic House,
situated in the heart of the best fishing 
district of the Rangeley lakes. The hotel is 
2,000 feet above sea level and hay fever is 
guaranteed to be absolutely unknown. 
Address, from November until May, Thec* 
L. P a g e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, Washington, 
D.C. After May 1, Haines’ Landing, Me.
V ia  R a n g e l e y .
York’s Camps.
Loon Lake, within 5 miles of Rangeley vil­
lage. There are ten ponds within two miles; 
good fishing in all and for hunting it can’t be 
beat. Camps neat and each party lias a camp 
by themselves. Those with families who 
wish to spend the summer months in the 
Maine woods can find no better place than 
York’s Camps. For further particulars, ad­
dress
R. S. York, Prop’r, Rangeley Me.
Wood and Bamboo Rods
made to order and repaired.
Call and see my special Rangeley Wood 
Rod and Split Bamboo.
E . T .  H O A R ,
R angeley ,  - * Maine.
TO T H E GUID ES.
Dear Sir—1026 Sportsmen were sent to 
Maine last season through the Sportsman’s 
Information Bureau. We were obliged to 
«end them all to Guides now wearing our 
Maine Guides’ Badge. Hundreds of Sports­
men all over the States are now making ar­
rangements with us for Spring Fishing and 
Fall Shooting. Send in your Registered 
Number and enclos.; (§1.00) and we will for­
ward you your Badge, witn nomber on it. If 
vou are not already on our book, send for 
information blanks to fill out. Yours truly',H. Blanchard Maine Guides Agent. 
157 Washington St, Cor Coral)ill, Boston, Mas6.
Moxie Ledge Cottage To Let.
For present season, cottage at head of 
Rangeley lake—no more beautiful site on the 
lake—six rooms with cookhouse and dining 
room in adjoining buildings, all furnished. 
Terms reasonable to right party. Address, 
HARRY P. DILL,
Port Hope, Ontario.
Laundress Wanted.
One first-class laundress at §4.00 a week and 
board. Apply, with references, to
M a in e  W o o d s ,
Phillips, Me.
each. F. J. Bartlett, H. Quimby, guide, one 
salmon and one trout, 24 to 3 pounds. Dr. C. 
M. Bisbee and Mr. John Reed, three salmon, 
4, 2 and 2 pounds each. C. A . DeCansey, one 
trout, 34 pounds; two salmon, 2 pounds each. 
Mr. Forster, four salmon, 3, 3, 4 and 24 
pounds. Frank P. Thomas, two salmon, 2 
and 4 pounds. John S. Harlow, one trout, 5 
pounds. T. L. Page and Henry O. Stanley 
six trout, largest, 34 pounds. Judd Stone, 
five salmon, largest, pounds.
Late arrivals are: Geo. G. Witham, Farm­
ington; Fred H. Pearson, Lowell, Mass.; Dru 
E. M. Sleeper, A. Carpenter. South Berwick; 
Henry A. Taft, Thos. F. Strange, M. C. Hal- 
iett and wife, Frank Percival and wife. Bos­
ton; F. C. Bennett, Rangeley7; I. J. Strout, 
Berlin, N. H.; Jas. A. Place, South Berwick; 
Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield; D. E. Wilbur 
and wii e, Boston; Herbert E. Gale, Haver­
hill; F. J. Lang, Lisbon Falls; John H. 
Rhodes, C. F. Allen, New York; R. E. Swain, 
West Leeds; H. H. Lowe, 'umer; John S. 
Harlow, M. W Forster, Dixfield; Frank Stan­
ley, Roxbury ; Samuel Clark, Portland; Wm. 
H. Boston, New York City; John Reed, Rox­
bury; C. M. Bisbee, Rumford Falls; R. S. 
Datin, Portland; John R. Trask, J. J. Sturte­
vant, Dixfield ; Dr. and Mrs. Stillings, Con­
cord. Mass.; Geo. D. Bisbee, Rumford Falls; 
J. J. Mahoney, Andrew C. Stone, Lawrence; 
R. L. Melcher, F. P. Thomas, Andover; C. L. 
Furguson, J. S. P. H. Wilson, Auburn; Mr. 
and Mrs. Chas. L. Fuller, Lynn, Geo. McGur 
ley, guide; J. D. Plckslay, New York, Russ 
Spinney, guide; Mrs. W. K. Moody, Boston;
Shells Loaded lo Order.
Du Pont’s
Gunpowder
AND
Smokeless
Powder
SOME GOOD CATCHES
Guests at Mooselookmeguntic 
House Getting Big Fish.
Parties at the Hotel Camps to 
Enjoy the Fishing.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods] 
M o o s e l o o k m e g u n t ic  Ho u s e , )
k N I TNG, M E. S
in conversation at the Mooselookmeguntic.
Mr. F. Skinner, who has been at the Moose­
lookmeguntic for some weeks, while out 
Saturday, May 25, succeeded in landing a 4- 
pound trout on one rod and a lost landing 
net on another at the same time. Mr. Skin­
ner thinks this record cannot be beaten this 
season
Senator Wm. P. Frye, who left Thursday, 
had some great sport with the rod while 
here. Wednesday, May 22, he hooked a big 
salmon and after playing him for some time 
and getting him in the net, he made such a 
Ha in e s  La m  in g , e . \ ' j fight that he broke the handle o£thenet and
May 27,1901. ) j through the bottom be went. The guide
The beginning of the fourth week of the thinks his weight would reach not less than
busy season at Haines Landing finds quar- 8 pounds. The same day the Senator landed
tered t the Mooselookmeguntic House-many a 3-pound salmon and a 2 pound trout at the
r
List o f Arrivals and All the Late
News.
Special correspondence to the M a in e  W o o d s ] 
M o u n t a in  V i e w , May 28,1901. 
The past week many sportsmen have ar­
rived at Mountain View. Most of the week 
lias been very fine and pleasant and the peo­
ple are enjoying exce’ lent fishing. The ar­
rivals the past week are as follows;
F. P. Thomas, Andover; T. J. Dillon and 
wife, Bath; E. G. Reynolds, M. C. Hallet and 
wife, H. W. Clark, W. M. Faucett, J. W. Ver­
non, Rufus F. Greely, M. L. Fuller, W. A. Card, 
Boston; Harry Quimby, Rangeley; F. G. 
Crosby, Chicago; Judge R. S. Newell, E. D. 
Rockwell, Bristol, Conn.; L. M. Huston, Lew­
iston; H. M. Thomas, Andover; E. M. Messen­
ger and wife, Master Messenger, Winchester; 
J . W. Brackett, Phillips; Wm. Marcy, Worces­
ter; E. L. Barry, Waltham; J. D. Pixsley and 
wife, New York; Herbert H. White, Cam­
bridge; Fred Packard, Brockton.
Mr. H. W. Clarke has D. T. Haines as guide. 
Judge Newell and Ed Rockwell have Bert 
Herrick for guide. H. W. White has Con 
Whitney as guide. The catch of record fish 
for the past week is as follows:
T, J. Dillon, trout, 4 pounds. H. W. Clarke, 
trout, 4, 33, 34 and 3J pounds; salmon, 3 
pounds. E. D Rockwell, Iron', 3 and 3§ 
pounds; salmon, 3J pounds. Mrs. J. G. Pixs­
ley, trout, 44 pounds. Judge Newell, trout, 3f 
salmon, 5:] and 34 pounds.
Mr. Rowley has bis new cottage most com­
pleted and it will be quite an addition to 
Mountain View. Mr. John Lilly of Lambert- 
ville, N. J., will occupy it when it Is done 
Mr. Bbwley lias sold his fast horse, Max, to 
.1. H. Rhoades, one of the members of the 
Oquossoc club of Indian Rock, and we under­
stand a long price went with It. Max i» a 
fine road horse and will make a fine gentle­
man's driver.
prominent visitors from different sections of 
the country and more especially the New 
England states. The news of the great fish­
ing in the Rangeleys, especially the Moose­
lookmeguntic lake lias been so widely spr ad 
over the count y that it has caused an in­
creased desire among many sportsmen to 
| visit Rangeley who have never been here in 
( the past.
j Thursday, May 23, a large party ot sports- 
! men registered at the Mooselookmeguntic 
House for a week’s stay. They came from 
I different parts of the state. The party con­
sists of the following;
j R. E. Sweenie, North Leeds; H. M. Lowe,
same cast. It is well known that the Senator 
uses no other method than casting.
The f »bowing is a part of the records made 
by guests of Mooselookmeguntic during the 
week just past,;
May 20. Geo. A. Drew, sixteen salmon, 1 to 
3>i pounds, Mr. G. W. Round and Dr. J. F. 
Hawland, with W. Lufkin as guide, four 
salmon, 1 to 5 pounds each.
May 21. B, G. Fuller of New York, with M. 
Carlton as guide, five salmon, the largest 24 
pounds. Dr. Chas. Pierce of Boston, L. 
Haley, guide, one trout, 2 pounds; two salm­
on, 3)4 and 2 pounds. Dr. Hawland, one 
salmon, 2 pounds. Mr. Rounds, one trout, 24
Turner; John S. Harlow, M. A. Forster, Dix- I pounds. Dr. C. M. Sleeper of South Berwick,
NEW ADV E1IT1 SEM ENTS
A. F. Meisselbaeh & Bro., Newark, N. J., ad­
vertise the “All Right” reel and Harri mao Sanding net.
Jas. P. Haynes, proprietor of Burnham 
Cottage, inserts an ad.
The Belgrade, Belgrade Mills, Is advertised. 
O. M. Jones, Forks, Me., Inserts an al.
field; Frank Stanley, Roxbury; John R. 
Trask, J. S. Sturtevant, Dixfield; Samuel 
Clark, Portland; John Reed, Roxbury; C. M- 
Bisbee, Rumford I alls. They are occupying 
one of the hotel camps and are having great 
sport with the rod and reel.
Another happy part y who arrived Friday, 
May 24, are Judge Andrew C. Stone of Law­
rence, Mass.; Mayor J. S. P. H. Wilson, Au­
burn; J. ... Mahoney, of Lawrence; R. L. 
Melcher, F. P. Thomas, Andover, and C. L. 
Turgeon of Andover. They are also occupy­
ing one of the hotel camps, 
j Among others of prominence who are stop­
ping at the Mooselookmeguntic House for a 
j few days are Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Flanders, 
j general ticket agent of B. & M. railroad, Bos- 
I ton, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Bartlett, Bos- 
| ton; Hon. George D. Bisbee and wife, Miss 
j May L. Bisbee, Rumford Falls, and Mr. E. L.
I Love joy of the Rumford Falls & Rangeley 
Lakes railroad. Most all the above are fond 
I of fishing and some of them have already 
| had good luck.
j “ I see Page still holds Ms old reputation in 
regard to good table service, and he has a 
! ejok who certainly understands how to 
tickle the palate ol a hungry angler with a 
j tteisctous planked trout or salmon,” said one 
I sportsman to another a few days ago while
with Will Huntoon as guide, five trout, 14 to 
24 pounds each. Mr. A. Carpenter, Ansel 
Soule, guide, five trout, 1 to 2 pounds, and a 
3-pound salmon.
May 22. Mr. Carpenter, two salmon, 2 
pounds each, and four trout, 1 to 24 pounds
each.
May 23. Col. James A. Place, the census di­
rector of South Berwick, with Edward Low­
ell as guide, two salmon, 34 and 4 pounds; 
one trout, 3 pounds. Mr. Whitehouse, three 
salmon, 2>i, 34. 6% and 3 pounds; trout, 1 and 
14 pounds each. Dr. Dolliver, E. Hamden, 
guide, one salmon, 2 pounds; two trout, 14 
and 2 pounds.
May 24. A. Carpenter, two salmon, 34 and 
4 pounds. Hon. H. O. Stanley, one salmon, 0 
pounds. Dr. J. S. Sturtevant, three salmon, 
2>i, 4, and 4 pounds. Dr. C. M. Sleeper, one 
salmon, 24 pounds, and one trout, 2K pounds. 
A. Carpenter, four trout, 1 }i to pounds, 
and t hree salmon, 3, 4 and 44 pounds. John 
R. Trask, one salmon, 6 pounds. Hon. Geo. 
D. Bisbee, two salmon, 2>£ and 34 pounds. 
Col. James A. Place, one salmon, 3 pounds, 
and one trout, 3 pounds. Jno. S. Harlow, one 
salmon, 5 pounds.
May 26. Mr. 1). J, Flanders, L. Haley, 
guide, three salmon and one trout, 3 pounds
For Shot Guns and Rifles.
4 \
For sale by
J. C. Corson, Wilton, Me.
E. I. DUPONT de NEMOURS & CO., Wilmington, Delaware.
GoirT Campin’ this Summer?
Do You Ever Get Tired?
“  Stored Energy” is a Concentrated Food, quickly allays fatigue, in 
box, fits the pocket, by mail 10 cents. “ Coffee Je ll” 30 cups in Tube, fits 
pocket, 30 cents. Write us,
Peloubet  Manufactur ing:  CoM 
69 Barclay Street,  . . . .  N e w  Yo rk .
ORIGINAL IDEAS IN
SLEEPING BAGS
TEN TS, ETC
New Prices, New Catalog.
Send f’ r it.
j*  T. C. P H E L P S ,
11 Central St., - Boston, Hass.
HOUSE BOAT, CONVENIENT SCHEME FOR FISHING.
Cou rtesy of Inland Fish and Game Commissioners.
o p i n i i C / j  j i U D ) f f i i a *» . r v i u u u  , j j u a i u u  ,
Mrs. F. E. Stanley, Newton; F. C. Howe and 
wife, Portland; Q C. Rudesill, Providence; F. 
D. Parsons, Springfield; Mr. and Mrs. D. J. 
Flanders, Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Bartlett, Mal­
den; Mrs. Geo. D. Bisbee, Mary L. Bisbee, 
Rumford Falls; Chas. A. DeCourcy, P. G. 
Evans, Henry Marble, Gorham, N. H.; E. L. 
Lovejoy, Rumford Falls.
BIG FISH AT THE BIRCHES.
0-Pound Trout and 7-Pound 
Salmon Caught by Mrs. Earl.
[Special correspondence to the MAINE WOODS.] 
The Birches, May 28,1901.
Business at the Birches is very good, sixty 
people being there at the present writing. 
The fishing is very good and all who have 
tried their luck with the rod have been satis­
fied with the result.
Large numbers of applications are being 
received and all indications point to a much 
larger season than last.
Mrs. Newton Earl has been very successful, 
having landed a 6-pound trout and a 7-pound 
salmon. Mrs. Louis Leviseur has also landed 
several large ones.
Recent arrivals are:
May 20. Dr. F. A. Stillings and family, 
II. II. Dudley, Miss F. T. Minot, F. E. Brown, 
Gov. F. W. Rollins and wife, Alvin B. Cross 
and wife, H. W. Stevens and wife, Concord, 
N. H.; Rev. Jas. Lee, Boston; T. H. Wallou, Lewisto "  "  ■*
H. Mors
S to p  Cutting W o o d  Smoke. ^
C a m p C o m f o M y
TAKF A
K flO T A L  STOYE
WITH YOU. 
BURNS KEROSENE 
WITHOUT WICK, 
SMOKE OR S00T.
Regulated to Any Desired Temperatur«.
P R I C E  S 3 .7 5 .
S IZ E , 814X844-W EIQ H T, 414 lbs.
Send for Descriptive Catalogue No. 3.
TH E HYDROCARBON BURNER CO.,
i97]Futton St., New York. 
BOSTON—The Globe Gaslight Co., 77 & 79 
Union Street.
E . M. W H ITE, OLD TO W N , M E
MANUFACTURER OF
F I N E  C A N V A S  C A N O E S ,
made with cedar ribs and linings, free from all ira 
perfections and second to none in the market. Al 
sizes built to order and those not in stock, will be made 
at short notice. Also manufactures poles, paddles, 
chairs, etc.
H. IVI. B A R R E T T ,  W e l d ,  M e .
Builder of FINh CEDAR BO ATS.
|¡gp*Write-for price list and descriptive 
Catalogue.
E. S. T W A D D L E ,
BOATS AND CANOES, WELD, MAINE.
EUROPEAN PLAN. S pecia l BreakTs- 
%t 40 < ts. ami table d ’h o te  cl inner 5o <-u, 
Electric Lights. Steam Heating. 
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
n; Rev. G. S. Hurley, Portland; Geo. 
gan, Boston; C. W. Varney and wife. 
Lynn; J. L. Besse, <ieo. C. Washburn, Hart
ford; H. A. Monroe, F. S. Neal, Auburn; J. T. 
Fiske, Providence.
May 22. J. E. Voter, Portland; H. B. Good- 
ri 'h, Haverhill: C. F. Tuller and wife, Lynn; 
I. J. Strort, Berlin, N. H.
May 23. W. R. Kissam and family, Brook­
lyn; W. M. Faucett,, Boston ; L. N. Huston, 
Lewiston; W. W. Ives, N. S. Lippitt, W. B. 
Young, Norwich; C. W. Comstock, Montville, 
Conn.; J. H. Finn, Jewett City, Conn.; F. G. 
Crosby. Chicago.
May 24. A. S. Woodworth, Boston; H. M. 
Witter, P. Flint, W. Marcy, G. E. Sterne and 
son, Worcester; J. R. Trask, Dixville; D. A. 
Merrill, F. M. Haw ies, Polafld Springs; H. H. 
Hemson, Auburn; C W. Gardner and wife, 
Boston; W. C. Osgood and wife,Portland; 
C. G. Dentsa and wife, Mechanic Falls; H. E. 
Swett and wife, Auburn; II. C. Kennedy, 
East Wilton, N. Y.; F. B. Kendrick, Lebanon, 
N. H.; C. C. Rogers, F. A. Kidder, Boston.
THF WORD FROM REMIS.
One Person, §1.00 per day and upward. 
Two Persons, $1.50 per day and upw ard. 
From South Terminal,—Take North Sta­
tion Cars to Elm St.
From North Station,—Take Subway Cars 
to Scollay Sq., or surface cars to Elm St. 
C. A. JONES, Prop.
Every Success Is Imitated.
T H E fT T I I ’ i i T L l  SINCLE
T R O L L I N C  B A I T , C C K
“THE IRRESISTIBLE,”
not excepted, but it has no equal. Dishonest 
dealers even resort to copying my box labels 
tofieceive the unwary. DON’ T BE FOOLED by 
cheap imitations. Note the difference in the 
quality of the goods. See that my name is 
stamped on every spoon.
"THE IRRESISTIBLE”  insures a big catch 
of all game fishes, especially salmon and 
large trout. Price SI.00 and $1.25 each. By 
! mail to any address. Send for handsomely 
illustrated booklet—FREE.
CEO. H .  B U R T I S ,  M ’f ’ r
of the celebrated Burtis Flies and Rods, 
Worcester, • Mass.
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS.
Fish Record and Those Who 
Have Registered at “ B illy ’s.”
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods]
P l e a s a n t  Is l a n d  Ca m p s  j 
Ha in e s  La n d in g , m e ., MayJiS, u*oi. ' \
The fishing here for the past week, like the 
fishing for al) the season, up to this time, lias 
been first class. All of the^guests'diere have 
madcvexcellont records as the following will 
show:
Monday, May 20. H. R. Trainer, Boston, 
twenty trout, one 5 pounds, one]*34 pounds.
Large Numbers o f Fish Caught Mr. Trainer landed one'of 24Jpounds and one
• v ,  . j of 24 pounds at the same cast. Mrs. M. 0.
OJ 1 ls iro rs . Hallett, Boston, one 44 pounds, one 34 pounds.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods] VIrs. Hallett also took two at one Jcast that
Bemis, May 28, 1901 ! * ei*lled ' * an<l ® Pouuds eaol.u W* A- Ste'I jffienson, Florence, Mass., one.]of 7f pounds, 
Dr. and Mrs. Chas. H. Stoddard and Mr. a-ilmnn 54 rtomnls front 44 ¡V u 01 .,„,1 and Mrs. Chas. H Smith of Dedham, Mass. °he salmon ^  pounds, trout, 44, 34, 34, .4 and
have had some very good fishing. Their sue- | 2 pounds. Dr. G. J. Hickey, Florence, salmon, 
cess ran to numbers rather than large fish. ; 44, 24 and 24 pounds- trout,34, 24':uuP2 pounds.
Hand Mad e  
T r o u t  and i Q 
Salmon Fl iess
Double Snell and He ok. 
Rest wearing FLY mad«-. 
flRS. H. H, DILL, Rangeley, iTalne.
SEND $1.00 for one dozer of fine trout flies. State Mz - wanted
I d a  J o a n n a  Wolcott, Rome, N. Y.
Dr. Cantrell’sD
TUBULAR FLIES
Their largest weighed about 3 pounds. This 
par*y occupy the “ Lower Wigwam.”
Mr. H. A. Randall of Brunswick, was here 
three days He had very good luck. He 
caught no large ones but carried home four­
teen, some of which would weigh a couple, of pounds each.
Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Wedgewood of Lewiston
Hallett, salmon, 6} and «  pound, *
”  ' ’* ' ~ - B and 2 pounds. C. A. Brooks, salmon, 54 and
C. A. Brooks, Manchester, N 
pounds; trout, 3 and 24 pounds. Frank Per 
eivaJ, Boston, salmon, 4| pounds; trout, 3|, 24, 
2 and 2 pounds.
Tuesday, May 21. H. R. Trainer, salmon, 2] 
pounds; trout, 2}, 2[ and 2 pounds. M. C.
SOME ADVANTAGES.
A doubtful hook or snell need never be 
used The fiy will fit hooks of three sizes. 
It may be a d ju s te d  to any position on the 
h x>k, at right angles to or masking the barb 
The method of tying them on a flanged tube 
makes them more durable than any other 
files They lake up only one quarter* of the 
space in the Fly Book of the ordinary fly. 
The gut can !>«■ soaked before using without
. : ___  wetting the fiy. Send $1.00 for sample Hies
H.,; salmon 2J on celluloid card and hooks in case. State 
' size Descriptive circular and price list onapplication.
Tubular Fly Co., 54 McDonough St., Brook­lyn, N, Y.
wood’s brother from Colorado.
Mr. and Mrs. W. I). Bishop of Bridgeport, 
Conn., are at “ Camp Elysium” for quite a long stop.
At the “U per Wigwam” Is a Bath party 
consisting of Howard Spear and wife and Mr. 1 
and Mrs. John Alden Moise.
Mr. Pi- ntis Cummings counsel for the 
Boston Eievated road, who has been here for 
a couple of weeks, returned home last Satur­
day. Mr. Cummings will be here during Au­gust and September.
Mr. M. McDonald, Mr. J. H. Heald, Mr. W. 
M. Gowan of Portland, and Mr. Wm. H. Ful- 
som of Exeter, N. H., have been here for a 
few davs, occupying their special car. They 
have Buckskin Sam and Oscar Littlehale for 
guide; and they have been having some good fishing
Bemis is a great distributing point for the 
lakes and the register shows a great many 
names for each day in the week of people 
who st p for a meal en route for other points 
or returning home. The camps are also well 
filled with “ steadys.” Among those who 
have s opped here for one ¡night or more 
lately are Willard Nve, Jr.. New Bedford, 
Mass.: Harry Wright. Frank J. Lange, H. G. 
Harmon, Lisbon Falls; W. H. Grant, C. F. 
Johnson. Rumford Falls; H. A. Randall 
Brunswick; A. B Hobart, Harry E. Mason’ 
Portland: Fred E. Riley, Livermore Falls; a ! 
A. Sargent, A H. Sargent. Haverhill, Mass.; 
Edwin Riley Chisholm; F. D. Parsons, Springfield, Mass.
Fish and Game Commissioners’ 
Hearing.
On Monday, June 3. at. 10 o’clock a. m„ two 
meetings are to be held at the Mooselookme- 
guntic House, Rangeley, to take action on 
the following:
The first is on a petition asking that all 
fishing in Kennebago stream from its source 
to a point opposite the Boat House of the 
Oquossoc Angling association at Indian Rock, 
also in Rangeley stream from its source to its 
junction with Kennebago stream, be entirely 
prohibited, bxceDti 11 g in the ordinary man­
ner with rod and artificial files.
The ot her hearing is upon the petition ask­ing t hat t he taking of more than one fish or 
ten pounds of fish by any one boat or person 
in any one day by still fishing in any of the 
lakes In the Rangeley chain, be entirely pro­hibited.
24 pounds; trout, 24 and 24 pounds. Dr. L. K. 
Morgan, Brookline, salmon, 4| and 2J pounds; 
trout, 34 and 2 pounds.
Wednesday, May 22. W. A. Stephenson, 
salmon, 2J pounds; trout, 34, 24 and 24]pounds. 
Dr. Morgan, salmon,24 pounds; trout, 2J, 24 
and 2 pounds. Dr. Iliekey, salmon, 244pounds; 
trout, 24 and 24 pounds. E. G. Gerrish, Port 
land, salmon, 34 pounds; trout, 2}, 24 and 2 
pounds. Mr. Percival, salmon, 24 pounds; 
trout, 24, 2 and 2 pounds.
Thursday, May 23. Mr. Gerrish, trout, 1J, 24 
and 2 pounds. Dr. Morgan, salmon, 64 pounds; 
trout, 24 pounds. Mr. Trainer, salmon, 5 
pounds; trout, 3|, 24 and 2 pounds.
Friday, May 24. Mr. Hallett, salmon, 4J and 
44 pounds; trout, 3 and 24 pounds. Mr. l’er- 
civat, salmon, 34 pounds; trout, 2|, 24 and 2 
pounds. Mr. Gerrish, salmon, 5 pounds.
Saturday, May 25, Mr. Geo. E. King, salm­
on, 5 and 44 pounds.
Late arrivals are:
Tuesday, May 21. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Levi­
seur, Boston; Tlieo Steinfleld, New York.
Wednesday, May 22. Henry A. Taft, Thos. 
F. Strange, Boston, F. C. Bennett guide.
Friday, May 24. Frank P. Waterhouse, J. H. 
Emery, W. M. Faucett, Boston; R. H. Brown, 
Peabody; R. K. Swain, West Leeds; H. M. 
Lowe,Turner; L. N. Huston, Lewiston; F. G. 
Crosby, Chicago.
Saturday, May 25. Natt R. Carr, guide; J.H. 
Hassett, Tlieo Hawley, G. H. Colioboot, Rum- 
ford Falls; Ed A. Clausen, Hartford; Mrs. 
W. K. Moody, Boston; Mrs. F. E. Stanley, 
Newton; J. E. Tankard, North Adams, Mass-
Sunday, May 26. Albion N. Kelley, Michael 
J. Cameron, Bemis; W. W. Small, Tlieo F. 
Small, Rumford Falls; M. McDonald, J. H. 
Heald, W, McGowan, Portland; Wm II. Fai­
son, Exeter, N. H.; W. II. Young, F. L. Felton, 
Boston, John Huntoon, guide; J. II. Treat, 
Lawrence.
“ ALL RIGHT.’
You Have 
Had Trouble
with multiplying 
reels. You will have 
none with ours. No 
gear wheels to get 
out of order ; winds 
the line as fast as a 
multiplier ; o n ly  
two parts,the frame 
and spool.
afor cata
A. F. iGisselbacli & Bro,.
Another useful ar­
ticle, a HARRIMAC
Landing Net, Ring
and Stair. All deal- __
ers sell uiese. Send lague to
15 Prospect St. 
Newark, N. J.
A .  J .  H A L E Y ,
C o n tr a c t o r  and Builder.
Years of experience 
in the Rangeley Lake 
region in the construc­
tion of cabins, cottages 
and hotels, which I 
take pleasure in referring to as the 
best class of work that has been 
done in this region. Camps and 
cabins a specialty. For further in­
formation apply to
A . J .  I I a l e y , Rangeley, Me.
COCKER SPANIELS
Liver White and ticked 
Dogs and Pups. Beauties.
J. A. KING, Holeb, Maine.
FOR SALE.
Cooker Spaniel
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SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES. SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES. g SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES.
♦ ♦ ♦  ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦  ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦  ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ < ► ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦  ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES.
LAFLIN & RAND Smokeless Powder, ? Ammunition Thai Has Excelled.
T H E  1901 W INNER ™ e
GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP.
Silver C up  and $ 6 0 0  cash as first prize w o n  by an 
;amateur,  M r .  E.  C.  Griffith,  Pascoae:, R. I. F o u r  of 
the succesful  c on te stan ts  sho o ting  25 str a ig ht ,  
Messrs .  E. S. J o h n s o n ,  F.  S. Parmelee,  E. C.  Griffith  
a n d H .  C.  Koegel ,  used L.  & R. Sm okeless.  T h e i r  
♦pow der  charg e  w as
X 42 C R A IN S  O F L. & R.
♦
}  Loaded in a m e d iu m  g rade shell .
i  #  m  *
| LAFLIN  & RAND P O W D ER  C O  ,
♦ 99 C E D A R  S T R E E T ,  - • N E W  Y O R K  C I T Y .  J
^ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ « ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ *
L O A D E D  W I T H
King’s Semi-Smokeless Powder
in Rifle, Revolver and Pistol.
For  T a r g e t  S h oo t in g  and H u n t i n g  
T h e y  are Im m e a s u ra b ly  Superior.
The Ideal Loaded W ith  . . .KING’ S SMOKELESS POWDER Is Perfection for the Shotgun.
W on the
Indoor Championship U. S. 
for 1900.
The Grand M ilitary 
Contests at Sea Girt, 1901. 
The Revolver Matches 
at Sea Girt, 1900, and 
many other great Contests.
The Great 
Shooting Records 
of America Were Made 
With This 
Ammunition.
Up-to-Date Ammunition.
T H E  P E T E R S  C A R T R I D G E  C O . ,  C incinnati ,  Ohio .
Eastern Department 80 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK, T. H. Keller, Manager.
T A X I D E R M I S T S T A X I D E R M I S T S
FRAZAR & CRITCHLEY,
Taxidermists and dealers in mounted specimens of all kinds, Heads’ 
Rugs, Birds, Game Panels, also Fishing Tackle, Golf goods and Sporting 
goods in general, as well as a large variety of high class Souvenirs.
Call and see us at our new store, the largest and finest of its class in 
America.
FRAZAR & CRITCHLEY, Rangeley, Me.
THE S. L. CROSBY CO., TAXIDERMISTS.
We will this year have the best line of souvenir goods we have ever shown. Under tne 
new management we will guarantee goods and will All orders at precisely ilie time agreed 
upon. Our work will De ke.jt up to the high standard of excellence for which the company 
has always been noted. In addition to our business, Mr. W. L. Stewart will be with us at 
Rangeley. Mr. Stewart is the leading painter in Maine of iish, game, etc. He will make a 
specialty of souvenir decorated paddles, fish and game scenes, etc. His work is all painted 
by hand and in oil. The S. L. CROSBY CO., Bangor, He.
C. S. Winch Manager: E. H. Cobb, Manager of Rangeley Store. W'e also have branch 
stores at Greenville and Northeast Carry In the Moosehead Region.
SPORT AT KINEO.
Another Record Breaking Season 
Is Assured.
TAXIDERMIST. Trout Mezzo the only at 
tist-ic method of mounting fish by which the 
natural color is preserved. Work of every 
description done in the highest style of the 
art. J. Waldo Nash, Norway, Maine.
FISHING IS FIRST-CLASS.
Excellent Catches Made by All 
Fishing Parties.
[Special correspondence to the M aine W oods ]
Kineo, Moosehead lake, May 27,1901.
The fishing was never better and there is 
no sign of an abatement. Not for years have 
the trout been of such average large size or 
more plentiful. The weather has been ex­
ceptionally fine. Trout, togue and salmon 
are now being taken by all in numbers 
which have disappointed none.
One of the best strings of the season was 
taken r cently by A. W. Chesterton and 
pariy of Boston, one hundred and eight trout 
and a few togue weighing IBS pounds. Few 
of the trout were under a pound and a half, 
many weighed 24* pounds and there were 
several 4-pounders in the lot.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Thayer. Miss Mabel Ray 
and B. M. Roekwood of Franklin, had excep­
tional luck, making catches of trout and 
togue daily which averaged 75 pounds. Miss 
Ray distinguished her seif, making one of the 
finest individual catches of trout for the sea­
son so far. In the lot were three trout which 
weighed 104 pound«, with a 44i pounder for 
the largest.
The Tisdale party of Leominster, famous 
togue fishermen, have been catching many 
of these hard fighters weighing from 4 to 10 
pounds in weight.
Mr. and Mrs. Mahler Watson and a gay 
party of Gloucester, Mass., men and women 
nave been enjoying excellent sport.
Among the recent arrivals is the F. X. Filz-
Eatriek party of Boston. They opened the rst day’s sport with a 13-pound laker, and 
have been having excellent luck.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pierce and the Masters 
Pierce of Worcester have been having great 
luck, taking big strings of trout and togue 
weighing as high as 4 and 8 pounds.
The Camp Comfort cl-.b is at its cozy club­
house at the Sand Bar Farm, two miles fromhere, and good sport has been had. Wm. P.
McKinney of Boston, took recently eight 
trout weighing 17 pounds, and in the lot two 
at one cast which weighed 4 pounds.
W. H. Wesson, the Springfield revolver 
manufacturer, is entertaining a party of 
friends at his camps on Moody Islands and 
good sport is being enjoyed.
F. F Raymond and Miss Raymond of Bos­
ton, have had a pleasant and successful trip, 
making good catches.
8. F. Johnson and Forest L. Smith of Bos­
ton, are ciedited with some big strings, and 
Herbert S. Potter of the same place, 
taken some big trout
Fish Itising to tlie Fly In Poml 
in the River and B Pond.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods] 
M id d l e d a m , May 28,1901. 
The fishing season at this place is no w w 1 
under way and good strings are being caught 
I daily.
The fish are rising to the tty already at 
I Pond in the River and the fly fishing at B 
! pond never was better.
j A. N. Russell, L N. Walker and J. H. Kit 
I tans of New' York, with Will and Leeman
MFUANTIC CLUB NOTES.
I I O T E L S A N D  C A M P S  . ( H O T E L S  A N D C A M P S
Jackman’s New Hotel.
Mr. Fred Henderson wishes to announce to friends, patrons and a 
tiue sportsmen that he will open a new hotel in Jackman, Maine, for the 
accommodation of sportsmen and summer boarders. This hotel will be 
first-class in every respect.
1  he liist floor will consist of Office, Private Office, Reading Room 
etc. 1 he second floor will comprise Ladies’ Parlor, Bath Room and Sleep*» 
ing Rooms.
A  good livery will be connected with the house. Excellent spring 
watei will be furnished the guests, in fact, everything will he combined to 
make this an ideal spot for casting the fly or for repose during the warm 
summer months. I shall he prepared to furnish sportsmen with all neces­
sities for camping either for hunting or fishing. This hotel is located in 
the center of a vast hunting and fishing region and anyone desiring early 
fishing will do well to visit Jackman. From the hotel one can canoe |o  
miles through lakes and rivers where the scenery is unsurpassed in Maine,>
This house will be open from May ist to Dec. 15th and will be run 
connection with the Heald Pond Camps.
For further information, address,
F R E D  H E N D E R S O N ,  
Jackman. = M aine.
Courtesy of Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
Sargent, guides, caught forty three fish, trout
Fine Fishing at Jackman.
P r o v id e n c e , R. I „  M ay 27, 1901.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
I have just xeturned from a few days’ trip 
to Jackman and would say they are having 
the best spring fishing there now they ever 
had.
The week preceding my arrival and the 
week I was there ninety-one trout (genu'ne 
square tail) were taken by those at and near 
tlie Henderson House, weighing 238 pounds. 
The largest weighed 6f pounds and none 
under 1 pound. My own catch, going oiu five 
times, was 1, 1, l>i, 14 1:[, 2, 2, 2, 2)4 , 2>i, 3, 3, 
3>i. 3J, 44£ pounds.
One can take a canoe at the Henderson 
House and no any distance for fishing and re- 
tu n at night and not walk a step.
Fred Henderson opened his new hotel May 
1, and he can meet both ihe early morning 
and afternoon trains, going either direction 
from Greenville or Lenoxville. His house 
and accommodations are all right and the 
fishing is there. I would like to add that the 
last day’s fishing I bad, May 23, they all took 
the fty in preference, to minnows. The Heald 
Pond Camps ar% now open and run in con­
nection with the hotel. T. 0. Leavens.
Fishing at Kineo.
Fishing is very good at Kineo. May 13, 
E. A. Ham caught sixteen trout, within a 
mile and a half of the hotel, that weighed 
224 pounds. May 24, he caught ten trout all 
on the fly that weighed 10 pounds. These 
were caught at the month of Moose river, 
two miles from the hotel.
! Fishing Showing Up Well on All 
the Ponds.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods] 
Eu&TlS, May 20,1901. j 
The Megantic club opened their camps on 
May 15, and there are quite a number of 
members there at present. Among them are 
the Drew parly from Medford, Mass., and the 
j Seyms party from Hartford, Conn. , tOft:
I »Dr. Payne of Boston, witli a party of four,
; is expected soon, also the Cutler party of ten 
j from Binghamton, N. Y. There are several 
I oilier parties.
; The fishing is first-class in Big Island pond 
I and In L pond and some good catches have 
l been made in North, West and in Chain of i 
Ponds.
Everything looks like a very prosperous 
season fo r  tlie club. .. , -1 ■ . • i#.-
Hotel 011 Lake Umbagog Leased.
Fred N. Saunders of Auburn, has leased of 
F. W. Lovejoy of Lowell, Mass., the property 
on Lake Umbagog. known as LaKeside. This 
lease includes the hotel, two steamboats and 
all the personal property and real estate. 
Lakeside Is located on the lower end of the 
lake, and m New Hampshire. Mr. Saunders 
will take entire possession on Saturday, June 
1. He will leave Lewiston next Monday, 
whh a party of hdp, to take an inventory of 
the property. It was hut a short time ago 
that Mr. Saunders and others purchased a 
1000-acre tract of land on the upper end of 
Lake Umbagog of Charles Mason of Bethel. 
This property has a 4-mile shore line on Lake 
Umbagog and on Bear river. Here Mr. Saun­
ders will begin very soon on the erection of a 
summer hotel, to be known as Metalluc 
Lodge. The house will be completed this 
coming fall.
Steps have been taken toward the organi­
zation of a company, which will be incorpor­
ated within a few weeks under the name of 
the Maine & New Hampshire Hotel associa­
tion. Among tlie people interested are Mr. 
Saunders, A. L. Estes of Auburn. Charles A. 
Mayo of Lewiston, and several out-of the- 
state men of influence. The new lodge will 
be built by A. L. EM.es, contractor, after 
plans by Coombs & Gibbs. Bradford, Conant 
& Co will have the contract for the furnish­
ings.
Monadnock House.
A  modern, up-to-date house, situated in the midst of unsurpassed 
mountain scenery and near excellent trout fishing. Pure spring water* 
Hay fever unknown. Parties met at Errol boat upon notice in ad­
vance. Write for circulars to
T .  C .  R O W A N  & CO., Colebrook, N.  H
Mr. Brownell Breaks Record.
THERE IS RARE SPORT IN CANOEING.
Courtesy of Inland Fish and Game Commissioners.
and salmon, with tiles at B pond, all nice 
ones. Mr. L. A. Dresser, with Elmer Howe, 
guide, in one hour at Pond in the River 
brought in a trout weighing 4X pounds and a 
5-pound salmon, besides several smaller 
ones.
Mr. A A. Gleason, F. P. Gleason and B. F.
I Virgin in one day at the pools below the dam 
took forty trout and salmon. They were all 
has ; of good size. Messrs. W. E. and J. P. Skil­
lings made a good catch of 52 pounds of trout
Fly fishing has opened with much promise 
and excellent sport is being bad. This ideal 
sport will be at its prime in the course of a 
few days. The best catch of the season so 
far was taken at Tomhegan by Harry L. 
Arnold of Bangor in an hour’s fishing at sun­
set, twenty-six trout in all, which came in 
triples and doubles.
J. IT. Lewis and Dennis Tracy of Bangor 
have taken some good tish on the fly and 
others who have persisted have made satis­
factory catches.
Nearly a hundred guests are now enjoying 
tlie hospitality of the Mt. Kineo Hotel and 
the number is steadily increasing. Many 
have come and gone, but more have taken 
their places.
Manager Judkins has added a new 31-foot 
steam launch to the fleet of private steamers 
which is at the disposal of the guests of the 
Mt Kineo Hotel, andleverything is being done 
that will contribute to the enjoyment or com­
fort of the guests.
Tlie work of laying out the new golf 
course is nearing completion and they will 
be ready for play early in July. In the mean­
time a few practice holes have been put in 
order on which tlie guests are finding pleas­
ure. The new links will be the most, plctur-
introduced.
Another record breaking season is assured. 1 
Already there has been an immense demand for rooms during the summer season and it) 
will only-be a question of a very short time 
now when tlie sign, “ standing room only,’ ; 
will be in order for tlie busiest season.
in two days’ fishing.
Frank Thomas and H. R. Porter both re­
turned home with handsome strings.
J. H. Kittans of New York, holds the record 
for the largest fish, taking a 6} pound salmon 
and a 5%-pound trout at Pond In the Ibver in 
one day.
Among the expected arrivals are Mr. Car 
ter, w. L. Burrage ar d party, Wm. E. Weld 
and wife, Boston; H. H. Bates and party, 
Paris; F. A. Foster, A. H. Newell and party, 
Boston.
Our boat, the “ Minnie,” badly injured by 
the dynamite explosion a few days ago, is 
hauled out for repairs but will be running 
again in a few days. In the meanwhile, our 
small launch will be used, which will accom­
modate our passengers. The house has been 
repaired and everything is running in first- 
class order.
Some of the recent arrivals are: A. N. Rus­
sell, L. N. Walker, Dr. J. H. Kittans, Ilion, N. 
Y .; Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Howe, Mr. and Mrs. F. 
O. Walker, Rumford Falls; Will Hoit, guide; 
Mr. L. A. Dreiser, Clarence Dresser, Berlin, 
N. H.; F. P. Thomas, H. R. Porter, Andover; 
E. A. Richard, New York: A. H. Alger, W. B. 
Caswell, Taunton, Mass.; Col. and Mrs. H. E. 
Russell, Boston; A. A. Gleason, F. P. Gleason,
f-rlf- 
New 
Man­
ning, M. T. Donovan, Boston.
Bound Mountain Lake.
A few days ago a party went to Round 
Mountain lake consisting of Arthur H. Rus- 
Many sportsmen have begun to strike into ! sell, Franklin H Hunt, Harry Brown and 
the wilderness for canoe trips. The West winchester Mass Thesebranch is now clear of logs and hundreds are * rank H. Rand of Winchester, -vr.vss, rnese
flocking here to take some one of the many j men are all of experience but they yield the
famous trips which open up from the North-1 ltll tQ Mr p,rovm as fly fisherman. Mr.
West bran eh John^ and A B e lfiftrg s  Brown uses no other method of fishing andT^wnih iamous g nips he aIways has good success when he findsrework! ai o s. that there really is a trout to be caught.
Moose Increasing lu Numbers.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods.] 
Stratton, May 29,1901.
As I have just returned from one of my 
tramps through the woods, I cannot help 
writing a few words to the Maine Woods in 
regard to the m. ose. As far a8 my observa­
tion goes, there is no question but what 
moose are on the gain. On my last trip over 
the Megantic pieserve I saw three different 
moose and in the- past; we k three moose 
have been seen around Stratton and Eustis, 
and now the laws are all right for their pro­
tection and there Is plenty of feed for ihem 
ai d we are sure to see plenty of moose here 
again. Stop and think one moment how 
beautiful an animal tlie moose is and think 
how near he came being extinct, and now 
they are on the increase, let us ail help pro­
tect them.it never looked so favorable for sportsmen 
coming in as this year. All camp owners are 
very much encouraged with their correspon­
dence and they are doing more to get ready 
in the way of repairing roads, camps, boats, 
etc., giving more this year for the same 
money.
There has been hardly an evening for the 
past month but what you could look over the 
river from the Shaw House piazza and see 
from one to fourteen deer in the field. Hard- 
lv an evening goes by but what you can see 
them. R o b e r t  Ph i l l i p s .
Ten-Pound Togne Caught at 
Yarnum Pond.
[Special correspondence to the M aine W oods.] 
T e m p l e , M ay 28,1901.
Pine Point club entertained at their club­
house on Yarnum pond over Sunday E. Turner 
Hatch, Portland; T. P. Webster, Bath; S. H. 
Stackpole, Lewiston ; Wm. Pratt, H. C. Cross, 
A. H. Presson, Lee Berry, Fred Fuller, E. A. 
Russell, Wm. Small. Farmington.
• Fred Morton and wife of Avon, spent a few 
days last week at Forest Hill Camps Varnum 1 
pond, with Frank E. Carvllle and’ wife of 
West Farmington, looking for the big togue 
and salmon. They report plenty of fish, tlie largest, a 4-pound salmon caught bv Mrs Oarville
May 10, Mr. Metcalf, of the firm of Metcalf 
& McLeary, Farmington, caught a 10-pound togue at Yarnum pond.
Moose on Railroad Track.
A large moose left the prints of his tracks on tlie P. «&. R right of way last Monday morn­
ing. He walked the distance from a little 
?^ bo*er,!the aldington Mills near.y to the Dead River Station. He is supposed' to have 
been headed for the Dead River region.
Phillips Hotel Arrivals.
Recent arrivals at Phillips Hotel are:
A. P Whittier, C. D. Prince, F. A. Sparrow,
C. C. Blake, J. W. Cummings, E. R. Smith, Mr. 
and Mrs. F. C. Howe, Portland; H. L. Palmer,
Cbas. A. Gleason, W. Thickens, W. D. Davis,
A. B. Hough, W. Eugene Wilde, Louis Barta,
Dr. L. E. Morgan, H. R. Trainer, Chas. F. Reid, i Newton, Mass. 
Jas. Paul, Boston; F. A. Rich, A. R. Knight, i
Lewiston; Francis Hilton, Madison; A. W. 1 --------
Reynolds. New York; A. E, Hazen, Philadel­
phia; Geo. F. Jaques, Lowell, Mass.; C. F.
Coffin, Montclair, N. J.; E. McMullen, King- 
field; G. W. Young, Rangeley; A. E. Ran­
dolph, Donagnoc.; Cl. A. Brooks, Manchester,
N. H.; W. L. Phillips, Arlington: F. A. Mayo 
and wife, Livermore Falls; H. J. MeDemott,
East Liverpool, O.; I’. H, Winslow, Gardiner;
F. A. Little, Augusta.
Fish Brieftets.
Master Veho Small, son of Mr. and Mrs. W 
W- Small, of Rumford Falls, who has been 
with his father down through the lanes, has 
had excellent luck fishing. On Richardson 
lake he took eight nice trout and one salmon which weighed 3ya pounds.
Bald Mountain Uuest Catches 
9 1-2-pound Salmon.
[Special Correspondence to the M AINE WOODS.]
Ba l d  M o u n t a in  Ca m p s , 
H a in e s  La n d in g , Me ..
May 27,1901.
Mr. E. C. Brownell of New Bedford, has 
broken the fishing record of the Rangeley 
lakes for this season by landing a landlocked 
salmon that weighed 94 pounds. This hand­
some fish was 27] inches long. He measured 
18 inches around the thickest place in the 
body.In addition to the above Mrs. C. O. Barrows 
of Portland caught a 64-pound salmon with 
Rufus Crosbv, guide.
Mr. F rank  P a rk e r  o f  P ortla n d  caught a  64- 
p o u n d  salm on .
Prow’s Nest Record.
Following is the record of the “ Crow’s 
Nest,” Hon. Joel Wilbur’s camp on Moose - 
lookmeguntic Lake:
The first party for the season was Joel Wil­
bur of Phillips and H. 8. Turner of Dedham, 
Mass. They entertained H. B. Auftin, Fletcher 
Pope, and W. A. D. Cragin of Phillips. Over 
100 fish were taken. Mr. Turner caught a 
6 pound trout, Mr. Wilbur a 5-pound salm­
on and two 4 pound trout and 2 and 3-pound 
fish were taken almost every day. Mr. Pope 
to k a 5 pound salmon.The second par'y consisted of Dr L L. Dol-
liver of Augus*a, and Daniel Whitehotrse. Mr Whitehouse caught a 7-pound salmon.
At present M’\ Frank Wilbur of Phillips 
and Judge John Goody of Westbrook, are at 
Crow’s Nest. Judge Goody took a 7-pound 
salmon the first day at camp.
Grand Fishing at Kennebago.
The first oartv at Kennebago this season 
was composed of the following named per­
sons : Representative Bennett Fkiller of A u­
burn , Dr. Wedgewood and wife and Barney 
Fuller, who went in May 20,Till > pa-ty report the fish very plentiful 
and say that they could easily be taken with 
worms although they would not rise to the 
fly. The fi h were found to be eating the 
little black bugs, which cover the surface of 
the water, but seemed to like worms even 
better. In size the fish range from half a 
pound to a pound and a half.
Clem* Water Pon d Fishing.
D. S. Austin and wife and E. S. Larrabee of 
Kiiigfleld were at Clear Water pond this 
week and several fish weighing from 2 to 4 
pounds were taken.
Parlor Car Received.
The only two foot gauge parlor car ora 
earth, belongs to the Sandy River Railroad 
Co., and will run between Farmington ami Rangeley.
The car was made at Wilmington, Del., bv 
the Jackson & Sharp Co. It is 45"feet long anti 
seats 26 people. It has three compartments. 
At one end is a smoking room and in the 
other, an observation apartment very finely- 
fitted up, seating.eight people and opening 
1 out of the main body of the ear, through 
j porteirres. The car has 26 seats in all. It ,
I has convenient toilet equipments, and it, 
j Baker heater. The large comfortable seats 
are in the usual revolving armchair style 
upholstered with green plush. The carpets 
and curtain hangings to match. One or its 
j special features is the large, plate glass 
windows, so that every seat commands a  
! fine view. It is to be lighted with five very ; large handsome chandeliers.
I The interior of the car is finished in Mexi- 
; can mahogany. The outside is painted tlio 
usual Pullman color, with its name “Range- 
ley” in gold letters. The windows are each 
properly screened to prevent dust. The ven­
tilation is very much improved over ordi­
nary cars. Tlie platforms are grated, it has 
airbrakes and all the modern improvements.. 
Everything that can possibly be done, to pre­
vent the ordinary inconveniences and 
disagreeat e eatures of railroad travel, has 
been done. It is a large, heavy ear and the 
quietness and smoothness of its running is a special feature.
It is 1 lie only parlor ear ever made for a 
two foot gauge road and preparation for the 
building and fitting of tlie car, was no small 
job. As soon as t he car has been put in 
readiness it will go into service.
( simpers at Tufts Pond.
P. C. Morrill and Bert Dolbier of Kingfield 
were at Tufts pond recently and several good 
full were taken.
Frank llodgman, R. C. Butts, J. G. Butts 
and Horace Gilbert of Kingfield were at 
Tufts pond a few days last week.
S. J. Wyman and wife and A. R. Thurston 
and wife of Kingfield were at their camp, 
Birehwood, on Tufts pond, last week.
Among those who are camping at Richard­
son lake are W. K. Moody, Mr. and Airs. 
K empton^of Boston and Mrs. F. E. Stanley of
Bie: Lake Cottagers.
Hon. Joel Wilbur of Phillips, and H. G. Tur­
ner of Boston, returned from Crow’s Nest, 
Mooselookmegunllc lake last week. Mr. 
Dinier caught a 6)4-pound trout and Mr. Wil­
bur and others who were their guests had v^ry good success
Trade Notes.
The J. Stevens Arms and Tool company 
manufacturers of fine single shot targets and 
sporting rifles, single shot pistols, sights, 
etc . send out a complete and instructive cat­
a logu e  of 128 pages. The Stevens rifles and 
pistols are celebrated for their accuracy and 
'durability, two. essential qualities which 
make firearms reliable and valuable and 
without which a rifle especially is utterly 
worthless. The Stevens is strongly and per­
fectly made and always gives satisfaction.
Take along a Stevens rifle when n e x t you go 
to  the m ountains, the w ood s  or  the shore. 
You will find it you r most pleasant com p a n ­
ion .
Mr. Geo. H. Burtis, Worcester’s famous 
dealer in fishing tackle, is just as busy as 
ever this season, and is sending out a larger 
amount of goods than usual. Mr Burtis 
manufactures a high grade of flies which are 
highly recommended among the sx'orting 
class.' In another column lie quotes you 
prices.
Upper Dam House.
[Special correspondence to the M aine  W oods. J
Upper  Dam House, May 27, 1901. 
Recent arrivals at Upper Dam House 
are:
Geo. A Craighton, Chas. H. Baker, JohnF. 
Hay, W. E. Lacroix, Wm. B. Littlefield, M, 
F. Donovan, Edward D. Dearborn, Chas. S. 
Goodridge, James K. Manning, Lynn, Mass.; 
E R. Starbird, Brunswick, Me.; Mr. and Mrs. 
C. H. Dalton, James M. Crafts, Boston; Mr. 
and Mrs. A. E. Morrison, Freeland J. Mor­
rison. Robby H. Morrison, Rumford Falls; 
Mrs. Freeland Howe, Norway, Me.; H. R. 
Saywaid, Cambridge, Mass'; W. B. Beal, 
Auburn; Frank P. Waterhouse, J. Henry 
Emery, Boston; Rufus H. Brown, Peabody, 
Mass.; Edwin Bartlett and wife, North Ox­
ford, Mass.; L. R. Eddy and wife, Webster, 
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. J. F,.Chute, Portland; 
F. P. Thomas, H. R. Porter, Andover, Me.; 
R.N. Burns and wife, Cambridge, Mass.; 
Norman Clark and wife, Boston ; W. D. Nel­
son, Lynn; H. Hamiond. Lisbon Falls; 
Stephen Lee, Lewiston; T. B. Steward, New 
York; F. G. Crosby, Chicago, 111.; A. C. Man- 
son, H. C. Manson, W. K. Moody, Chas. A. 
Steames, Boston; Frederic S.' Newcomb, 
New London, Conn.; George E. Gates, wife 
and child, Rumford FallsrM. It. Green. Bos­
ton; B. J.Heslor, Worcester, Mass.; G. W. 
Varney, Mrs. Varney, Lynn, Mass.
Tim Pond Parties.
The Bean party of Lowell, Mass., who have 
been at Billy Soule’s FI- asant Island Camps, 
have gone through to Mr. Viles’s Tim PondT 
l amps for their annual visit to that point. 
Tlie party is complete with the exception o f 
Mr. Pearson and is as follows: Goo. F, 
Jacques, B. M. Simpson, Fred li. Pearson,, 
Mr. anci Mrs. F. S. Bean, C. S. Bean, Lowell, 
Mass., E. Lowell, guide.
Mt. Blue Pond Screen.
There is a move on foot led by Mr. Fred 
Morton of Avon, to screen the out let of Mi.. 
Blue pond, it is also proposed to el< se tin? 
tributaries to the pond for five years and to 
limit the number of fish to be taken from the 
pond in a day to five for each person.
Flying Ants Food For Fish.
Tlie guides inform us that the fish that 
have been caught for the past week in the 
Rangeley waters are full of the new flies 
that were spoken of in last week’s issue of 
M a i n e  W o o d s . The fish do not jump for 
the flies but are supposed to get them from, 
the water.
Nash Hill Mount It.
J Waldo Nash, who lias tlie 9]-pound salm- 
| 011 for mounting which was caught by Mr. E.
1 C. Brownell of New Bedford, Mass., is getting 
I a large amount of work this seas« n. He is 
doing very nice work also. Among other 
things, he is mounting for sale some trout 
scenes representing the “Rise,” ‘Strike,”  
“ Struggle,” and “Victory.”  He is adapting 
them from Brackett’s famous paint­
ings and is doing the work by liis Trout 
Mezzo method.
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HOW WILD GEESE FLY.
Fishing Near Patten Has Never 
Been Better.
[Special Correspondence to the Maine W oods.] 
Patten, Me., May 27, 1901.
Fishing in the lakes around the town was 
never better in the world. The many stories 
that the fishermen who come out from the 
fishing resorts tell, are at least based upon 
facts. Shin pond is sending out some very 
nice salmon as well as some good trout.. The. 
trout weigh all the way up to 4 pounds.
Those who saw the geese as they tlew over 
had a chance to see their tact. As is well 
known they fly in a triangle with the apex 
ahead. The old ganders are on the “ firing 
line” and break the force of the wind for the 
weaker ones. As one becomes tired lie drops 
back and another takes his place—all with­
out any disorder. It is seldom that anything 
comes up to disturb the old heads,' but the 
younger ones lose their rudders sometimes.
As this flock was going over someone sent 
several bullets after them. The head ones 
kept right along, but the rear became rather 
demoralized and fell back, terribly disorgan­
ized. It was evident that some of the leaden 
missiles came too near their ears for the 
sound to be pleasant. Finding that these did 
not come back one of the old ones left the 
triangle and went after the youngsters who 
had turned for the sunny south again. In a 
remarkably short time lie had them turned 
around,[formed Into another smaller triangle, 
then took them to the large one where they 
all took their places and were soon all hap­
pily journeying towards “Greenland’s icy 
mountains.”
BEAVERS CHASED MAN.
The Edition of Maine Woods 
This Week is 5,280.
FRIDAY, MAY 31, 1901.
Why Do You Take Maine Woods!
R eaders w ill g ra tify  th e  m an agem en t by 
n o tify in g  us w h en  th ey  rem it w h eth er tb e y  
take M a in e  Woods fo r  new s and  stories  abou t 
fish and gam e or fo r  lo ca l n ew s. W e an tici­
p a te  a separation  o f  lists. ^  ^  Br a c k e t t .
SUBSCRIBERS WRITE
Maine Woods Helps Them Hunt 
and Fish.
WOKCESTER^May 18, 1901.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods: 
Thanks for your reminder. I enclose 
check. You should charge more, Ms worth 
It, and then we should not forget. I like and 
appreciate the Ma in e  W o o d s . By Its help 
we hunt and fish and are boys again and it 
keeps us young at the core. ’Tis a little too 
“ asy” now to get into the real Maine woods. 
I was one of the old boys who used to “ go in” 
via Andover and it took days and when we 
got there, we slept in a shed, with the oxen 
at the other end, but the fisii were there then 
and should we tell the tales of those days, 
the new boys of today would whistle. I shall 
be at the “ Birches” the 24th for ten days. 
’Tis a good place and fish enough for a rea­
sonable man. With best wishes for the 
Ma in e  W o o d s , Yours truly,
H. M. W i t t e r .
No r w ic h , Co n n ., May 18,1901.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods.
Last fall I had the pleasure of making my 
first trip to the Maine woods, spending two 
weeks at Tommy Gerard’s camp at Spencer 
ponds, It was surely the most enjoyable two 
weeks 1 ever “ put in,” making me a regular 
visitor to Maine. Am now jiM. about to start 
with a party of Norwich gentlemen for ti'e
Rangeley lakes. One of these gentlemen has harded me a copy of your paper. I am so 
well pleased with the s: me that it is withpi
much pleasure I enclose my check for a 
year’s subscription.
Truly vours,
No r r is  S. L ip p i t t .
Boston, May 18, 1901.
To tie Editor of the Maine Woods: 
Enclosed I hand you ch“ek for $1.00 to re­
new my subscription to the Maine Woods 
It is one of the nicest brightest and spiciest 
papers I ever took and should feel lost with­
out it Respectfully yours,
Geo F. Mullett.
East Cambridge, Mass., May 11,1901.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
You w ill find en closed  $1.00 fo r  m y sub­
scrip tion  fo r  the Ma in e  w o o d s  an oth er 
year. C ould n ot get a long w ith ou t It. It  is a 
b righ t, c lean  and  sporty  paper.
Yours very truly.
H e n r y  a . B u r n h a m .
North Jay Sporting News.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods.] 
North Jay, Me., May 27,1901.
Oh yes, that St. Bernard dog I saw in North 
Jay is a good one; is owned by H. A. Trask, is 
4-years-old and weighs 140 pounds.
Emerson Bryant saw a bear on Macomber 
hill the other day.
W. H. Sherman and Charles Cole of North 
Jay once caught at Wilson lake two togue 
which weighed 9 pounds each. The last time 
Mr. Sherman was at George’s lake in Liberty 
he took an 8-pound salmon. He landed him 
in just a half hour. Seven were caught the 
same day, the largest 12J pounds; the small­
est 8 pounds.
Peter Degree saw two deer a few days ago, 
in a field in front of his barber shop, but a 
few ro Is away.
Ernest. Morse (this is fact) caught in Wilson 
lake, with only a reel and line three salmon, 
one togue an .1 one bass. One of the salmon weighed 4J pounds.
How many ever saw a Mauser rifle? I saw 
one at North Jay, owned by Roscue Spauld­
ing. Its weight is nine pounds and it is one 
which was taken at Santiago. It is 30 calibre 
I think, at any rate I have one of the car­
tridges which Mr. Spaulding gave me. The 
Mauser is perhaps the most penetrating gun 
made. He showed me a knife made by him­self, which is a perfect hunting knife. Mr. 
Spaulding has shot eleven deer—two of them 
with a .revolver. He showed me a Spanish 
stiletto and a burglar’s lamp. He has a finger 
ring made from the bell which was presented 
to the rhomaston church by Gen. Knox more 
than a hundred years ago. Mr. Spaulding’s 
room is a veritable “ curiosity shop.”
Toon Visits Phillips.
The vicinity of r  hi Hips is unsurpassed in 
all the world for brook fishing. We see a 
deer every little while, there is good par­
tridge shooting hereabouts and woodcock are 
as plentiful as brook trout. But raccoons are 
very scarce and it remained for M. W. Har­
den, the local barber, to see the first one that 
has been heard of for some time. The ani­
mal made himself at home in Mr. Harden’s 
garden for a few moments last Saturday morning. '
Sunday Fishing.
PHILLIPS, May 27, 1901.
To the Editor of the Maine Woods:
The recent protracted debate before the 
Massachusetts senate furnishes some very in­
teresting reading and much food for reflec­
tion. The measure for Sunday fishing has 
been defeated, possibly by some of the argu­
ments brought forth in its support.! One 
speaker said he “ could cast his line into the 
placid waters and so worship the Supreme 
Being.” Another supporter of the measure 
said that he “ knew of no sport more favor­
able to religious meditation than fishing!” 
The present laws were denounced as the re­
sult of efforts of fishermen who want u> save 
the best fishing for themselves, and as 
passed for the benefit of c ergymen who fear 
that if Sunday fishing is permitted, they will 
have no congregations to preach before. No 
doubt this last supposition is correct, but 
there is an easily found remedy. The minis­
ter could take his congregation beside the 
streams and ponds each Sunday and there 
feed his flock ! The only difficulty with this 
remedy lies in the fact that in such a case 
the congregation would prefer the fishes to 
the loaves ! I can imagine a good shepherd 
picking his way daintily along the stream to 
Lufkin pond on a Sabbath for suckers and 
supplication!
* No, no, good friends of the Bay state; this 
business may be all right for you, but it 
would never do here in Franklin county. 
Shades of James and his father, Zebedee! 
Allow such a thing and all except the old, 
lame and blind would be out fishing every 
Sabbath—Sabbaths of January and February 
possibly excepted, and then only when the 
ice was too thick to cut through. X. Y. Z
Pine Point News.
[Special correspondence to the MAINE WOODS.] 
P in e  P o in t , M ay 20, 1901.
Weather has been perfectly lovely here the 
past week. Lawn gardeners have been busy 
all the week beautifying the magnificent 
lawn of Dr. Weeks of Portland at Grand 
beach. Loads of shrubbery have come out 
from Portland.
Mr. Frank D. Lunt. a wealthy manufac­
turer of Portland, arrived Saturday w th Ills 
family and opened their cottage for the sea­
son at the upper beach.
Gunners have been plentiful on the bar. 
Your correspondent went on a fishing trip 
Thursday afternoon. In the forenoon a trol 
had been set from what is termed Bar ledge, 
in an easterly direction towards Prout’s 
Neck. The tide being about one-third In, we 
went out over the breakers to the Bar ledge, 
taking in t fie buoy at that end of the line. 
One man hauled in the troll, while another 
took off the catch and coiled the troll in ihe 
tub. The hooks are «bout six feet apart, and 
I attached to the main line by a double line a 
! foot in length. Ii. is quite busy work for the 
I man who is taking off the fish and coiling the 
! line as the one who Is drawing the troll is 
I apt to get excited as the fish come. In so thick 
‘ and fast. We secured some fine large cod, 
f eight large flounders, weighing from 3 to 5 
pounds, one large gray skate, lots of sculpins 
and a few lings. The setting of the troll was 
especially to get bait for lobster traps so we 
were not particular about going to a locality 
where the more edible kinds of fish are 
caught. Yesterday we dined off fried din­
ners. (salt water perch,) that were foolish 
enough to be caught in the lobster traps. No 
one except those who have partaken of fisii 
right from the water to the pan can imagine 
the difference In flavor from those purchased 
at the markets. Jay See.
Tried to Demolish Dam Above 
Kennebaso Falls.
One morning last week as Mr. Horace 
Frost, one of the Berlin Mills Co.’s superin­
tendents, was having the gates in the dam 
above Kennebago falls hoisted' to let the 
water out so the logs could be driven over 
the falls he noticed a beaver on the lower 
side of the dam at work cutting a 12x12 brace. 
He called to the gate tender when the beaver 
sat up and looked at them. The crew of 
twenty-five or thirty men were called who 
watched the industrious little fellow as he 
gave his upper cuts, then under cuts when, if 
the chip did not fall, it would take it with 
both sets of teeth.Mr. Frost went down where it was, but 
the beaver stood his ground and when Mr. 
Frost backed the beaver gave chase and got 
so near that Mr. Frost was obliged to use his 
foot for self protection. The beaver then 
went under a pile of brush when one of the 
foremen went down to look after it and was 
on his hands and knees looking under the 
brush when the beaver charged from, the 
rear, The man took to his heels and never 
stopped t ill lie was well on top of the dam.
After this the beaver went away and in a 
short time came back with a number of 
others who set to the task of cutting away 
the timbers. They were driven away put left 
reluctantly. The nigh water which was run­
ning some ten feet over the dam before the 
gates were raised had evidently driven the 
colony of beavers from their homes and they j 
had reasoned the problem out and were going i 
to clear the obstruction. This is the second 
time they have attempted to demolish this 
dam—Bumford Falls Times.
TRADE NOTES.
A late mail brings to the editor’s 
desk a copy of the new shot shell price list 
of the Union Metallic Cartridge company. An 
examination of this attractive pamphlet 
shows it to be of Interest to dealers and the 
shooting public generally, for it gives excel­
lent illustrations of the empty and loaded 
shells, wads and primers manufactured by 
this well-known concern, showing the new 
names of their shells, which have been adopt­
ed “ to protect the reputation of the ü. M. C. 
factory loaded shells against the inferior 
loading of their empty shells by others.” We 
understand that this new list will be fur­
nished to sportsmen addressing the company 
at Bridgeport, Conn.
A dainty booklet is sent out by E. M. White, 
the OU1 Town manufacturer of canvas 
canoes. Mr. White’s canoes are too well- 
known to require more than mere mention. 
Especial notice is called to the Sponson 
canoe which is rendered noncapsizable and 
positively unsinkable by an air chamber on 
each side tapering from four to six inches in 
the middle, to a point at each end. These in 
no way retard the speed and they render the 
canoe perfectly safe.
The J. Stevens Arms and Tool company 
manufacturers of fine single shot targets and 
sporting rifles, single shot pistols, sights, 
etc., send out a complete and instructive cat­
alogue of 128 pages. The Stevens rifles and 
pistols «re celebrated for their accuracy and 
durability, two essential qualities which 
make firearms reliable and valuable and 
without which a rifle especially is utterly 
worthless. The Stevens is strongly and per­
fectly made and always gives satisfaction. 
Take along a Stevens rifle when next you go 
to the mountains, the woods or the shore. 
You will find it your most pleasant compan­
ion.
Mr. Geo. H. Burtis, Worcester’s famous 
dealer In fishing tackle, is just as busy as 
ever this season, and is sending out a larger 
amount of goods than usual. Mr. Burtis 
manufactures a high grade of flies which are 
highly recommended among the sporting 
class. In another column he quotes you 
prices.
Lots Sold From the Decker Pur­
chase.
A large number of lots have already been 
sold from the Decker purchase, which in- 
' eludes over a hundred beautiful lots on the 
j shores of Mooselookmeguntic. Lake the fol­
lowing is a list of the lots sold:
T. L. Page, Haines Landing, the first ten 
| lots; J. W. Penny Sons Co., Mechanic Falls, 
lot 14; A. S. Hinds, Portland, lots 15,16,17; 
Geo. D. Bisbee, Rumford Falls, lot 18; R. E. 
Taylor, Byron, lot 21; Clement R. Hooper. 
Philadelphia, lots 25, 26; Amos Ellis, propriej 
tor of Bald Mountain Camps, lots 27, 28, 29, 30, 
31, 32, 33. 34; Fred C. Barker, lots 35, 36, 37 , 38, 
39,40,41,42,43,44,45, 46. 47; S. Boothby and 
Charles Sumner Cook, Portland, lot 65; Chas. 
Robinson, Portland, lot 66; J. C. Stephens, 
Rumford Falls, lots 69, 70, 71, 108, 1ii9, 110; 
Prentiss Cummings, Boston, lots 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119.
The following gentlemen have also selected 
lots which they will take later: Supt. E. L. 
Lovejoy, Rumford Falls, two lots; Mayor 
Jesse S. Keys, New Jersey, two lots; E. H. 
Haskell, Boston, lots 91, 92, 93, 94.
Good Catches at Sweet’s Pond.
[Special Correspondence to the M aine W oods.] 
New Vineyard, Me ., May 28,1901.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dyer spent a few days 
at Sweet s pond recently. Four togue were taken that weighed 18 pounds.
Mr. Arthur Tucker and Dave Porter were at 
Sweet s pond last week. One 4-pound togue was taken.
Linnie Blanchard and wife of Farmington, 
Martin Fowler and Hiram Titcomb of Farm­
ington had very good successat Sweet’s pond.
Mr. Earle Larrabee of Kingfield caught a
-pound toguo at Sweet's pond last Satur­day.
PLAYED WITH CUB BEARS.
But When the Old Bear Appeared 
the Fun Stopped.
A story Is told us of a man who played with 
some cub bears but when the old bear took a 
hand in the fun, it became serious.
Early in the morning the man went up the 
side of a mountain in Weld picking blueber­
ries. After filling his pail with berries, he 
started down the mountain, following a path 
not much used by mountain climbers. After 
traveling a short distance, a small cub bear 
ran into the path ahead of him and seemed 
very pleased to meet a man. The cub ran 
around him and jumped upon him and soon 
another cub came from the bushes, so the 
man stopped for a little fun, not knowing 
that an old bear was particular who associ­
ated with her young.
For a few minutes a rough and tumble en­
sued between man and cubs, both enjoying 
the fun, but with a growl the old bear 
stepped into view and the man’s fun was 
over. He started to run down the path and 
the cubs followed, close at his heels, and the 
old bear followed the cribs.
It was an amusing thing to see the man 
running at full speed and trying by various 
motions and peculiar noises to turn the cubs 
back. As he began to get out of breath, he 
realized that something would have to be 
done and a brilliant thought occurred to him.
Without slacking his speed, he removed 
the cover irbm his berry pail and strewed 
the pa th with berries as he rushed along. As 
the cubs came up they stopped to eat the 
berries and the man was soon far in ad­
vance, hut he did not get over his hurry until 
his house was in sight. Now when he sees 
cub hears he does not stop to play with them.
Not many years ago if one rifleman told 
another that he had placed a series of shots 
in the same hole when shooting, the state­
ment would have been received with incred­
ulity. That doubt would be because the am­
munition then made was incapable of such 
work at regular distances at which members 
of rifle clubs shot. But such fe%ts are now 
accomplished, and to considerable extent 
this is on account of the great improvement 
in modern ammunition. Accompanying this 
is a remarkable target made recently in a 
match by Dr. W. G. Hudson shot at the gal­
lery of the Manhatten Rifle and Revolver 
association, New Vork City. It is shown full 
size; it was s: ot off-bend at a range of 64 feet 
and it is the first perfect score ever made at 
this club’s gallery. The ammunition used 
was Peters 22 calibre short cartridges, loaded 
with King’s semi smokeless powder. It is a 
matter of natural pride that, the art of ammu­
nition making has reached such a high degree 
in this country.
Mr. Franklin Stearns shooting Lafiin & 
Rand Smokeless won general high average at 
the tournament held by the Chesapeake Gun 
club at Newport News,* Va., on the I5th inst. 
Mr. Stearns, who broke the state record by 
making 99 out of a possible 100, broke 49 out 
of 50 and 97 out of 100 in the last six events. 
Mr. Stearns says that for a good quick load 
there is nothing like L. & R. Smokeless.
Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Asso­
ciation Excursion.
The date for the annual excursion of the 
Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game associa­
tion has been fixed at July 6 and S with 
tickets good to return until the 15tli. The ex­
cursion will be to Kineo again this year. Cir­
culars will soon be out giving all particulars 
in regard to the trip.
Weld Club Meeting:.
Weld Club, Massachusetts Chapter, No. 1, 
will hold their fifth annual reunion at the 
home of Mrs. Ida Houghton Waterhouse, 
Squantum street, Atlantic, Mass., Saturday, 
June 8,1901.
i is it iM . i s  u a n g o r  r o o t
GOOD
BEDS.
Somehow we like to keep 
talking about them—there’s so 
much satisfaction in sellings 
them. They are so comfort­
able every buyer tells his 
friends—that’s advertising for 
us, free of charge.
If you are supplied at home, 
don’t forget to fix up the cot­
tage or camp. If  )ou can’t 
find it convenient to call, just 
write us today ; be confidential, 
tell us as near at1 you can what 
you want. We’ll be honest 
and square, and if we effect a 
sale, remember we’ll consider 
it is only a conditional sale 
until you are fully satisfied. 
Back can come goods and we 
return money if you say so. 
You can’t quarrel with us, be­
cause we allow you almost 
your own way throughout.
Bradford,  C o nan t  & Co,  
199-203 Lisbon St.,  
Lew is ton,  M e.
We Pay Freight.
EXTRA GOOD FISHING.
List of Big Catches Made at 
Spring Lake.
[Special correspondence to the Maine W oods.] 
Sp r in g  L a k e , M e ., M ay 27, 1901.
The past week has been one of joy to the 
patrons of Spring lake, there having been 
more fish taken from the lake within the 
past few days >han ever before and the most 
interesting feature of it is the large size of 
the fish taken—the lakers averaging 
pounds and several 3-pound square tails were 
landed, while a large number of 4-pound 
salmon were caught. Mr. Albion Savage of 
Stratton had quite a tussle with a 41-pound 
salmon, but finally landed him safely after an hour’s hard work
The following list will show the record for 
the week : F. E. Crane of Boston landed lorty, 
some fine trout amongst the number. Bert 
Stanley, Flagstaff, caught two lakers. E. B. 
Burbank, Whitinsville, Mass., two lakers; 
Percy Fotter, Stratton, six lakers, one salm­
on; Joe Fotter, Stratton, five; Perham Fot.er, 
Stratton, three; Alex Blanchard, St.atton, two.
Several cabins are let to parties who are 
: coming In June for salmon fishing.
Anima! Is Named.
In speaking of Frank Banger’s animal 
mentioned in the Ma in e  W o od s  last week 
“ Hicks,” who is authority on animals, says: 
“ I recognize in the description the angora- 
belgianwoodchuck, a nice little animal if 
kept in seclusion, but if he wishes to breed 
it successfully lie must obtain one of the opposite sex.
Fifteen-Pounder Was Too Much 
For the Fisherman.
[Special correspondence to the Maine W oods.] 
Ba n g o r , May 27, 1901.
David A. Currier made some sport for the 
people a few days ago, but I venture there 
was more fun in it for him, though. He went 
clown to the pool the other day to do his first 
fishing. His idea was to go out and sort of 
make preparations tor becoming an angler at 
some future tint“ . He went out a'one, and 
though the water was swift and he found it 
rather difficult work to manage both boat 
and line, he seemed to be enjoying himself. 
About noon he called oflt. “ Helo, I’ve got a 
fish and can’t hold him.” Everybody was 
watching and wondering what lie would do. 
When ihe fish came out ot water, the sight < f 
the 15-pounder was too much for the angler’s 
nerves, and the fish was greeted with a good 
sized yell. At last two fishermen came and 
helped him land the fish.
Thomas Canning was in luck again that 
day, landing 25 pounds at one pull. Tins 
made his seventh for the season.
On Saturday, Miss Jeanette Sullivan, who 
landed t lie first fish of the season at the pool, 
took her Ihir<1. She hookeu three others but 
t“ey got away.
Lynch’s market was the center of attrac­
tion the other day when there uer on exlii 
bition the string of sixty fish brought down 
from MooseheaU lake by a party of B angor 
gentlemen None of the string weighed less 
than 1£ pounds, and some tipped the scales to 
4% pounds. The whole lot weighed 180 
pounds. Of course they caught others, but 
they were sacrificed to their appetites. In 
the party were vessrs. Ezra L. Sterns, Frank 
Dwine), E. E. Walker, Col. I. K. Stetson, H. C. 
Chapman, Hon. A. R. Day ami E. A. Green- 
leaf. They were encamped on Sugar Island.
Good reports are coming to General Passes.• 
ger and Ticket Agent Houghton of the B. & 
A., of the fishing up his line or road. La­
grange sends in one of the best of these. A 
letter from the station agent at that, place, A 
A. Dyer, says the fishing was never better 
and that there are many local and visiting 
fishermen there enj ylng the sport. Sixty 
beauties came out from Buck stream as a re 
suit of the work of a party of three. Four 
men whipped Hemlock stream to the tune of 
sixty, too. Ooldbrook stream furnished the 
best record for the fi liermen. Two men 
drew a pretty string of fifty from ihe cool 
water.
Reports from the other places are just 
about as good. M’llinocket boasts of its op­
portunities, and tells some good yarns of fish 
taken from Little Smith brook, one pecu­
liarity being that, the large fish taken from 
there are more numerous than the smaller 
ones.
The moose case which Game Warden Pol­
lard has been working up against Leslie 
Carey and Philip Larry of Lagrange, has at­
tracted a go<.d deal of attention from the 
fact that it has been postponed several times 
to allow more e v id en ce  to be secured, and 
because the warden offered to take a licking 
if he did not secure evidence enough to con­
vict the men. They were accused of killing a 
bull moose on the last day of March. The 
evidence was not sufficient and the men were 
discharged.
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N  
T I M E  - T A B L E .
SANDY RIVER R. R.
Monday, May 6, 1901.
East Wilton Fishermen Lucky.
[Special correspondence to the MAINE WOODS.]
east Wilton, m e., May 27,1901.
F. B. Mairs of East Wilton fished Sweet’s 
pond, New Viney rd, one day last week and 
caught two lakers which weighed, when 
dressed, 3 pounds and 2 pounds respectively. 
Clinton Metcalf of Farmington took one 
weighing 10 pounds.
F. B. Mairs has a deer horn which he found 
in the woods and which has been eaten thin 
in places by squirrels or hedgehogs—the 
teeth marks are plainly seen.
C. C. Brooks of East Wilton has a three 
barrel gun which is a beauty. It has two 
shot barrels and a rifle barrel. He has as 
handsome a mounted deer head as I ever saw.
No rth . Tr’n l A. M. Tr’n 3 P. M. Tr'n 5 P. M.
Farmington........ .. lv 7 00 12 10 4 40
So. Strong............
Strong,............... j ar \ lv
7 50
8 00 12 42 5 10
Phillips,.............. 8 30 1 00 5 30
South. Tr’n 2 A. 51. Tr’n 4 P.M. Tr’n 6 P. M.
Phillips,.............. ..lv 7 30 1 30 4 30
Strong,............... ..lv 7 50 1 50 5 15
So, Strong............
Farminglon,...... . .ar 8 20 2 20 6 00
WESTON LEWIS Pres. F. N. BEAL, Supt.
Time-Table.
PHILLIPS i  RANGELEY R. R.
The only all-rail route to Rangeley Lake. 
The quickest and easiest route to the Dead 
River Region via Dead Ri ver Station. Stage 
connection with every througt train for 
Stratton, Eustis and all points inland.
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N .
Greene's Staee Line
Dead River to Eustis.
The only Stage Line in the Dead 
River region that connects with the 
early train for Boston. W ill make 
connections with trains on and after 
May 1 1 ,  1901.
I. W .  G R E E N E ,  P r o p ’ r, 
Copl in .  M a in e .
lips & Rangeley railroad will run as fo l lo w s
until further notice:
EAST. A 51 P M P M
Phillips, Lv ‘ . . . . 8.45 1.35 5.30♦Madrid, . . 9 05 1.50 5.45
♦Reed’s Mill, . 9 15 2.00 5.55‘Sanders’ Mill. . . . 9 35 2.10 6 05
Redington Mills, . . j arde
10.00 
1< 05
2 35 
2.35
6.30
6.30
•Log Track No. 2, . . 
r,ead River,
10.20 2.45 6.40
10 40 2.55 t6.50
Rangeley, ar . . . . 11.30 3.10 7.05
WEST. P 51 A M P M
Rangeley, Lv . . . . 6.10 11.30 1.45Dead River, . 6.22 11.42 2.00
♦Log Track No. 2, . 6.34 11.54 2 15
Redington Mills, . . . ( arj de
6.45
6.45
P M 
12 05
2.35
2.40
•Sanders’ Mill, . . . . 7.03 12.23 3.10•Reed’s M ill,................ 7.10 12 30 3.25
♦Madrid,....................
Phillips, ar .
12 35 3 35
7.30 12 50 4.00
♦Trains stop on signal or 
duetor.
Fl e t c h e r  Po p e , G en . M an ’g ’ 
H. H. Fie l d , G. P . <& 
A L. ROBERTSON,
n o t ic e  to  c o n -
T. A.
S u p erin ten d en t.
FRANKLIN «  MEGANTIC RY.
Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and Dead 
River region.
T T M B - T A B X j M .
Ln Effect May 2 0 , 1901.
SOUTH. A 51, A 51 P 51
Bigelow, lv 11 00 6 50Cat rabassett, 11 20 7 10(ar 11 50 1 k)Kingfield, { P M
/lv 7 00 12 50
♦No. Freeman, lv 7 05 1 00Salem, 7 20 1 10*W. Freeman, lv 7 35 1 20
Strong, ar 7 45 1 3i
NORTH. A 51 P M
Strong, lv 8 15 5 15* W. Freeman, lv 8 25 5 25Salem, 8 40 5 40
♦No. Freeman, lv 8 50 5 45
Kingfield, j,ayr 9 00 9 15
6 00 
6 00Carrabassett, 9 45 6 25Bigelow, ar 10 15 6 45
♦Flag stations. Trains Stop on notice toconductor. tMixed tra'us
HORSE NOTES.
Will Atwood of East Wilton, owns a very 
stylish four-years-old that is up headed, 
good kuee action, marked up with white 
ankles, sorrel in color, and with as hand­
some neck, as,was ever given to any horse. 
This colt will attract attention anywhere.
G. W. Atwood, East Wilton, has the “ gray” 
which he purchased a few weeks ago of T. 
M. Parker. This is a handsome colt, and has 
a right by her breeding, to go along some.
A gelding which would attract attention 
anywhere, is owned by .T. G. Adams of East 
Wilton. He is bv Grayson, by Electioneer, dam, by Old Drew.
R A N G E L E Y  L A K E S  S T E A M B O A T  CO.
T l f l E  - T AB L E,  
ay 6, 1901.
DOWN TRIP.
Daily except Sun. Sun only 
AM  p m  p m  a y  p M 
Rangeley lv 7.55 3 30 7 15 8.25 2 00
R L. H. wharf lv 8 00 3.35 7.20 8.30 2 05
Mt. View lv 8.40 4.15 8.00 9 10 2.45
Rangeley Outlet ar 8.45 4.20 9.15 2.50
UP TRIP.
Daily except Sun. Sun only 
A M  P M  P M  A M P M 
Rantrelev Outlet lv 10 00 5 00 10 30 4.30
Mt View lv 10.05 5 05 8.15 10.35 4.35
Rangeley ar 10.50 5.60 9.00 11.20 5 20
The above time-table shows ’ ime boats 
may be expected to arrive and depart from 
the several points, but is not guaranteed.
H. H. FIELD, Gen’l Man’g’r.
Close connection Is made at Strong with 
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Port­land and Boston.
Stage connections at Carrabasset for Eustis 
and Dead River Region.
GEO. M. VOSE, SUFBRINTENDENT.
& m.
D ir e c t  L in e  t o  R a n g e l e y  L a k e s . 
Through Time-table, In Effect May 6, 19(1.
T h r o u g h  r '  o m m o d io u i RAIN8. OACHE8.
GOING 80UTH.
Leave Bends,
“ Rumford Falls,
“ Mechanic Falls,
Arrive, Lewiston,M. C. Upper 
Station,
“  Portland, Union 
Station,
Boston, j ojy*
Team s of All
Descriptions.
Parties desiring teams of any kind 
to any point in this region can be ac­
commodated by notifying
H U N T O O N  & O A K E S ,
PROPRIETORS.
Stable next to Oquossoc House.
Rangeley,  - -  M a in e .
GOING NORTH
Leave Boston, j ^  Div.‘ 
j “ Portland M. C. R. R.,
Union Station,
“  Lewiston M. C. R. R.,
Upper Station.
Arrive Mechanic Falls,
| “ Rumford Falls,
“  Benils,
Trains run daily except Sundays, except as otherwise noted.
j Through Pullman Parlor Cars between 
Portland and Bends, commencing May 13,1901 
| This is the only standard gauge all rail line 
; direct to the heart of the Rangeley Lakes.
E. L. Lovejoy, Supt., Rumford Falls, Me. 
I R C. Bradford, Traffic Mgr.,Portland, Me.
8 O  PLKNDID
KRVICK.
A. M. A. M. P. M
7 55 1 25
9.10 Z.40
6.55 10.39 4.07
7.40 11.25 4.50
8.35 12.20 5.45
P. M. P. M.
12.45 4.10
12.40 4.00 9.05
P. M. A. M. P. M
8.30 1.15
9.00 12.30
A. M. P. M.
8.30 12.55 5.15
9.20 1.55 6.05
10 03 2.39 6.45
11.30 4.10
12 40 6.20
Toasting1 - broiling
baking  -  ironing
anything that can be done with a wood or coal fire i3 done 
better, cheaper and quicker on a
W IC K LE S S
Ranie Oil S tO V C
Heat is not diffused through­
out the house—there is no 
smell, soot, or danger, and the 
expense of operating is nomi­
nal. Made in many sizes; 
sold wherever stoves are sold. 
IF your dealer does not have 
it write to nearest agency of
STANDARD OIL 
COMPANY
~~ ^ A I L R O A O .
In Ef f e c t , Mo n d a y , N o v . 12, 1900.
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Carl- 
I bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at 
! 6.25 a. m. and Bangor at 3.IP p. m.
7.00 A. M.—For and arriving at Lagrange at 
j 8.16a. m., Milo 8.36 a.,m., Brownvllle 8.55 a. m., 
j Katahdln Iron Works 10.00 a. m., Norcross9.46 
; a. m., Millinocket 10.00 a m, Sherman 10.50am,
, Patten 1115a m, IslandFalls 11.15 a m,Smyrna 
Mil’s 11.60 a m.Weeksboro 12.15 p m, Masardis, 
108pm, Ashland 1.36p m, Houlton 12.15 p m, 
Presque Isle 2.02, p. m., Caribou 2.30 p. m., 
New Sweden 3.03 p. m., Van Buren 4.05 p. m., 
Fort Fairfield 2.20 p. m. Limestone 3.25 p m, 
Dover, 9.10 a. m., Guilford 9.35 a. m., Monson 
Junctior 9.53 a. m..Greenville 10.50 a m.
3.10 P M. For and arriving at Milo 4.31 p. m., 
Brownvllle 4.42 p. m., Norcross 5 38 p.m .Milli­
nocket 5.52 pm, Sherman 6.40 p m, Patten 
7.03 pm. Island Falls, 7.03 pm. Houlton 8.00 p 
m , Mars Hill and Plains 9 12 p. m.. Presque 
Isle 9.47 p.m., Caribou 10.15 p. m., Fort Fair- field 10.06 p. m.
4.4P P M —For and arriving at Lagrange 
6 06 p. ir.t Milo 6 35 p. m , Brownvllle 6.46 p. 
m., Katahdln Iron Works 7.26 p. m., Dover 
and Foxeroft 6 55 p. m , Guilford 7 19 p. m., 
Monson Junction 7 55 p. m , Greenville 8.30 p. 
m.,Quebec 1.30 p. m ., Montreal 8.36 a. m.
ARRIVALS.
9.20 A. M.—Leaving Montreal 8.05 p. m., Que­
bec 2.40 p. m., Greenville at 6.30 a. in., 
Monson Junction 6.25 a m.,Guilford 6.42 a. in., 
Dover 7.00 a. m., Katahdln Iron Works 6.20 a 
m, Brownvllle 7.20 a. m., Milo 7.30 a. m .La­grange 7.57 a. m.
1.05 P. M.—Leave Caribou 6.25 a. m. Presque 
Isle 6.52 a. m., Fort Falifield 6.30 a. m., Houl­
ton 8.25 a. ni., Ashland 7 10 a. m., Masardis 
7.36 a. m., \Veek8boro 8.28 a. m , Smyrra Mills 
8.51 a. m.. Island Falls 9.23 a. m., Patten 9.15 a. 
m., Sherman 9.46 a. m., Millinocket 10.33 a. 
m., Norcross 10 45 a. m., Brownvllle 11.36 a. m., Milo 11.45 a. m.
7.20 P. M.—Leaving Greenville 3.35 p. m. 
Monson Junction 4.30 p.m..Guilford 4.47 p, m., 
Dover 5 Ur, p in..Limestone 10.40 a m, Van Buren 
10 05 a. m., New Sweden 11.07 a. m., Caribo* 
11.50 a., m., Presque Isle 12.20 p. m. Fort Fair- 
field 11 15 a. m., Houlton 2.05 p, m., Island 
Falls 3.02 p. m., Patten 2.55 p ru Sherman 3.26 
p. m. Millinocket. 4.15 p m, Norcross 4.28 p m, 
Katahdin Iron Works 3(H) p m, Brownvllle 
5.27 p ro, Milo 5.37 p in. Lagrnnge 6.05 p m.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON, 
Oen’l Passenger and Ticket Agent. 
W. M. BROWN, Superintendent.
Bangor, Me.. Nov. 7, 1900.
M A I N E  W O O D S ,  M A Y  ¿I,  1901.
S P E C I A L  N O T I C E S
Corporators’ Meeting.
The annual meeting of the Corporators oi 
the Klngfleld Savings Bank will be held at 
Savings Bank rooms, Kingtleld, Saturday, 
June 1st, at 2 o «luck, u. in., lor ihe purpose 
of hearing reports of officers for ihe past 
year, to select a board of trustees for the ensu­
ing year mid transact any oi lier business that 
may properly come before the meeting. 
_______  H. S. Wing, Clerk.
Help Wanted.
Young lady to do writing in an offlce. Pay 
$3.00 a week and board. Address, Maine 
Woods olllce, Phillips
Notice.
indebted to the firm 
¿quested to settle counts either by cash or by note days.
All persons i l 
Field <& Co., are ret
____________U. F." F i e l d , Pin flips NatT Bank.
Shoe and Rubber Repairing.
I have opened a shoe and rubber repairing 
shop under Bates block and shall be pleased 
to recieve a call from all who need work in 
my line.
# G e o . h . Y o u n g .
Phillips, April 1, if 01.
Notice.
I am prepared to do all kinds of wood work 
at the prevailing prices. New work done by 
order. All work guaranteed. Shop over H. 
A. Staples’s blacksmith shop.
Ge o k o e  Ha k n d e n .
Phillips, Maine.
of D. F. 
their ae- 
within 30
F I R E .
AT THE “ RAINBOW CITY.”
Are you a business man? Are yi 
holder? Are you afraid of fire? Your anx 
ety will be relieved if you carry lire lnsur 
ance in The Home, Aetna, German-Americar 
or Niagara Fire Insurance companies.
H ARRY F. B E E D Y , Agent,
Phillips, (laine
Send Your
Bicycle
Repairing
to me at Farmington. E x ­
press paid on all work 
that I receive.
Agent for Harttord, Colum­
bia and Vedette, chainless 
and chain bicycles.
H. 1. SPINNEY.
Machinist,
F a r m i n g t o n ,  -  M a i n e .
Rev. 0. F. Alvord Visits the Pan- 
American Exposition.
L ockport, N. Y., May 28, 1901.
To the Editor of the Maine Wood»:
Thinkiug some of your readers in 
good old Franklin county might like to 
read a few lines from a former resident, 
now living in the “ garden of New 
York,”  I take this occasion to write to 
them. We, “ the Bishop”  and his wife, 
are enjoying about our usual health, 
only the change from the dry atmos­
phere of northern Franklin to this 
humid region has given us our full ap­
portionment of “ colds in the head.”
On Monday, May 20, I wras one of the 
110,000 Pan Americans who passed the 
gates of the “ Rainbow City,”  and per­
haps some few impressions that I re­
ceived may be as interesting as anything 
I can write. But I promise not to 
weary you readers with a general de­
scription; this has been well done by 
many writers whose message is circu 
lated in your vicinity. Perhaps as good 
a one as any was printed in the You.th’ s 
Companion of May 16. But the person­
al adventures of an acquaintance may 
not be without interest, so 1 will begin 
by saying that I entered at the North or 
“ belt line”  gate, passed through the 
Railroad exhibit, entered “ fairy laud” 
and promptly got lost. There was no 
serious inconvenience in this condition 
finding myself
C. VV. BELL,. 31. D  
P h y s ic ia n  a n d  S u r g e o n .
(Office at residence of J. H. Bell.)
STRONG,
Telephone connection
MAINE.
Cheap Prices in Fall and Winter 
Styles of
I
I
J Wall Paper
I — AND —
I Curtains
I C. E. DYERS
A Drug Store,
j Strong, - Haine.
Clearance Sale.
E. J. Gilkey is going to soil his 
wrappers, dry and fancy goods at 
reduced rates for the next 30 days.
Strong, M aine .
Sweet Cream and 
Fine Creamery Batter.
S A M  ElVER CREAMERY,
Bamford Bros. P ro p ’ r, 
Phill ips,  - -  Maine.
Correspondence solicited. 
B L A C K S M I T H I N G .
Farming Tools.
Plows, Harrows and Cultiva­
tors. A  large assortment and 
makes just arrived.
Call and examine the celebrated 
Arlington Swivel Plow and get 
my prices.
G. E. RIDEOUT, Blacksmith,
P H IL L IP S ,  - M A I N E .
Iron and Wood Work.
I am now prepared to do all kinds 
of carriage, iron and wood work and 
painting. All kinds ot hard wood 
all kinds uf repairs 
Heavy farm wagons 
Horseshoeing and
lumber, and 
kept on hand, 
built to order, 
job work a specialty.
T. R. WING,
Phillips, M aine .
S. L. Savage,
Carriage work and wood work of ever> 
description done In a workmanlike manner 
Lower floor connecting with Rideout’s nev 
blacksmith shop.
P A I N T I N G .
Now is the time to have yonr wagons 
painted and varnished. All are invited to 
call and Inspect my work, and get prices
C E O R C E  S T A P L E S ,
Shopiover G. E. Rideout’s Blacksmith Shop. 
PHILLIPS, MAINE.
so no effort at imam it was re­
sorted to until time to take the train for 
home. I just wandered around and 
took in what I could. My experience 
may be summed up in the words of an 
elderly Chautauqua county farmer, who 
accosted me soon after my entrance and 
asked me which was the “ Graphic Arts 
building.”  I told him I did not know,
I had just come on the ground aDd was 
just trying to locate things. “ Well,”  
said he, “ you can’t do it. 1 tried it for 
a while but have lost all I had.”  “ But,”  
he added, with a sweep of his brawny 
right arm, “ I know it is all beautiful 
and I am satisfied.”  Beautiful it certain­
ly is and rightly named the “ Rainbow 
City,”  the color effects blending with 
almost miraculous harmony.
So enchanted was I that most of the 
time was spent on some of the numer­
ous benches gazing at the magic scene; 
the fountains, lake, canal, with frequent 
gondolas, propelled with such apparent 
ease and such marvelous skill that it 
seemed that this must be the ideal way 
of water locomotion. While thus gaz­
ing across the Esplanade fountain—I af­
terwards looked it up on the map—I no­
ticed a sign, “ U. S. Fish Commission.”  
Instantly I thought of Tuft’s pond, 
Stanley brook and the rapid flowing, 
clear watered Carrabassett, and started 
for the place. When I reached it, I 
found a field for disappointing delight. 
These words are deliberately chosen, it 
was disappointingly delightful. Though 
claiming no such knowledge of or love 
for the haunts of the brook trout as 
possess the soul of “ Fly Rod”  or Sem- 
tor Frye, still I do love to see the spec­
kled beauties where they can be 
tempted to their destruction. The trout 
were there, right opposite my nose, 
great, big, fat, saucy fellows, playing in 
mossy water and winking at me so 
saucily, as much as to say, “ don’ t you 
wish you could get at us?”  It was a de­
light to see them hut disappointing to 
think that hook and line could not pen­
etrate to their haunt.
Genius could not well have devised a 
better way to study fish of various 
kinds than is here afforded. Many 
kinds—I presume nearly all kinds of 
Americpu food fishes, though the build­
ing was so crowded I did not see nearly 
all the exhibits—are arranged aloDg the 
side of a circular corridor, their tanks 
forming the wall and the glass side 
about five feet from the floor giving 
us a chance to see them in all their 
glory. There were soft shell crabs, 
lobsters and salt as well as fresh water 
fish spoiting right befure our face and 
eyes. Here is a chance for the disciples 
of Isaak Walton to learn much about 
their favorites where mosquitoes and 
blickflies troubleth not and “ cold 
coffee”  is not needed. But the inevi­
table “ Move on.”  “ Move on.”  “ Don’ t 
block the passage,”  prevented my mak­
ing as exhaustive a study as I desired.
I “ moved on”  with the firm resolve to 
return again some other day.
It was not long before I found myself 
in a large bu ldii g—I have since con­
cluded that it was the Manufacturing 
and Liberal Arts building down an 
avenue of which I saw in the distance a 
sylvian scene. Here, thinks I, is the 
Maine Sportsmen’s show, so I pushed 
and crowded along until I stood before 
the booth. It might well have been a 
hunting exhibit for it contained a life- 
size figure of a hunter gotten up in true 
city sportsman style, gun, cartridge belt, 
buckskins, dog and all, but, alas, it was 
advertising some peaceful firm of, I think 
the nutmeg state. I was so disgusted I 
did not try to discover it all. With less 
zeal I made my way towards anothei 
booth filled up with green. I suspected 
a trick so was prepared somewhat and 
thus able to better take it in. And in­
deed it was worth a passing view. It 
represented a bower amid low-limbed 
apple trees in full bloom and there was 
a gallant in brave golf outfit helping a 
blushing maiden over the traditional 
rail fence, while the little darkv caddy 
was grinning and pointing to the golf 
ball at the young man’s feet. 1 rathtr 
liked that picture representing the “ old, 
old story”  of which I am yet so fond, 
though a beuedict of a decade's stand­
ing. I felt just like saying, “ Bless you, 
my children, come and see me in Lock- 
port when you get ready.”
The last scene to which I will call the 
attention of your weary readers today is 
of a far different nature. Some time 
during the day I found myself in the 
Philippine exhibit of the U. S. govern­
ment. There were the little brass can­
nons, not much bigger than a man’s 
arm mounted on clumsy wooden carri­
ages, the wheels of which were of solid 
sections of logs not 18 inches high; the 
antiquated iron guns, perhaps four feet 
long with a three inch bore, bound 
about with wire or bamboo strips, each 
bearing a label telling at what battle it 
had been captured by U. S. troops from 
the Philippine insurgents. It seemed 
so pitiful to me, those poor “ little brown 
men” with such weapons striving for 
their independence with the well 
equipped soldiers of the greatest Anglo- 
saxon nation. And as if to make the
mockery greater one had only to raise 
one’s eyes and gaze out through open 
balcony to where the gigantic ordinance 
of our country, capable of throwing a 
ton of metal for miles at a distant foe- 
man. loomed up in massive splendor. I 
did not know whether I felt more pity 
for “ the little brown brother beyond the 
blue sea” or indignation to tnink we 
could not have found in this great 
country men with sense and tact 
enough to have followed up Dewey’s 
great victory with a period of peace and 
mutual good feeling. I am no disciple 
of Edwin Atkinson, but I don’ t know 
but I will become one if I look at that 
contrast too often.
In conclusion permit me to say a 
word to everyone I can reach. Don’t 
fail to see this exposition, there is some­
thing to interest everyone. I was go­
ing to tell how it seemed to me it wou'd 
be best to see it, but 1 have already 
trespassed too much on Mr. Brackett’s 
patience. But I must say that the ex­
pense is to be very reasonable. I see 
the Maine Central advertised person­
ally conducted excursions for five days, 
all expenses paid for $55. The railroad 
rates simply will he less than that. 
When here one can live expensively or 
cheaply as preferred. Rooms in pri­
vate families in Buffalo can be had for 
an average of $1 per person a day. Here 
in Lockport room with breakfast can he 
had for 75c per person, and I presume if 
taken for a week can be had for even 
less. Round trips to the grounds only 
50c and an hour’s ride by trollev, and I 
know where a few “ choice spirits”  from 
Franklin county can get rooms for even 
less by “ applying to the undersigned.” 
I mention this because I remember the 
exaggerated stories of the expense 
necessary at the World’s fair at Chicago 
in circulation in Maine nine years ago, 
and I presume like rumors may prevail 
this year. O. F. A lvord .
ABOUT GRANITE QUARRIES.
Those at North Jay Employ Two 
Hundred Men.
Facts About the Disppearance of 
Garfield Blodgett.
After interviewing Mr. Blodgett and 
several of his neighbors, we find there 
are many things concerning the hoy’s 
departure that look strange. There 
was absolutely no reason why he should 
leave home. There had been no trouble 
and the boy had never seemed dissatis­
fied with his home.
For many years Mr. Blodgett has 
lived alone with his son and to all ap­
pearances they have been the best of 
friends. The boy has always had a 
team to drive where he liked and for 
some time he attended the village High 
school. The only reason for his actions, 
is that he he was influenced by outside 
parties to such a step and from what we 
can gather this was probably the case.
On the morning of April 27 
Garfield Blodgett started to walk 
though the woods to his uncle’s, a dis­
tance of about four miles. Before leav­
ing, his father asked him to wait a few 
days and the roads would be good 
enough so he could drive out, but the 
boy said he wanted to walk. Mr. 
Blodgett gave the boy what change he 
had, about 70 cents, and offered him a 
five dollar bill, telling him he had, 
better get some work done on his teeth, 
but he didn’t take R, saying he wouldn't 
have time that week.
On Monday the boy did not return and 
as night drew near Mr. Blodgett began 
to get nervous so he harnessed and 
drove to the village, but no one had 
seen anything of the boy and a search­
ing party was organized to search the 
woods through which he was supposed 
to have gone.
D R Y  AND  F A N C Y  GOODS.
SATURDAY'S BALL GAME.
“ Pick-ups” Win With a Score of 
37 to Hi.
On the ball grounds at Toothaker 
park last Saturday the Phillips High 
school met a pick up nine from the 
town and were beaten by a score of 37 
to 16. One week ago last Saturday the 
same teams played and the High school 
were easy winners, but since that game, 
the pick-up nine, many of whom were 
old players and carry scars of former 
battles won, have been brushing up their 
rusty knowledge of the game and in last 
Saturday’s play, they were not so easy.
The positions of the town team were 
filled as follows: C., Harry Berry; p , 
Alton Brown; 1 b., A. L. Libby; 2 b., 
J. W. Brackett; 3 b , Oscar Aldrich; 
s. s., Ellie Noble; r. f., Carl Cragin: c. f., 
Joel Carlton; 1. f.. T. R. Wing.
T! e H'gh school positions wen : C., 
Willie Stewart; p., Carl Beedy; 1 b., 
Bert Carlton; 2 b., Blaine Morrison; 
3 b., Chas. Stewart; s. s,, Chas. Kennis- 
ton; r. f., Henry True; c. f., Lee Ells­
worth; 1. f ., Leon Timberlake.
Umpires were Guy Everett and Mr. 
Frost.
When the game started the High 
school team was exultantly confident, 
and when the “ pick-ups” came to the 
bat, many fanned the air at Beedy’s out 
drop. At the end of the second inning 
the score was six to four in favor of the 
High school. Rut these old players had 
seen “ ball twisters”  too many times to 
let one pitcher fool them for an entire 
game and when they came to the bat 
the third inning they were onto Beedy’ s 
curve. Ten scores were batted out and 
from that time until the finish it was a 
“ walkover”  for the “ pick-ups.”
The High school has timber for a 
good team and with practice may some­
time equal the famous old Curvo nine. 
Each team lias now won a game and the 
decisive battle will be fought next Sat­
urday afternoon.
Fought For His Life.
“ My father and sister both died of 
Consumption,”  writes J. T. Weather- 
wax of Wyandotte, Mich., “ and I was 
saved from the same frightful fate only 
by Dr. King’s New Discovery. An at­
tack of Pneumonia left an obstinate 
cough and very severe lung trouble, 
which an excellent doctor could not 
help, but a few months’ use of this won­
derful medicine made me as well as 
ever and I gained much in weight.”  In­
fallible for Coughs, Colds and all Throat 
and Lung trouble. Trial bottles free. 
Guaranteed bottles 50c and $1 00 at W. 
A. D. Cragin’s.
Com puny at Work on Soldiers’ 
and Sailors’ Memorial.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods] 
Nouth Ja y , Me ., May 28, KOI. 
,A11 roads lead to North Jay, and 
everybody is hustling there, too, as I 
found out during a two days’ stay in 
that busy town last week. And do you 
know that Jay is gaining in population 
faster than any town in Franklin county? 
The granite quarries at North Jay fur­
nish employment for 200 men and in the 
cutting sheds are a hundred more. 
When you go to North Jay just call for 
George E. Monroe, they all know him. 
He will use you white and show you 
around. Mr. Monroe is foreman of the 
largest cutting shed here, which is 
owned by the Maine & New Hampshire 
Granite company. Mr. P. H. Carey is 
the superintendent of this company. 
Mr. Monroe told me that business has 
not been so good for years as now. 
Hundreds of tons of finished stone are 
now in the company’s yard waiting to 
be shipped.
The job now in hand is the Soldiers’ 
and Sailors’ memorial, to be erected in 
Fairmount park, Philadelphia. The 
figures being cut here, which are to 
enter into the construction of the monu­
ment, are navy, heroism, strength, cour­
age, peace, fame and victory. They 
each represent a human being and are 
very lifelike. The largest stone to enter 
this memorial weighs 36 tons. The 
stones are all hewn, squared and num­
bered at the sheds, and when they arrive 
at their destination are all ready to he 
placed in position without any change 
whatever. The stones are handled by a 
machine called a “ dago,”  which picks 
up the largest stones with ease and runs 
off with them and deposits them along­
side of the Maine Central tracks ready 
for shipment. The “ dago”  is a sort of 
high car with boiler and engine inside 
and a derrick on one end and runs on 
the track like a locomotive. The track 
runs the entire length of the sheds.
The cutters receive from $2.80 to $3 
per day and the quarrymen from $1.50 
to $2 per day. Cutting paving is quite 
an item here. The paving blocks are 
from 10 inches to 14 inches long and 3% 
to 5 inches thick and £% to 6 inches 
deep. Not so much paving is cut now 
as formerly. A man, if smart enough, 
can get out 200 blocks in a day but this 
would be much too many for an average.
I went up on the “ hill”  and saw the 
quarry owned by Senator Clark of Mon­
tana. Ernest York works in this quarry. 
The senator is getting stone here to 
build a fine mansion in New York. What 
a monstrous steel derrick I saw here! 
Just think of it. It is 96 feet high, 
weight, 11 tons, without the guys and 
has a capacity of 50 tons. The engine 
which runs it is 50 horse power and the 
boiler 85 horse power. G. E Gould 
runs the engine and F. H. Hussey, Jr., 
is fireman. Both of these gentlemen 
were “ bale fellows, well met.”
The cars run to the top of the hill 
and the loaded car as it goes down pulls 
up the empty one. The cars are run by 
wires which pass around two large 
drums aud are controlled by two heavy 
friction bands. It is indeed a novel 
sight to see a loaded car come p unging 
down the hill and at the same time an 
empty going up and each arriving at its 
destination at the same time.
S. Ferguson with tO men is excavat­
ing for the Maine & New Hampshire 
Granite company, moving from 300 to 
SCO yards of earth per day. He has a 
five months’ job aud is working 18 
horses. Mr. Ferguson is a hustler from 
the word go.
I saw a pair of horses which once 
went over the dump, 60 feet, cart and all. 
The horses are well and strong and none 
the worse for the adventure.
A pair of as good work horses as one 
would wish to see are working on the 
ledge aDd driven by L. B. Phinney. 
These horses are a bright bay, weigh 
over 3000 pounds and slick as otters. 
Mr. Phinney feeds and cares for them 
faithfully, but gives them lots of bard 
work. They have been on the ledge 
five years.
You should see the oil tank at North 
Jay owned by the Standard Oil com­
pany. It holds 15,700 gallons. D. O. 
Coolidge has charge of it and delivers 
oil to the merchants from this tank 
and one at Farmington in all the sur­
rounding towns. His delivery tank 
weighs 2,370 pounds and the oil it holds, 
3,500 pounds. Mr. Coolidge has had 
charge of this business three years. Mr. 
Coolidge was deputy sheriff heie and 
was a good one, too.
D R Y  AND FA N C Y GOODS.
Suits"-Ladies’ Suits.
^  ^  ^  *
We have the largest line of low priced ready-to- 
wear suits ever shown in town. Suits with the latest 
style coats and the new circular flounce skirts.
Our prices of suits are from $5.75 to $15.00, 
Think of it. An up-to-date, serviceable suit for $5.75» 
The $5.75 suits are our leaders, and are selling fast. 
Mixed brown, blue and gray, $5.75
$7.50 
$10.00 to $12.00
Similar shades, better quality, 
Black suits,
*  *  *
G. B. SEDGELEY.
R E A D  T H I S .
O n ly  a few l ines, it may be the means of savins: vou 8 8 »
We shall sell, while they last, a few special lines in Men’s ready made suits at prices 
that defy all competition.
One lot of men’s black worsted suits, beautifully made, coats lined with heavy blacte 
satin French facings, a marvel of beauty and workmanship, worth $15, my price $12,
One lot of black worsted suits, coats lined with heavy black satin, French facings, 
beautifully made, worth $12, my price $10.
One lot of black worsted suits, coats French faced, satin piped, really a fine suit, 
worth $11, my price $8.
One lot ot blue worsted suits, fancy weave, up-to date goods, worth $13, my price $10. 
One lot of blue cheviot suits, worth $9, my price $6.
Men’s business suits in checks and stripes, strictly all wool, actual value $9, my price $c|. 
These suits were all made up this spring and are all strictly up-to-date goods.
Boys’ long pants suits, boys’ knee pants suits, children’s vestee suits.
Hats and Caps in great variety. Boot3 and Shoes for the million.
These goods are marked at prices that will insure their sale at once.
Phill ips,
M. W. R ECO R D S,
* Upper  Vil lage, Maine,
Baking
Day
Makes
Cooking
Easy,
used to be a tiresome day, but now the 
Glenwood Home Grand range with Pat­
ent Heat Indicator, asbestos lined oven, 
and two ovenshelves, Makes Cooking Easy.
P H IL L IP S  HD W E  CO., P H IL L IP S , M E.
Mrs. F. O. Leavitt of North Jay has a 
handkerchief which was once owned by 
Queen Marguerite of Italy. It was 
given by the Queen to an Italian lady, 
who now lives at North Jay and who in 
turn gave it to Mrs. Leavitt. It is per­
haps 18 inches square and contains an 
immense amount of work, all dene by 
hand. It is made of the finest of Irish 
linen, and embroidered with the dainti­
est of handmade lace. The Queen’s 
crown and initial«, M. S.—meaning Mar­
guerite and Savoy—are tastily embroid­
ered in the corner.
Glorious Sprint;.
If with the conning of the warm, glo­
rious days of spring, you feel a lack of 
vigor, do not relish your food, mouth 
“ tastes bad,”  eyes dull, and you feel 
tired all over, do not be alarmed.
Take Baxter’ s Mandrake Bitters be­
fore meals, for a week or two. It will 
wonderfully assist nature in throwing 
off the accumulated poisons of winter, 
and you will be restored to your normal 
health and strength. Get Baxter’s 
Mandrake Bitters at any druggists, at 25 
cts. a bottle or box.
Tory Hill, Phillips.
Miss Carrie Hunter has returned 
home from visiting friends in Boston 
and Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. George Hood is gaining slowly.
Mrs. L. B. Bunnell is-able to ride out.
Rev. Mr. Bryant of Lisbon, N. H., 
was the guest of L. B. Bunnell while in 
town last week.
Mrs. A. E. Bunnell and children are 
visiting friends in Lewiston and Au­
burn. H.
If your dealer does not carry them write to Taunton Iron Works, 
Taunton, Mass. Sold by
W ILFR E D  M cLEARY,
F a r m i n g t o n , .............................................................  Maine*
.W EBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
€ 3
WEBSTER’S 1 ■% _ _ _ _ _  _ _  TX3-TT.
INTERNATIONAL J N E W  E D IT IO N  - J U S T  IS S U E !
‘ D IC TIO N A R Y / „  NEW p l a TES THROUGHOUT ' .
A Now Added 2 5 ,0 0 0  N E W  W O R D S .  Phrases, Etc. 
R ich Bindings 4» 2 3 6 4  Pages *  5 0 0 0  Illustrations
Prepared under the supervision o fW .T . Harris, Ph.D ., L L .D ., United States 
Commissioner o f Education, assisted by alarge corps o f  com petent specialists.
B e tte r  T han  E ver for H o m e, S chool, and Office .
Also Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary with Scottish Glossary, etc. 
“  First class in quality, second class in size.’ ’
* Specimen Pages, ite., of both books sent on application. f
G. &  C. MERRIAM CO., Publishers, Springfield, M ass., U . S , A
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TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN. TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.
—Mr. Geo. Bangs of Deering, Me., is 
visiting relatives in town.
— Mr. W. E. Decker of Oaks’ Corner 
was in Phillips this w eek.
—Misses Bana Beal and Montieze 
Boss were in Boston this week.
—Mr. Geo. D. Bangs recently sold a 
grey gelding colt to Farmington parties 
for $135.
—Mr. Hartley G. Kenniston has re­
turned from Rangeley and has resumed 
his law Study with H. F. Beedy.
—The Free Baptist Woman’s Mission­
ary society will meet with Mrs. Julia 
Goldsmith, Wednesday of next week at 
2.30.
—Col. E. M. Robinson will be pre­
pared to make out pension papers at his 
home on Pleasant street, June 4, and 
kindly requests his comrades to call and 
see him.
—Hon. F. E. Timberlake has k'ndly 
given the use of the room in the old 
post office building to the Social union. 
The ladies will serve ice cream there as 
they did last summer.
—Social dance at Parker’s hall, Avon, 
next Friday evening, May 31. H. R. 
Fuller will furnish music. Admission 
and dance 25c. Refreshments of ice 
cream and cake will be served.
—Dr. H. H. Tukey and family are 
away on a vacation of several weeks. 
They will visit Boston, New York and 
Philadelphia. Mrs. Tukey will remain 
several weeks in Vermont.
—Have you called at Cragin’s to see 
bis new line of hammocks? He has 
them in all shades and grades. There 
is sure to be something to please you 
and the prices are just right.
—Mr. Waldron Staples sawed his hand 
quite badly one day last week while 
working in the mill of Kempton, Fur­
bish & Butler, of Rangeley. Dr. Pea­
body took several stitches in his hand.
—Col. E. M. Robinson recently pre­
sented his daughter, Mrs. Ilda M. 
Towle, with a Golden Oak china closet. 
The closet is a very nice piece of furni­
ture and is a useful as well as ornamen­
tal gift.
—The friends of Rev. J. B. Ranger 
will meet at his home on Monday, June 
3, from 6 to 9 p. m., for the purpose of 
giving him a donation. A cordial invi­
tation is extended to all to be present, 
with words of cheer and such gifts as 
we can bring to make the burden of life 
and toil easier.
—Among the May baskets received 
this year, none has given more pleasure 
nor has been more gratefully received 
than one which was hung one night re­
cently and contained a quantity of 
oranges, banauas, lemons, strawberries, 
dates etc; two neat dresses, and a kind­
ly written note with the good wishes of 
the ‘ Triends, brothers and sisters of the 
Free Baptist church.”
—For the purpose of completing the 
organ fund, the societies of the Union 
church will hold an entertainment at 
Lambert hall, Friday evening, May 31. 
The program will be musical and liter­
ary. Mrs. Mabel Austin Clement and 
Mr. W. K. Hallowell will render piano 
selections. There will be vocal solos, 
duets, quartets and selections on the 
mandolin, guitar and violin. The liter­
ary feature will consist of readings by 
Rev. Geo. A. Merrill of New Sharon, 
Mrs. French, of the High school, and 
other local talent. Ice cream and 
homemade candies will be on sale. Ad­
mission 15 cents. The entertainment 
will commence at 8 o’ clock.
New  A d v e r t i s e m e n t s .
Estate of Francis B. Wheeler.
Estate of Betsey A. Witliam.
Notice of appointment of administra­
trix of the estate of William H. Harri­
son.
Notice of appointment of administra­
tor of the estate of Bartholomew T. 
Parker.
Dr. J. R. Kittridge, Farmington, 
changes the dates in his ad.
W. T. Hinds inserts a notice.
E. C. Lufkin advertises a full line of 
hardware, tinware, etc.
Violet ammonia for the toilet. See 
W. A. D. Cragin’s ad.
J. W. Carlton inserts an ad.
L. L. Mitchell, Kingfield, changes his 
ad.
J. A. Linscott, Kingfield, advertises a 
full line of fishing tackle.
S. J. Wyman, Kingfield, in his ad 
this week, gives prices oil outside skirts, 
shoes, etc.
G. F. Lowell, Kingfield, advertises 
alarm clocks.
Bradford, CoDant & Co., Lewiston, 
advertise special values in mattings and 
carpets.
Laundress wanted.
Notice of meeting of state assessors.
—  SAD BLOOD, 
BAD COMPLEXION.
The skin is the seat of an almost end­
less variety of diseases. They are known 
by various names, but are all duo to the 
same cause, acid and other poisons in 
the blood that irritate and interfere with 
the proper action of the skin.
To have a smooth, soft skin, free from 
•11 eruptions, the blood must be kept pure 
and healthy. The many preparations of 
arsenic and potash and the large number 
of face powders and lotions generally 
used in this class of diseases cover up 
for a short time, but cannot remove pei> 
manently the ugly blotches and the red, 
disfiguring pimples.
Etorna! vlgilanoo Is tho prloo  
o f a  b oautifu l com pl& xion
when such remedies are relied on.
Mr. H. T. Rhobe, «704 Lucas Avenue, 8t. Louis, 
Mo., sa ys: “  My daughter was affllotei for year« 
with a disfiguring eruption on her faae, which 
resisted all treatment. She was taken to two
NEWS FROM KINGFIELD.
—Don’t forget the entertainment at 
Lambert hall Friday evening.
— Mr. M. H. Kenniston, who has been 
in Boston for the past year, has returned 
to town.
—Dr. H. II. Tukey, who is away on a 
vacation will return July 1st and be 
ready to continue his business.
—Mr. Cbas. Blanchard of Rumford 
Falls, is spending his vacation with his 
parenis, Mr. and Mrs. Julius Blanchard
—Mr. Warren C. Hall and his mother, 
Mrs. A. S. Hall, of Bruuswick, are 
spending a few days with their rela­
tives, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. D. Cragin.
—Mrs. G. L. Dunning and family 
from Amenia, North Dakota, arrived in 
town last Tuesday to spend the summer 
with her sister, Mrs. C. L. Tootkaker.
— Lucien Warren of Phillips, who has 
had a great deal of experience in all 
kinds of stone work, asks that those 
having work to be done in his line will 
communicate with him.
—Mr. T. J . Mahan was cal’ed sudden­
ly to Boston on account of the death of 
his brother Wednesday May 22. Mr. 
Mahan will return in a few days to 
isli his piano tuning at Rangeley 
Strong.
—At the regular meeting of 
King’s Daughters held with Airs. Emma 
Greenwood on the evening of May 17, 
Airs. Addie Parker was. chosen chairman 
of a committee to make arrangements 
for the Memorial work. The Daughters 
are requested to meet at her home this 
Wednesday evening to render assistance 
and are invited to bring flowers.
—Mr. Will Smith, son of Laforest 
Smith, died at Rumford Falls last Sun­
day. Air. Smith had an attack of the 
measles and then a run of typhoid fever. 
He belonged to the Jr. O. U. A. M. and 
during lvis sickness a trained nurse from 
Lewiston was employed. At one time 
Air. Smith attended the Phillips schools 
and for a long while was in the employ 
of the Phillips & Rangeley railroad, 
lie has been for the past winter at Rum­
ford Falls running a •stationary engine 
in the paper mills.
Union Memorial Services at 
Universalist ( hurch.
the
celebrated health springs, but received no bene­
fit. Many medicines 
: result, until we d 
! time the first bott
began to disappear. A dosen bottles cured her
1ÌU-
and
the
Among the Churches.
The morning service at the Union 
church was omitted that all might unite 
in listening to the sermon before the 
G. A. R. which was preached by Rev. 
Air. Clancy at the ATethodist church. 
The remaining services of the day were 
as usual. Mr. and AJrs. W. Iv. Hallo- 
well aided most effectively in the music 
of the evening. Air. Hallowell presided 
at the organ, and Airs. IlalloweU’s ren­
dition of the beautiful solo, “ The Holy 
City,”  was much enjoyed.
The evening sermon by Rev. Mr. 
Earnshaw was from the words found in 
Psa. lxxviii, 9, “ The children of Ephraim 
being armed, and carrying bows, turned 
baeft in the day of battle.” The history 
of the people of Israel has given to us 
illustrations of two views which we 
may take of our own lives. We may 
consider life as a pilgrimage and we 
often do speak of it as being such. We 
find the experiences of Israel in his 
journeyings toward the land of Canaan 
typical of many an individual or a na­
tional experience in the path from igno­
rance and servitude to the base and un­
worthy, toward that which is pure, 
high, and noble.
Again, we speak of life as a battle and 
Israel still illustrates many a phase of 
that conflict. Life is indeed a battle. 
First there is the struggle for existence, 
for means to sustain life. Then every 
good that is added to the mere existence 
is the result of endeavor. If we succeed 
in work or in business it js because we 
strive for success. We gain knowledge, 
we subdue wrong, we overcome the 
evils of society or of government only 
as we fight against error, ignorance, 
wrong ideas and wrongdoing. And the 
highest development of character, the 
pure, noble, Christian life is surely 
reached only through conflict.
The. text tells us that the men of 
Ephraim turned back in the day of 
battle without the excuse of unpre­
paredness. They were armed and car­
rying bows. Their equipment was suffi­
cient. They were faithless to the re­
sponsibility which they had been made 
ready to meet. Being armed it was im­
perative that they take part in the 
battle.
Is it not true of us all that equipment 
should be a call to service? If there be 
evil or corruption within our national 
borders is not all our enlightenment 
and all our strength and all our prestige 
among the nations but a call to conquer 
it? The nation fights only as individu­
als fight. Society is purified only as in­
dividuals work for its purification. 
Communities are bettered only as indi­
viduals strive for their betterment.
By the equipment that is given us, all 
the advantages of knowledge, of 
strength, of opportunity, by all the fac­
ulties of body and of mind that are 
ours, comes the call to fight. Indo­
lence, indifference, cowardice or rebel­
lion may bid us withhold our obedi­
ence. A good ^oldier knows none of 
these. Let it liot be said of us that we 
turned back in the day of battle.
Hood Horses Being Handled by 
Irvin Poitle.
[Special correspondence to the M aine "Woods.]
K in g fie ld , Me ., Alay 27, 1901.
The audience room of the Univer- 
salist church was filled with an atten­
tive and interested congregation Sunday 
evening at the Union Memorial service. 
All the clergy of the village were in­
vited to take part, but Rev. J. A. Ward 
and Rev. Mr. Davis were unable to be 
present. Rev. Mr. Saunders took charge 
of the opening service. Rev. Air. Ballou 
preached the sermon from Rom. xiii, 7: 
“ Render therefore to all their dues; 
honor to whom honor is due.”  The 
ch Irs of the Uuion and Universalist 
churches furnished music for the occa­
sion. The church was very prettily 
decorated with flags and flowers. The 
entire service was impressive and not 
only a fitting tribute of honor to the 
noble dead, but also a means of draw­
ing closer together the elements of vil­
lage life which make for righteousness 
and the higher and wider and more 
glorious liberty of the children of God.
The county convention of the W. C 
T. U., met with the Kingfield people in 
the Union church last Tuesday. A full 
report will be given next week.
The Saturday evening ice cream sale 
was held at the Universalist church in­
stead of at the Union church as stated 
last week and was well patron'zed and 
will be held every Saturday evening 
until further notice.
Miss Lydia Woodard spent Sunday 
with her parents at New Portland.
Aliss Edith Taicot spent Sunday with 
her parents in New Vineyard.
The Current Event club held an inter­
esting meeting at the borne of Rev. 
W. S. Ballou Wednesday evening. The 
discussion of the Wall street panic was 
lively and instructive. The club voted 
to make an effort to establish a village 
library, appointing a committee to can­
vass the town for memberships at $1 
each. Substantial encouragement, has 
been given to the enterprise by citizens 
and friends of the village.
Mr. John Webster of Hartford, Conn., 
spent Tuesday and Wednesday in town.
Airs. W. S. Dolbier started for Oak­
land, Cal., last Saturday morning to 
visit her son there.
Mrs. Lucinda Winter is making exten­
sive repairs on her residence on High 
street.
Last Tuesday night the K. of P. lodge 
worked the rank of esquire on a candi­
date. A large number were present.
Mr. Calvin B. Hunnewell, who has 
been for ten years a citizen of this town 
and one of the leading men of the place, 
died last Sunday morning. The re­
mains were interred at Solon.
Last Saturday the Kingfield baseball 
team went to Farmington and played 
the Farmington High School team. The 
Kingfield boys were beaten by a score 
of 24 to 14. Several more games are 
booked for the team.
Mr. Irvin Pottle has a stable of the 
finest horses in the country. He has 
five at present and several more are to 
be sent him to handle this summer. Mr. 
Pottle is receiving letters every day ask 
ing him to handle their horses and from 
this bunch, he picks out the best ones. 
He hasn’ t a poor horse in the lot. Mr. 
Pottle owns Susie S, the pacer that won 
everything last summer, and she is in 
fine c<. ndition for the track for a sum­
mer’ s work. Susie S is by Allero, dam, 
Hows Bismark. He is handling Jennie 
Wilkes by Allero, owned by S. J. Wy­
man. and she can step a quarter in 35 
seconds; A Pee L, owned by Harry Les- 
sard of Portland, a green colt and a colt 
that can trot well; Rover Wilkes, pacer, 
(2.113 .^) Abbott Wilkes, dam, Maggie 
Franklin, (2 37)4,) 2nd dam, Maggie 
Miller, (2.263^,) owned by Fred Walker, 
Rumford Falls; a gray mare, pacer, 
owned by F. B. Hutchins, own sister to 
Round Top, (2.173^,) by Prescott, Jr.; 
Alcloy H, by Alclayone, (2.203^) a 
green colt that can go a mile in 2.30, 
owned by J. F. Hall, Rumford Falls. 
Mr. Pottle and Air. S. J. Wyman have 
been making arrangements for circuit 
races this summer, including Madison 
Bridge, Kingfield and North Anson.
the
were prescribed, but with- 
ecided to try S. 8. 3 ., and by 
the ttle was finished the eruption
completely and left her skin perfectly smooth. 
She is now seventeen years old, and not a sign of 
the embarrassing disease has ever returned."
S. 8. S. is a positive, unfailing cure foe 
the worst forms of skin troubles. It is 
the greatest of all blood purifiers, and the 
only ome guaranteed purely vegetable.
Bad blood makes bad complexions, 
/p a*. ¿ jn t  iVtWDt* purifies an d invigo- 
BL ^  flTN  ^  rates th e o ld  and  
makes new, rich blood 
t h a t  nourishes the  
body and keeps the 
»kin active and healtny and in proper 
condition to p e r f o r m  its part towards 
carrying off the impurities from the body.
If you have Eczema, Tetter  ^ Acne, Salt 
Rheum, Psoriasis, or your skin is rough 
and pimply, send for our book on Blood 
and Skin Diseases and write our physi­
cians alxmt your case. No charge whaV 
ever for this service.
SWIFT SPECIFIC 00MPANY, ATLANTA, «A.
District No. 2, Phillips.
Air. Harry Hunter of Strong was 
guest of L. B. Field last week.
Air. Elisha Bradford of Farmington 
•was in this vicinity buying cows re­
cently.
Airs. Emma Kinney, with little Miss 
Helen, visited at John Smith’s last Fri­
day.
Air. Ashley Wing, who has been in 
Rumford for the past four weeks, came 
home last Friday for a visit, lie plans 
to return to Rumford June 3. Mr. Mor­
rill Wing will accompany him back to 
assist in the construction of a two-story 
building which the Wing brothers are 
about to erect there.
Mr. Daggett of Strong was in this dis­
trict last week buying potatoes. He 
paid 40 cents per bushel delivered at 
Strong.
Airs. L. B. Field called on Mrs. Lois 
Aroore last week.
Eustis.
John Pooler was in Kingfield Alon- 
day.
Farmers are doing their planting
Peter Nedeau has done quite a busi 
ness blasting and hauling rocks. He 
lias a line lot of cows, yearlings and 
calves.
Alay baskets seem to be plenty.
Airs. (). White and little son, Perley, 
went to Bigelow recently.
Isaac Jones of North Anson is visit­
ing in Eustis.
Mrs. Norton is very ill.
Peter Nedeau has planted lwenty-two 
bushels of potatoes.
YOURMONEYBACK
IF Y O U  D O N ’T
G e t  S t r e n g t h
BY U S IN C
Smith’s
Creen Mountain 
Renovator
Strength to muscles, nerves and brain. It 
cures . Nature’s own remedy. Ask your 
druggist—50 cents and one dollar. Write St. 
Albans Remedy Co., St. Albans, Vt., about 
GUARANTEE. Mention this paper.
Stallion for Service.
Draft stallion, 1390 lbs., five years 
old. By Bangs horse, dam, Cana­
dian mare. Will make season, 1901, 
at subscribers stable. Terms to war­
rant, 85. W. T. HINDS.
Phillips, Alay 28
R. I). SIMONS, M. D., 
Physician and Surgeon.
KINGFIELD,
Telephone. MAINE.
f .  S . D o tM e r , K n if f le ld . M a c M n is t .
Machine work of all kinds. Bicy­
cle repairing a specialty. Full line 
of Bicycle Sundries on hand. Bring 
all kinds of machine work to my 
shop.
Paint! Paint! Paint!
For work that will 
prove satisfactory use^
M a s u r y ’s Pure
. . . Oil Paints.  
L. L. nitchell, Druggist, 
A G E N T ,
Kingfield,  - * Maine.
C A L L .
We have a full line of Fishing 
Tackles, 5 and ro cent counters, 10 
cent Glasswax-e, Fancy Goods, 
Twitched & Champlin’s Finest Con­
fectionery, always fresh, Ice Cream, 
Fruit and Soda.
J. A. LINSCOTT,
Kingfield,  * Maine.
Alarm Clocks . . .
as well as all other articles found in a 
first-class jewelry store can be obtained of
C. F.  L O W E L L .
P. O. Block, - Kingfield, Me.
First-Class Repairing.
E. C. S T A N L E Y
is prepared to furnish his customers 
with ice cream and the best of soda. 
Call and see him.
Kingfie ld , M aine .
Beware of a Cough.
A cough is not a disease but a symp­
tom. Consumption and bronchitis, 
which are the most dangerous and fatal 
diseases, have for their first indication a 
persistent cough, and if properly treated 
as soon as this cough appears are easily 
cured. Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy 
has proven wonderfully successful, and 
gained its wide reputation and exten 
sive sale by its success in curing the 
diseases which cause coughing. If it is 
not beneficial it will not cost you a 
cent. For sale by W. A. D. Cragin, 
Phillips; E. H. Whitney, Rangeley; 
Dyer’s Drug Store, Strong, and Lester 
L. Mitchell, Kingfield.
Avon.
There was a box supper and sociable 
at Fred Morton’s Friday evening. About 
thirty were present and over $8 was 
received from the sale of boxes, which 
will be used to buy a flag, etc., for the 
Mt. Blue school.
Mr. AIcLain of New Vineyard spent 
several days at A. B. Alortoi’s recently.
J. W. Russell is at work in Weld.
Madrid.
Farmers have not finished their plant­
ing as the days of rain have caused a 
standstill in their work.
Mrs. 8. C. Huntington is slowly gain­
ing but is quite lame.
J. C. Wells visited at his home last 
week and has returned to Rangeley, 
where he is employed at fireplace build­
ing, plastering, etc.
All are pleased to learn that Grace 
Dunham is slowly gaining and hope to 
see her ere long in our social gatherings 
where she delights to be.
Ladies.
W e  can Interest you in
Shirt W aists.
Latest Styles
and Patterns.
R. L. BUTLER,
K. of P. Block,
K in g f ie ld , M aine .
CLOSING OUT.
Outside Skirts that  
retail for $1.25 we  
sell for 98 c,  those  
that retail for $ 2 .0 0  
w e  sell for $1.49.
S H O E S .
L a d ie s ’ Shoes,  fo r ­
m er  price $1.50,now  
90  cents.
B o y s ’ Shoes, $1.00.  
N e w  line of B a s s ’s 
Shoes, f rom W il to n .  
M e n ’s, boys ’ and  
c h i l d r e n ’s lawn t e n ­
nis Shoes,  40,  35  
and 30 cents.
Burglary and Small Pox. ^  new line of Hammocks.
Two men, giving their names as Robert 
AIcLain and John Jenkins of Detroit, Miclii 
pan blew the sate to pieces and robbed the 
Andover post office of ¡J1000 in cash and 
stamps last Tuesday night. Frank P. Thomas 
and Ferdinando >1. Thomas chased them un­
til they were located in the woods resulting in 
the rascals being captured and lodged in the 
Rumford lockup.
There is small pox at .Milo, and the school I 
taught by E. E. Morse, formerly of Phillips, 
and all Other public institutions are closed.1
S. J . WYMAIM,
Kin gfie ld , Maine.
G EN T  'S  FU R N ISH IN G S.
Straw
Hats
You will need one soon. 
The straw hat season is 
close at hand. Have you 
thought about it? This w ill 
remind you We can show 
you the right styles for 
1901.
We have men’s and boys’
PAINT! PAINT!
ÍTuresco! fluresco!
Now is the time to begin to think 
about painting and murescoing. Just 
a little expense will fix up a room so 
it will look as good as new. We 
have as fine a line of House Paints, 
Muresco, Stains, Enamels, Carriage 
Paints and Varnishes to select from 
as can be found in any city.
Phillips Hardware 
Company.
ON HAND.
A  full line of Hardware goods. 
Tinware of all descriptions.
A  large variety, of Farming 
Tools.
Orders taken and quick returns 
for anything not carried instock. 
Bicycle repairing done. Buy 
your new Bicycle here.
E. C . L U F K IN ,
Phill ips, - . M a i n e .
straws.
The boys’ cost 25c and 
50c, 14 styles to pick from.
The men’s cost 50c, 75c 
and $1. Fancy bands, plain 
blue and black.
Crash hats at 25c for men 
and boys.
lo u  can't come too  soon.
About our boys’ wash 
suits. They cost 38c, 50c 
and 75c per suit
Boys’ shirt waists at 50c.
$1,000 GASH
Planted in good 
soil, won’t yield 
one half the Nice 
Vegetables a n d  
Beautiful B l o s =  
som s that Fresh 
Seeds will, from
EDGAR R. TOOTHAKER’S.
D, F. HOYT 
& CO.,
No. 5 Beal Block, 
^Phillips, Maine.
Agency for the Universal 
Steam Laundry.
N O T IC E .
Dr. J . R .  Kittr idge,  Den tist ,  
of F a r m in g t o n ,  M a in e .
WILL BE AT
Oquossoc House, Rangeley, Juue 3. 4, 5 a. m.
Hotel Blanchard, Stratton, June 6.
Shaw House, Eustis, June 7
Lake House, Flagstaff, June 8.
Lewis Reed’s, Reed’s Mill, June 10p. m.
H otel F ranklin , S 'ron g , J u n e  11.
John Trask’s, Weld, June 19.
E. C. McLain’s, Berry AUlls, June 20 a. m.
Mcgalloway, Ju e 21 to 25.
Office closed from June 3 to June 12, and 
from June 18, 2 p m., to July 5
All operations pertaining to dentistry care­
fully performed. Special attention given to 
prt serving the natural teeth. Teeth extracted 
without pain a specialty. Artificial work of 
all kinds promptly and carefully done 
reetli extracted free when plates are made 
4.11 work warranted. Satisfaction guar­
anteed.
Entrance fi4 Main St., next door to C E 
Marr’s drug s to r -
Temple.
Rev. W. B. Keniston and family have 
moved into the parsonage. Glad to 
have a pastor live in town once more.
Frank Derby is at home.
Children’s day will be observed at the 
Congregational church. The pastor 
will preach to the children in the morn­
ing and the children will give a con­
cert in the evening.
Joseph Millett has bought a horse for 
his children to go ti. school with. Mr. 
Millett also has two of the nicest, larg­
est and fattest horses in town.
The stream that runs through Temple 
intervale is lined with fishermen. Chas. 
Norton caught fourteen suckers in a 
very few minutes. Ernest Moody caught 
nearly ninety different kinds one day 
last week.
Mr. Sumner Savage has moved onto 
the farm formerly owned by Albert 
Smith. Mr. Savage keeps a large stock, 
quite a number of cows, and will send 
cream to the factory as do a great many 
of our farmers. It seems nice to see 
the good farmers moving onto the back 
farms in town.
Mr. Chas. Coburn and wife of Farm­
ington, formerly of Temple, were in 
town Sunday.
Mi8s Bertha Russell is at work for 
Mrs. Jennings of Farmington.
Heed’s Mill.
The Ladies Circle met with Mrs. 
Lydia Dunham with a good attendance. 
Tiie next circle will meet with Mrs. Cora 
Stinehfield Wednesday, June 5.
Four handsome deer were seen a few 
rods from W. L. Dunham’s house one 
day last week.
Miss Mary Sargent is at work for Miss 
Bana Beal.
W. L. Dunham has sold iris colt, Rob­
ert, to B. C. Powers for a good price.
Mrs. Vesta Barden and Master Dean 
of Phillips walked from Phillips village 
to their home at Reed’s Mill, a distance 
of eight miles, recently.
Miss Jemima Kinney is at work for 
W. L. Dunham.
Miss Flora Stinehfield is staying with 
her sister, Mrs. Bert Kinney.
Lester Rowe was a recent visitor in 
town.
Send your Laundry to the FRANKLIN 
STEAM LAUNDRY, Farmington, Me. ■ All 
work guaranteed.
HENRY W. TRUE, Agent,Phillips, Me
In The Near
Future.
I shall be in your town with my 
1901 spring and summer line ot 
woolens. The largest and best as­
sortment I have ever had at the same 
low prices. All work guaranteed. 
Don’t place your order till you have 
looked me over.
FRED C., MOWER,
TAILOR,.
Revere Block, - -  Auburn, flalne
MarFe an! Granite M om ents, ,
I solicit, an opportunity of showing you 
my collection of new and artistic designs of 
Monuments. Statuary, Tablets, Markers, etc. 
Estimates furnished on Cemetery Work to.he 
erected anywhere In this vicinity.
PHILLIPS MARBLE W ORKS,
W . B, Hoyt, Proprietor,
Box 308, - -  Phillips, Me*
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A Big Drive In 
Dry and
Fancy Goods.
misses 
to
When you are in Farmington it 
will pay you to call and examine a 
stock of goods that is going cheap.
New silk ginghams, 25 cents per 
yard, sold everywhere for 35 cents.
A  large line of shirt waists, white 
and colored, from 50 cents to $2.00.
Bargains in boys’ and 
hosiery, former price 25 cents, 
close out at 15 cents.
Gent’s fancy hose, two pairs for 25 
cents, former price 25 cents per 
pair.
Ladies’ undervests, 5,
50 cents. Short sleeves and 
out sleeves.
We have the latest styles in 
just in. Call and 
us a mail order.
10, 12 to
witli-
belts, 
examine or send
Arbo C. Norton,
12 B roadway,
Farmington, Maine.
Iron and Steel.
I have the best line of blacksmiths’ and 
carriage makeis’ supplies ever kept in 
RangeTey. Also agent for the McCormick 
Harvesting Machines. Have secured an expe­
rienced blacksmith and am prepared to do 
ali kinds of blacksmith and carriage work.
A. E. BLODGETT, Rangeley Me.
N EW  LINE
OF
Fishing Tackle
Right From New York.
I can sell you everything i 
Fishing Tackle from a small 
hook to a $6.00 pole.
Fremont Scamman
P H IL L IP S ,  M A I N E .
No. 3
Beal Block
Is the place to buy
Anniversary,
Birthday and 
Wedding
Presents
OF
Furniture,
Silverware 
and Jewelry.
A. M. Greenwood,
M UNYON’S
D Y S P E P S IA
CORE
When Prof. Munyon s«ys hi* D yspepsia Cure
will cure indigestion And all forms of stomach 
trouble he »imply tells the truth. It will cure a 
stomach that has been abused by over-eating and 
over-drinking. It will cure a stomach that has 
been weakened by old-style drugs. It will do much 
toward making an old stomach act like a sound one. 
\t all druggists, 35 cerus. Fifty six other cures 
.I inyon, New York and Philadelphia.
HUSTON’ S INHALER CURES CATARRH.
IN AND ABOUT STRONG.
Mr. J. B. Harlow of Farmington 
town getting his display of fruit, confec­
tionery, etc., in order for the summer 
business. He will board with Henry 
Pratt.
W. D. Quimby lias purchased 
of land lying in the pasture of J.' B. 
Marble and joining his lot where be is 
now building at the extreme end of the 
village. The strip included an eighth 
of an acre and the price was at the rate 
of $1000 per acre. Evidently the busi­
ness people in town think real estate 
good property.
Abbie Dunham is working for the 
Richardson Bros., at Kennebago.
The shop of S. L. Crosby & Co., is 
being raised to its proper elevation.
Rev. S. Wakely took his text on Sun­
day from Isaiah xxix, 1, “ Behold the 
Lord’s hand is not shortened that it 
cannot save, neither his ear heavy that 
it cannot hear.”
News has reached town of the death 
of Will Smith at Rumford. He was for­
merly night watchman at the engine 
house at Rangeley. Last summer he 
was engineer on one of F. C. Barker’s 
steamers.
Miss Prudence Richardson went into 
Kennebago Monday morning.
E. I. Herrick is guiding at Allerton 
Lodge on the Big lake.
Reception Tendered to Rev. K. 
R. Mills.
[Special correspondence to the Maine Woods.] 
Strong , May 28, 1901. 
Last Tbursdav evening the friends of 
Rev. Mr. Mills gave a recepw.m in bell’s 
hail to Vlr. Mills and his sister. A very 
pleasant evening was passed with music 
and games. Refreshments of ice cream 
and cake were served. Among those 
present were Dr. and Mrs. Bell, Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. E. H, 
Vaughan, Mr. and Mis. C. B. Richard­
son, Mr. and Mrs, W. S. Daggett, Mr. 
and Mrs. Albert Daggett, Rev. Mr. Kew- 
ley and wife, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Will, 
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Gates, Mr. and Mrs. 
H. J. Bates, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Look, 
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. McKeen, Mrs, Olive 
Dodge, Mrs. Arthur Porter, Mrs. Ed 
Howard, Mrs. J. L. Pratt, Mrs. P. H.
Annie Howard, Mrs. 
Anna Hunter, Lizzie 
Porter, Leona Fogg, 
Freda Fogg, Blanche Presson, Frankie 
Keen, Clare Knowlton, Miss McLain 
Mrs. Daisy Worthley, Philip Stubbs, 
Geo. Porter, Chas. Dyer, Albert Jack- 
man, Arthur Tucker, Alton Tucker.
Last Sunday morning Rev. Mr. Mills
at the
M. E. church. It was a union service of 
the Methodist and Congregational 
churches. The company of soldiers at­
tended in a body. The church was 
I crowded and at the close of the service 
a strip j everyone spoke in highest praise of the
Stubbs, Miss 
Bates, Misses 
Hunter, Maud
Rangeley.
E. II. Wliituey has bought the board­
ing house formerly owned by Ebenezer 
Hinkley and now occupied by Austin 
II ink ley. Austin is to build on the site 
of the burned building near the corner 
of the Kennebago road and Main street.
Miss Evie Oakes is doing table work 
for F. C. Barker at the Birches.
Messrs. George Young and H. A. Fur­
bish have returned from Iloulton. Mr.
Furbish was accompanied on his return 
by his mother and sister, who expect to
make their home in town in the future, preached the Memorial sermon
is in
It Saved His Leg.
P. A. Dai-forth of LaGrarige. Ga., suf­
fered for six months with a frightful 
running sore on his leg; but writes that 
Buckleu’ s Arnica Salve wholly cured it 
in five days. F» r Ulcers, Wounds, 
Piles, it’s the best salve in the world. 
Cure guaranteed. Only 25 i. Sold by 
W. A. D. Cragin.
Call and See My
Line of harnesses,
From $8.00 Up.
Summer and fall lap robes from 25 cents to 
$4 ¿0. Finest line of dress suit cases and 
hand satchels ever in town. Goods sold at 
great bargains for cash.
J .  W .  C A R L T O N ,
Upper  Vil lage,  Phil l ips.
Farmington
Three boys aged six, nine, and eleven 
years broke into the store of E. A. Odell 
and J. B. Harlow, last Saturday after­
noon. The entrance was made by pull­
ing out a staple on the back door of the 
Harlow store and at the Odell store a 
wooden pin that fastened the door had 
been chopped off. Nothing was taken 
from the Harlow store but the boys 
took a large bunch of bananas from 
Mr. Odell’s, and after eating all they 
wished they sold some to people on the 
street. Sheriff Sylvester caught the 
boys and they appeared in court before 
Judge Eenderson last Monday morning 
on the charge of simple larceny. The 
boys received a good lecture from the 
Judge, Mr. Sylvester, and their parents, 
and upon promises to behave hereafter 
were allowed to go free.
The Memorial sermon was preached 
last Sunday at the M. E. church by Rev. 
W. P. Lord. About forty of the John 
Appleton Post, G. A. R. attended under 
the command of Commander L. G. 
Brown.
Mr. ,J. W. Carsley, who has been town 
liquor agent, has resigned and Mr. Job . 
Hardy has been appointed in his place.
Carthage.
County Commissioner D. W. Berry is 
suffering -with appendicitis and will go 
to the city for an operation in a few 
days.
sermon.
Preparations are being made for very 
interesting exercises on Memorial day. 
The Kingfield band will furnish music 
for the occasion.
At the Congregational church last 
Sunday evening Mr. Mills preached his 
farewell sermon The church was filled 
with friends of Mr. Mills and at the 
close of the service the entire congrega­
tion passed down the aisles to shake 
hands with the pastor and his sister. 
Mr. and Miss Mills have been very pop­
ular in town and it is with regret that 
the people bid them farewell.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Toothaker of Phil­
lips, called on Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Gilkey 
last week.
Trout fishing on Valley and Gilkey 
brooks is the best in years and many 
trout have been taken.
Mr. and Mrs. Witham of Weld, are 
visiting their son in town.
Mr. Stephen Mayo and his daughter 
of Skowhegau, were in town last week, 
visiting Mrs. Samuel Dodge, who is 
very ill.
Mr. Lewis Bowley, of the Mountain 
View House, was in town last week 
looking for girls to work at his hotel 
this summer.
Mrs. J. M. Lambert and her daughter 
and'son in-law were at Mt. Blue pond 
last week and brought home nearly a 
bushel of red sides caught with a net.
Messrs. H. G. Kenniston and Geo. 
Bangs of Phillips, were in town last Sat 
urday.
Miss Leona Fogg spent Sunday at 
home.
Mrs. Dr. Badger has been visiting her 
aunt, Mrs. Lucy Pratt.
Mr. Dick Johnson spent Sunday at 
Day pond.
Mr. Lon Kennedy was in New Vine 
yard last week.
Work is being done on the matchers 
in the toothpick mill and many new 
hands are employed.
Messrs. H. J. Bates and Chas. Thurs­
ton have been divided on the question 
of which has the faster hoise and a race 
has been arranged to com ' off probably 
Thursday at the track. They will trot 
for a purse of $10.
The report that children were found 
in the schools who were peeling from 
scarlet fever has been disputed and. we 
are glad to learn that no new cases have 
been discovered in town.
The High school gave a dance in 
Bell’s hall last Friday evening. Dyer’s 
orchestra furnished music. Ice cream 
and cake were served. About thirty 
couples were present.
Stony Brook, Stratton.
The farmers are doing their spring’ s 
work. Grass is looking very well at 
this time.
Thomas Willitt is cutting poplar on 
No. 4, He has about forty men cutting 
and peeling, and expects to cut and peel 
four thousand cords this summer. He 
thiuks it will take about three years to 
get what there is.
Orin Taylor is repairing the road 
fro m the Coplin line to Carrabassett.
L. T. Hinds is going to build a newEast Madrid.
Mrs. Blanche Gould visited her sister, 1 bridge across the Carrabassett river neai
| the mill at Carrabassett, this week.
Van Belmont.
The higli bred trotting stallion Van Hel 
mont will make the season of 1901 as follows:
Mondays at Weld and the remainder of the 
week at "my stable in Phillips.
Terms $10 to warrant, single service $5.
Van Helmont is by Harbinger, be by Al- 
niont, he by Alexander Abdallah, he by 
Rysdyks Hamiltonian; bis dam by General 
Knox, 2nd dam Old Hiram Drew.
Van Helmont is a very speedy horse. His 
record is 2.19i and has proved himself a game 
race horse, although lie has not trotted a 
race since his 7 year old form. Van Helmont 
Is 15.3 and weighs 1075 pounds.A careful examination of Van Helmont’s 
pedigree will in part explain why he has 
been so successful as a trotting sire. While 
an illustrious ancestry is indispensable to a 
successful sire and no breeder should use m 
the stud any but a well bred stallion one 
other very essential requisite with the rest, 
is gentleness of disposition, which Van Hel­
mont possesses to a wonderful degree. 
Another peculiar excellence of Van Heimont 
as a sire is the uniformity with which he 
stamps his image and impresses all his own 
remarkable qualities on liis offsprings.
We claim he gets more gentlemen’s driving 
horses than any other stallion in Maine with 
the same number of foals.
W. J. Ross, Phillips, Me.
Mrs. Dora Sargent, last week.
Mr. Fred Wright and A. G. Stegelman 
of Lewiston, have been boarding at Mr. 
F. H. Thorpe’s for a few days, enjoying 
the fishing. C. O. Morrell came the 
22nd for the same purpose.
Mr. John Googin has returned to his 
home in Lewiston.
The young people of this place, ac­
companied by their teacher, Miss Cor­
son, paid Miss Ethel Thorpe a call one 
evening last week. They left as a 
token of their regard a nicely filled May 
basket.
F. C. Burrell and Fortune Fottier are 
cutting poplar for Thomas Willett.
Daisy Fottier, who has been visiting 
relatives in Kingtie Id the past week, 
returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Amanda Bradbury of Kingfield 
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Joseph 
Fottier.
Mr. W. H. Comstock and little son, 
Marshal, of Boston, was at L. T.
! Hinds’s, Saturday and Sunday. Satui- 
I day they went fishing and got a nice 
1 string of trout.
! Miss Cora Campbell of Rangeley is
Rev. Mr. Pillsbury will preach in this working for L. T. Hinds.
Cut Flowers .
For all occasions—Funeral Designs and So­
ciety Emblems. Prices reasonable. Roses, 
$1.50 to $2.00 per dozen; pinks 35 to 50c. per 
dozen; crysanthemiuns $1.00 to $2.00 per 
dozen, white, pink and yellow; violets, 25c 
bunch 25 blossoms; srnilax, 25c. string; calla 
lilies, $3.00 per dozen, with leaves.
W. A. D. CRAGIN.
place Sunday, June 2, at 11 a. m. and at 
the Howard schoolhouse at 2 p. m. | 
Conference at this schoolhouse Satur- j 
day, June 1, at 2 p. m.
The Ladies’ circle will meet with j 
Miss Sarah Moulton on June 6.
Mr. Wm. Ingham is in the place, after 
spending the winter in the west. He is 
hoarding at F. H. Thorpe’s.
Mrs. E. R. Keene took her little boy, 
Reno, to Dr. Currier’s office .last week 
and had a needle extricated from his 
leg. It was found necessary to admin­
ister ether and cut the needle out.
Miss Corson’s pupils gave her a pleas­
ant surprise last Friday evening by 
hanging her a May basket. It was her 
birthday.
Mr. AVm. Ingham and Mr. C. O. Mor­
rell had excellent luck fishing Saturday. 
They caught 13 pounds in about five 
hours. H.
The Voice of Experience
sends back to us regularly customers who have once patron­
ized our excellent stock. It is not unusual for customers to 
tell us that they have come for a carpet to take the place of 
one bought here twenty years ago—or for a father or mother 
to bring son or daughter to buy an outfit where theirs came 
from.
A Reputation Is Valuable
when it is a good one as ours is in the Furniture, Carpet and 
Drapery business and kept good for so long a period.
Special Values In Mattings and Carpets.
Extra Heavy Matting \
> A  limited quantity at 
Well Worth 35 cents j
Linen Warp, Even Weave, J Worth 50 cents
Japanese Matting ) 10 rolls to close
Extra Heavy Wool Carpets 15 new and several
25c per yd.
35c per yd.
60c per yd
While they last 50c per yd.
None better in the market ) old patterns 
Good Wool Carpets
Desirable Colorings,
Extra good bargains in short lengths from three to twenty yards in 
all grades, but especially attractive values in Tapestries, Brussels 
and Velvets in short lengths, as stated.
We invite correspondence from any 
orders receive intelligent attention.
who cannot call. Mail
W e  Pay Freight .
BRADFORD,
199-203
CONANT & CO. 
Lisbon Street,
Lewiston, Maine.
For Two W eeks
A Beautiful
GOLD RING,
W arranted,  to be g i v e n  
away with  each Hat b o u g h t  
that exceeds $ 3 .00 .
D o n ’t fail to get  a ring.
played Sa- - 
the Stratton 
resuited in a 
of Stratton, 
first to last
Mrs. J. C. Danico came home May 22, 
from B E, Blanchard’s, Coplin, where 
she kept house for Mrs. Blauchard 
while she was at the hospital in Lewis­
ton for treatment.
Dr. T. W. Brimigion and J. R. Adams 
went to Barnard pond, May 25.
Stiatton’ s baseball nine went to Flag­
staff Saturday and played with the Flag­
staff nine, the score stood 11 to 5 in 
favor of the Strattons.
No memorial services will be held. 
The soldier’s graves will be decorated 
by J. R. Adams of Stratton and Benj 
Durrell of Eustis.
Dr. Brimigion was called to Deer 
Poud camp last week to see A. B 
Douglass’s baby.
Miss Happie Yose of Kingfield, who 
is teaching school on Eustis Rrdge, 
visited her friend, Mrs. Bell Grose, Sat­
urday and Sunday.
Flagstaff.
Mr. Carlton Rand has returned from 
Lexington, where he has been at work.
Mrs. L. L. Brown has hired for the 
summer at the Shaw House, Eustis, and 
will begin work the first of June.
Neal and Nettie Taylor are visiting at 
Strong this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery E. Burbank of 
Whitinsville, Mass., are visiting at 
Eugene Burbank’s.
The first ball game was 
urday, May 25, between 
and Flagstaff nines, and 
score of 10 to 7 in favor 
It was a nice game from 
and was played in Jacob Kershner’s 
field, just west of the buildings. In the 
evening there was a social dance in 
Butler & Savage hall, which all the 
young people attended, thus finishing 
up a pleasant day.
Mr. Ray Viies of Flagstaff, had a suc­
cessful operation for appendicitis, per­
formed at the Maine General hospital at 
Portland, Saturday, May 25. He was 
accompanied to Portland by his friend, 
Leo Standisb, who remained with him 
until after the operation.
Mrs. Eastman of New York, arrived 
Saturday night, and went to Spring 
lake Sunday morning with Cliff Wing 
as guide.
Saturday was the day chosen by the 
Flagstaff schools," to have an excursion 
to Spring Lake cabins, and though the 
morning looked dark, and like rain, a 
start was finally made at 8 o'clock, and 
teams conveyed twenty-six pupils aud 
their teachers, Mr. Chase and Miss 
Rogers, to the Rogers farm. They 
walked over the buckboard road arriv­
ing in good time for dinner, and such 
a dinner as only Mr. and Mrs. Drew 
could prepare, ani how hungry the 
children were, we wonder’if there was 
anything left in the pantry that night. 
The sun shone out orightly all day, aud 
everything was done to make the chil­
dren happy, and they returned safe aud 
sound at G o’clock, having spent a most 
enjoyable day.
Letter to A. S. McKeen,
Phillips, Maine.
Dear Sir: You are an artist, what do 
you know about paint?
White lead is 2000 years old, and zinc 
about 50. The Greeks knew white 
lead.
Lead and oil is old-fashion paint, and 
zinc is a baby comparatively. But zinc, 
if properly ground with lead, prolongs 
the life of the paint from about three 
years at the most, to six.
Do you know that? It isn’ t your bus­
iness to know it; but you are an artist. 
The sun, that paints for you, destroys 
lead aud oil, but scarcely affects Devoe.
Devoe is the paint that lasts six 
years; yes, two or three times six years 
in favorable conditions. .
Yours truly,
F. W. Devoe & Co.
P. S. W. A. D. Cragin sells our paint 
in your section.
75.
legal Notices.
Estate of BETSEY A. WITHAM.
FR£ ^ LI£ ’ SS; At a Court of Probate, liolcl- 
Countv nf w'arnVngton’ within and for the 
May! A D. 1901kUi* ’ °n the thirtl Tue*iay of
B e n i^ m ln V  Petition  h as been d u ly  filed  by 
o f K v A 0" ^ 6” ' execator of the estate 
?h w th«yHoi W lthani, la te  o f M adrid , p ray in g
m settl^ n ln ^ /1emi i,,inii 111 hL Lands* on ine settlement of ins first account of admin, 
istration niade at tlm Probate Court held -it 
lM l11niavt: hU 011 .t h e . third Tuesday of May, 
!^aieLsyoftau?rtred distributed among the 
e^h  determined f°eaSed aud the share of
to°an Ener«nnha-t 6laid Petitioner give notice oi-derto1 A , ,!n erested, by causing this sivHvl i, 1  lmbl'shfc'd three weeks succes 
Phillips1, * that thiyK. - . 5 ^ S i “ b.U®lie.<.l a
MISS BANA BEAL,
Phillips* Maine.
CLOSING OUT 
AT COST.
Preparatory to going out of busi­
ness I shall sell my entire line oi 
fancy goods at cost for the next 
six weeks. >
I have my usual full line of sum­
mer millinery at reasonable prices.
A. F. Timberlake.
No. 6 Beal Block.
B U S I N E S S  C A R D S . ,
E . B . C U R R I E l l ,  M . D .
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON, Phillips. He
o f f ic e  h o u r s , 1 to  2, and 7 to  8, P M. 
Office at res id en ce . T e lep h on e  co n n e ct io n .
C . L. T O O T H A K E R , M. D .
Pbysician & Surgeon, PMUijs, Me.
itffce at residence. Telephone co n n e ctio n s
F. E. TIMBERLAKE. N. P. NOBLE.
TIMBERLAKE & NOBLE,
«lmw ~ tn the forenoon, and
should not be X w « i yhaVe’ Vhy tìl# Same
Attest, Frank W ^ S ! S S 8 5 ¿ . UdgB-
Estate o f Francis B. WHeeler.
rRANKLIN, SS: At a Court of Probate hold 
I,.,®“  at Farmnigton, within and for the County of franklin, on the third Tuesday of
^Jhari-sA. ’ heeler, administrator of the 
estate of frauds B. Wheeler, Jate of Phillips, 
coanty> deceased, having presented his second account of administration of the 
estate o, said decease ! for allowance: 
Or d e r e d , That said administrator give 
notice to all perso ns interested, bv causing 
this order to be published three weeks suc- 
o t1S - y  m . . ,llA , JlA1XE W o o d s , published may appear at a Pro- bate court to be .held at Farmington, in said 
L t “2y’ SnJ.he Tuesday oT June next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and 
* "  cause if any they have, why the sameshould not be allowed 
. ..  . J. H. THOMPSON, Judge.Attest, F r a n k  w . B u t l e r , Register. '
ATTORNEYS,
Office, Beal Block, 
Phillips, Ma.
General Law Practice and Fire Insurance. 
Collections will receive prompt attention.
H A R R Y  F. B E E D Y ,
Agent for the leading
Fire In surance C o m pan ies
PHILLIPS, . . .  nAlNE.
Matthieu & Stevenson,
RU M FORD F A L L S, M AIN E, 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW .
B. E M E R Y  P R A T T ,
Attorney at Law Solicitor in Equity
Practices in state and U. S. courts. Will 
gives personal attention to cases in supreme 
judicial, superior, probate, or municipal courts in Franklin, Oxford and Androscoggin 
count ies, and to any bankruptcy cases.
Dlrigo Telephone. Livermore Falls, Maine.
Notice.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he 
has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
Bartholomew T. Parker, late of Phillips, 
in the county of Franklin, deceased, and 
given bonds as the law directs. All persons 
having demands against the estate of said 
deceased are desired to present the same for 
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re­
quested to make payment immediately.
, ,  „  Maso n  P a r k e r .May 21, 1901.
Notice.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she 
has been duly appointed administratrix o f  the estate of
William H. Harrison, late of Redington Mills, 
In the county of Franklin, deceased, and 
given bonds as the iaw directs. All persons 
having demands against the estate of said 
deceased are desired to present the same for 
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re­
quested to make payment immediately.
Ca r r i e  H a r r i s o n .
May 21,1901.
Crass and
Carden
Seeds
Of All Kinds
at
S. G. H ALEY’S,
Wilton.
Bayson Tucker Company, No. 30, 
Uniform Rank, K. of P., was mustered 
in at North Jay on the 21st inst. by Maj. 
C. A. Mahoney of Farmington. This 
company consists of twenty-nine mem­
bers.
I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. 
Andrew Wild of the Livermore Falls 
Advertiser, formerly of the Rumford 
Falls Times, while in Wilton.
Russell Bros., Estes & Co., have 
sawed 700 cords of white birch and 50 
cords of yellow birch at Dryden this 
season. They will saw during the year 
250 cords of soft wood. P. P. Knapp of 
Madrid has charge of the business here.
State o f Maine.
Of f i c e  o f  B o a r d  o f  St a t e  A s s e s s o r s , 
A u g u s t a , May 19,1901. f 
Notice is hereby given that the State As­
sessors will be in "session at the assessors 
office in Phillips, Tuesday, June 18th, at 8 
clock, and at the Court House in Farming- 
ton, Wednesday, June 19th, at 9 o’clock, in 
the forenoon of each day, A. D. 1901, in the 
County of Franklin, to secure information to 
enab'e the n to make a just and equal assess­
ment of the taxable property in the several 
towns in said county, and to investigate 
charges of concealment of property liable to 
assessment, as required by law.
Ot is  H a y f o r d , ) B o ard  of 
G e o r g e  P o t t l e , \ State 
F. M. S im p s o n , ) Assessors. 
J a m e s  P l u m m e r , Secretary.
P hil l ip s , M a in e .
Photographs.
N e w  Cards,  N e w  Styles,  
N e w  Prices,
— AT —
M c K E E N ’S STU D IO .
Fresh stock of Plates, Velox Paper, etc., 
for amateurs.
A  
W ell 
Child
has sound digestion and is not troubled by 
worms. It is plum p, rosy and happy. W hen 
a ch ild  is languid , and restlessm  sle»*». 
give it a few doses o f
TRUE’S Worm ELIXIR
W orm s are the probable cause o f 
the trouble. I f  so they w ill be ex­
pelled. If not, T r u e ’ s E l ix i r  
w ill act as a harmless tonic. T or 50 
years t he standard remedy for fever­
ishness, costiveness, sour stom ach, 
indigestion, etc.. 35 cts. a bottle  at 
druggists’ . W rite for free book.
D R. J . F . T R U E  <fc CO., Auburn, Me. 
’Special treatment for Tape Worms. Write for free pamphlet,
8 M A I N E  W O O D S ,  M A Y  31, 1901
<ï a l k  o f  n o r t h  f r a n k l in .
—Bert Millett is working in the 
•toothpick mill at Strong.
—The Blethen school is being taught 
by Miss Bennett of Farmington.
—It is sheer extravagance now-a days 
to  try to keep house without a Glen- 
wood.
—You don’ t know anything about 
seal pleasure in cooking until you use a 
Olenwood.
—E. B. Whorff and family have taken 
sent in W. H. McKeen’s cottage next to 
the Merrill place.
—Mr. Albert Fuller brought to the 
M aine Woods office recently a hen’ s 
figg which measured 6)^x8 inches.
—Mrs. Joseph Tyler, who has been 
•unable to go out much during the win­
ter, is again seen on the streets some of 
these fine days.
—W. H. McKeen, who has been con­
fined to his bed for the past two months, 
can sit up long enough to have his bed 
snade every day now.
—In a letter received from Mr. Harrie 
Haskell of Wakefield he states that they 
will open The Aborn, at Magnolia, Mass., 
on June 1 and will continue until Sep­
tember 1. Mr. Haskell says he hopes to 
visit Phillips some time in October.
—If you are looking for a great bar­
gain in harnesses, robes or dress suit 
cases, etc ,call at J. W. Carlton’s and see 
Ms new spring line of goods. Every­
thing is new and up-to-date and he can 
suit you in goods and prices.
—While Mr. J. E. Noble was driving 
Ms grey colt last Saturday morning, the 
colt became frightened at a dog and 
Jumped the fence, throwing Mr. Noble 
■off. The horse cleared himself of bar­
eness and sulky and ran home. But 
little damage was done the horse or the 
xnan.
—The semi-annual statement showing 
the condition of the savings banks, trust 
and banking companies and loan and 
building associations, April 27, 1901, 
has been given out by the Bank Examiner 
Timberlake All the institutions, with the 
exception of the loan and building asso­
ciations, show a gain as compared with 
the statement issued in October, 1900.
—Mr. O. J. Smith of Dixfield, who 
lias been employed in Austin & Co.’s 
mill as rougher a few days, had the mis­
fortune on Saturday last to saw the four 
fingers of his right band very badly. 
He was removing his frock preparing to 
go to dinner when the accident oc­
curred. In his endeavor to remove the 
left sleeve, his right hand came in con­
tact with the saw, touching the bones of 
the fingers and making ugly flesh 
wounds. Mr. Smith was taken to the 
home of Mr. Frank Phillips, where Dr. 
]£. B. Currier, assisted by Dr. J. H. 
Rollin, was summoned and dressed the 
wounds, finding it necessary to take 
nineteen stitches. Fortunately for the 
young man the machine was not in full 
running force as he had just shifted it. 
Mr. Smith returned to his home in Dix­
field Monday morning.
—Maine  W oods readers will be 
pleased to learn of the good fortune of 
Mr. W. A. Rich of Erdicott, Mass., who 
was formerly manager of the Redington 
ILumber compauy and Phillips & Range- 
ley railroad. Mr. Rich recently en- 
igaged in a copper mine enterprise in 
Colorado that has proved to be im­
mensely rich in ore. We are informed 
that Mr. Rich could sell his 1-9 of the 
property and would be able to clean up 
.at least $200,000 It is not probable 
that Mr. Rich will sell out at present as 
the property is considered worth con­
siderable more than the amount above 
mentioned. There is plenty of capital 
behind the enterprise and among those 
interested with Mr. Rich are W. Y. 
Lauder and Gilman W. Brown of Bos­
ton. Botli of these men have ample 
«capital and it is understood that they 
Intend to stay in the field to the end.
Pain back o f  y o u r  
eyes? Heavy pressure 
in your head? And are 
you sometimes faint and 
dizzy? Is your tongue 
coated? Bad taste in 
your mouth? And does 
your food distress you ? 
Are you nervous and ir­
ritable? Do you often 
have the blues? And 
are you troubled about 
sleeping?
Then your liver Is 
e ll wrong•
But there is a cure. 
*Tis the old reliable
They act directly on 
the liver. They cure 
constipation, biliousness, 
sick headache, nausea, 
and dyspepsia. Take a 
laxative dose each night. 
For 60 years years they 
have been the Standard 
Family Pills.
Price 25 cents. All Druggists.
*• I have taken Ayer’s Pills regu­larly for six months. Thev have 
cured me of a severe headache, and 
I can now walk from two to four 
miles without getting tired or out 
of breath, something I have not 
been able to do for many years.”
,  , „  8. E. W a i .w o r r ,July 18,1899. Salem, Mass.
Writ a the D o ctor ,
If you have any complaint whatever and desire the best medical advice von can possibly receive, write the doctor ireely. You will receive a prompt re­ply without cost, Address,
Dr . J. C. AYER, Lowell, Mass.
THE MEMORIAL SERVICES.
G. A. K. and Jr. 0 . U. A. M. 
Attend Church.
Mr. Clancy’s Subject, “ The Na­
tion’s High Kesolve.”
The Memorial sermon was preached 
last Sunday by Rev. Mr. Clancy at the
M. E. church. The members of the 
James E. Cushman Post, No. 87, at­
tended in a body, accompanied by the 
Jr. O. U. A. M.
The church was beautifully decorated 
with flags, evergreens and potted 
plants. Special music was arranged for 
the occasion. The choir consisted of: 
Sopranos, Mrs. Frank Hood, Miss 
Minnie Steward, Mrs. Ada Hunter; 
altos, Miss Jessie Toothaker, Miss 
Marsh, Miss Winnie Harnden; tenors, 
Mr. Frank Hood, Mr. Chas. Steward; 
bass, Mr. J. B. Noble.
Rev. Mr. Earnshaw read the scripture 
and offered prayer. Mr. Clancy’s sub­
ject was, “ The Nation’s High Resolve.”  
Text taken from Matt, xxlii, 8, “ For 
one is your Master, even Christ; and all 
ye are brethren.”
Almost two score years ago a prophet, 
an epoch making statesman, said under 
circumstances both of sorrow and joy, 
“ We are met on a great battlefield. We 
have come to dedicate a portion of that 
field as a final resting place for those 
who here gave their lives that their na­
tion might live. It is for us to be here 
dedicated to the great task remaining 
before us, that we here highly resolve, 
that these dead shall not have died in 
vain, that this nation under God shall 
have a new birth of freedom.”
Time has not eclipsed its thought, an­
tiquated its ideals, nor relieved the 
American nation of affirming that we 
here and for all time, “ highly resolve 
that these dead shall not have died in 
vain.”  The integrity of the Republic is 
the heritage that the men of ’61 have 
left to future generations. The conser­
vation of the Union called for a fabu­
lous expenditure of wealth, godlike 
deeds and an unparalled sacrifice of life. 
These words of the martyred president, 
“ That these dead shall not have died in 
vain,”  have a significant meaning to the 
citizens of Maine.
It was on the northeastern declivity 
of little Round Top that the Twentieth 
Maine, under Col. Chamberlain, met the 
two Alabama regiments of McLaw’s 
brigade. In a few minutes one hundred 
and thirty brave officers and men were 
shot down where they stood, and only 
one hundred and seventy eight re­
mained. Each man had fired his sixty 
rounds of cartridges and were using 
from the cartridge boxes of their fallen 
comrades. The place must be held. It 
is the key to the whole field of Gettys­
burg. The foe must be thrown off. 
Above the din of battle the Twentieth 
Maine, now fearfully decimated, heard 
the command of Col. Chamberlain, 
“ Fix bayonets,”  and almost before he 
could say, “ Charge,”  the regiment 
leaped down the hill and closed in with 
the foe. Surprised and overwhelmed 
McLaw’s veterans surrendered and 
others ran like a herd of wild cattle.
At roll call many were not present to 
answer to their names. They were 
among the dead, with no shroud but a 
soldier’s cloak to enwrap their bodies, 
no pillow for their heads but the cold 
earth. Iu view of such Spartan like 
and imperishable deeds, by men born 
and rocked amidst the historic hills of 
Maine, let us affirm, ‘ -that we here high 
ly resolve that these dead shall not have 
died in vain.”
The oath registered the obligation in­
volved. In President Lincoln’ s first 
inaugural address he said,“ My dissatis­
fied fellow countrymen, you have no 
oath registered iu heaven to destroy the 
government, while 1 shall have the 
most solemn one to preserve, protect 
and defend it. We can say no more1 
we should say no less. Every citizen 
today is solemnly pledged to the great 
task of preserving the constitution and 
the integrity of the Republic, against all 
foes. We are a great nation with great 
weaknesses and great virtues. In the 
formulation of our national status the 
gospel of pessimism must be modified 
by conservatism.”
We are confronting momentous issues. 
Their solution is possible. Conserva­
tive political economists view with ap­
prehension the vast aggregation and 
control of wealth by a few men. A 
billion dollars controlled practically by 
six men represents a power that might 
militate against a government, “ of the 
people, by the people and for the peo­
ple.”  There is a story of an honest old 
commodore, who commanded a blockade 
squadron in Southern waters during the 
Civil war. A fine looking, well man 
nered man came to him one day, who 
introduced himself as the representative 
of certain firms abroad who were in 
need of cotton. He made an offer to the 
commodore of $50,000 if be would let 
one sh5p laden with cotton pass the 
blockade. He opened his wallet and 
spread the crisp bills out upon the table. 
The commodore listened and said 
quietly, with an indifferent air: “ The 
thing is utterly impossible sir,”  and 
bowed him out.
A week later the agent returned and 
said: “ Commodore I am authorized to 
offer you $100,000 if you will let a 
cargo of cotton through the blockade.”  
This time the commodore was not indif­
ferent. Taking the briber by the neck 
he kicked him out of the cabin, saying 
as he did so, “ Get out of here you 
scoundrel! you’re coming too near my 
price.”  Some men are like the old 
commodore, unpurchaseable. All of 
our law makers should be like Ceasar’s 
wife, above suspicion and reproach.
Capital is well organized. Labor is 
waiting for that man who will solidify 
the vast army of workmen into one 
unit. Then the prophet affirms Amer­
ica will experience the cruel, ferocious 
scenes of the bloody commune. Capi­
tal and labor will clash in mortal com­
bat. The shock will be terrific and 
will presage the disintegration of the 
Republic. Here in the “ land of the 
free and the home of the brave,”  we 
have the strange anomaly of the dis­
franchisement of one half of the negro 
race. It is too much to expect that the 
Federal government will take cogniz­
ance of this. We must abide the time, 
when another Lincoln, firm, sagacious 
and righteous, who feels he has an oath
registered in heaven, to protect the 
liberty of all citizens, be they black or 
white.
Capital with its arrogancy, labor 
unions with their unreasonable de 
mands, and race prejudice, are some of 
the issues of today. Long ago one 
heard a voice calling to him out of 
Seir. “ Watchman what of the night? ’ 
The watchman said, “ The morning 
cometh. I have seen His star in the 
East, and out of the East He cometh 
with healing in his wings for the nations 
of the earth. He has trod the wine 
press alone. He comes declaiming to 
all nations. One is your master, even 
Christ and all ye are brethren.”
The demand is not so much for legis­
lative enactments, but a faithful and 
impartial application of the teachings 
of Jesus Christ to the existing indus 
trial and social conditions of the nation. 
This is not a plea for a slavish following 
of the verbal commands of Christ. We 
are not to practice what He severely 
censured and condemned. Deeper 
than the verbal commands in 
the New Testament is the spirit of 
Christ. The spirit of Christ is the 
solvent of all difficulties and the arbi­
trator of strikes. Already this spirit is 
permeating American society. The 
magnificent success of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad Co., is due in part to the un­
swerving loyalty of their employees. 
The readiness in which the demands of 
the striking machinists are being grant 
ed, .uigurs a hopeful outlook for the 
peaceful settlement of all controversies. 
Capital and labor have sacred rights. 
The rights must be safeguarded. When 
men of capital, men of brawn and skill, 
hail each other as brethren ,made so by a 
thousand ties of common interest, and 
Christ only as master; then we shall 
have crystallized the nation’s great re­
solve, uttered by the first American on 
the greatest battlefield of the century, 
“ That we here highly resolve, that 
these dead shall not have died in vain, 
that this nation under God, shall have 
a new birth of freedom.”
Beware o f Ointments For Ca­
tarrh That Contain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of 
smell and completely derange the whole sys­
tem when entering it through the mucous 
surfaces. Such articles should never he used 
except on prescriptions from reputable phy­
sicians, as the damage they will do is ten 
fold to the good you can possibly derive from 
them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by 
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no 
mercury, and is taken internally, acting di­
rectly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of 
the system. In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure 
be sure you get the genuine. It is taken In­
ternally and is made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. 
J Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
¡EF^Sold by Drugerists, price 75c per bottle.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Railroad Notes.
The fishing travel on the Sandy River 
railroad is starling in very well.
There is a great call for parlor car 
seats or. the through line from Farming 
ton to Rangeley.
Two engines came out of the Sandy 
River Railroad repair shop this week 
all thoroughly repaired and painted 
They were Sandy River No. 4 and 
Franklin & Megantic No. 2.
The new parlor car is expected daily.
Work crews are busy at Farmington, 
transferring coal for the Franklin & Me­
gantic railroad.
Messrs. Isaac Smith and R. H. Me 
Mullen, brakemen on the Sandy River 
freight train, are finishing up a room in 
one of the railroad buildings at Farm­
ington for the freight crew to stay in 
nights.
About one hundred and fifty men are 
commencing to cut poplar on the line of 
the Franklin & Megantic for next year’s 
business.
The regular passenger trains from 
Rangeley to Farmington present a fine 
appearance. All the cars are newly 
painted and just from the repair shop.
Shudders at His Past.
“ I recall now with horror,”  says Mail 
Carrier Burnett Mann of Levanna, O., 
“ my three years of suffering from Kid­
ney trouble. I was hardly ever free 
from dull aches or acute pains in my 
back. To stoop or lift mail sacks made 
me groan. I felt tired, worn out, about 
ready to give up, when I began to use 
Electric Bitters, but six bottles com­
pletely cured me and made me feel like 
a new man.”  They’ re unrivaled to reg­
ulate Stomach, Liver, Kidneys and 
Bowels. Perfect satisfaction guaran­
teed by W .' A. D. Cragin. Only 50 
cents.
For Children.
Nothing, that comes in a bottle, is 
more important for children than 
Scott’s emulsion of cod-liver oil. And 
“ important”  means that it keeps them 
in even health, on the highest plane of 
physical life.
“ Do they live on it then?”
No; they don’t touch it, except when 
they need it.
“ When do they need it?”
Whenever they show, in whatever 
way, the least disturbance of even bal­
ance of health. It is not for acute dis­
eases, with some exceptions; it is for 
a slight falling off from first-rate condi­
tion.
It is to be used as a food, whenever 
their usual food does not quite answer 
the purpose of food.
Franklin County Real Estate.
The following are the latest real es­
tate transfers as recorded in the Frank­
lin County Registry of Deeds:
Hangeley—William Moore to Fred W. 
Soule, land, $710, (quit;) J. A. Nile, Sandy B. 
Nile, Martin L. Nile and Hortense N. Samp­
son to H. A. Furbish and W. L. Butler, land, 
$235, (quit;) F. W. Soule and N. S. Hinds to 
Lizzie Dunsmore, land, $100, (war.)
Phillips—William J. Ross to Maud E. Bee ly, 
land, $1 val. con., (quit.)
New Sharon—Murilla Harding to Chas. F. 
Coakson, land, $1 val. con., (war.;) Murilla 
Harding to Clara A. Potter, land, $1 val. con., 
(war.)
Jay—Herman E. Briggs to American Stone 
company, land and spring, $160, (war.)
Wilton—Nettie F. Harvey and Ida Graves, 
land, $1 val. eon., (war.;) Nettie F. Harvey 
and Ida Graves to Nettie Moody, land, $1 val. 
con., (war.;) Roscoe Vaughan to Rev. William 
Vaughan of New York City, two pieces of 
land, $1 val. con., (war.;) Nettle Moody to F. 
J. Goodspeed, land and buildings, $1400, 
(war.;) F. J. Goodspeed to Geo. E. Hiltz, Jay, 
land and buildings, $350, (war.)
Boston—Thomas J. Dickey to Philip II. 
Stubbs, Strong, land, $1 val. eon., (war.)
Madrid—William S. Sargent to Geo. E. Sar­
gent, land, $25, (war)
FROM SAM FARMER.
More About Who Started the 
Building o f the S. R. R. R.
Arkansas City, Kan., May 27, 1901.
To the Editor of the Maine 1 Foods:
I arrived home from the East May 1st. 
Found all well except Mr. and Mrs. 
Bradford Beal. They are both in very 
poor health. Mr. Beal is so far recov­
ered as to be up and dressed, but not 
able to go out on the street. Mrs. Beal 
is able to be around and rides out some 
but is very delicate. The country here 
is very fine, fruit trees out of the blowT 
and cherries half grown, potatoes six 
inches high.
We enjoyed our trip in our native 
country very much, was more than glad 
to meet so many dear old friends of my 
early days, and their many kindly greet­
ings were all that could be desired. 
My space does not allow my speaking of 
all. My money seemed of no account, 
as my invitations far exceeded my time 
to accept the hospitality of so many 
friends. But I must speak of my old 
home, the Phillips Hotel, and its pres­
ent genial proprietor, my old friend 
Matthews, who is so entertaining to his 
customers, and obliging to all. Many 
things about the hotel look natural yet 
I was surprised to see the many sub­
stantial improvements made by its own­
ers, which are truly a credit to the town 
and a comfort to its patrons. It is truly 
an up-to-date hotel and we cheerfully 
recommend it to our old patrons and 
friends. It now is the dullest part of 
the year and hotels in the country are 
taking a rest, but when business starts 
in we predict a substantial business for 
the Phillips Hotel.
We were also glad to meet our old 
friend, McDonald, of the Stoddard 
House, wffio now is one of the oldest 
hotel men in the county and has passed 
through many trials and tribulations as 
we know by our own experience in the 
same business in Maine.
Brother McDonald has waded through 
it all and still is crowned with the repu­
tation of keeping a first-class hotel 
which can only be done by advertising 
to his customers by his tables and all 
other departments throughout his 
hotel. Long may he, with his good 
wife, live and prosper. We hope and 
trust the Maine Woods won’t be too 
much disgruntled over our trying to get 
the people of Maine to leave their old 
homes in that state to take up their 
homes in this far West. Now we ti-ust 
we may be allowed to explain a little. 
We truly don’t want a single person 
who is well situated among their rela­
tives and friends in Maine to pull up 
and move away but it is found by those 
who travel, that hardly a place .can be 
found from Maine to California where 
there are not to be found some people 
who came from Maine, hence from 
some n itural cause the tide of immigra­
tion from Vi aine has been going on for 
many years and is increasing as the 
lands in the good old state are becom­
ing worn out. The same is true of 
nearly all New England. These facts 
are well known by the people generally, 
and more or less will move from New 
England, and go either to the north­
west or southwest. Now both of these 
great countries are very rich in soil and 
produce more of the substantial of life 
than any other land or countries in the 
wrorld.
We had supposed the question settled 
as to who was the first to start the 
building of the Sandy River railroad 
and Maj. Dill claimed the victory. 
Now the Major and Sam are both get­
ting old and no doubt childish and I do 
not wish to hurt Mr. Dill’s feelings. 
But Mr. Pidgeon of Lewiston, many 
years on the Lewiston Journal, related 
to me the other day a conversation he 
had with the Major before the com­
mencement of the building of the Sandy 
River railroad in which Sam convinced 
him how and what kind of a railroad 
we could build. I well remember the 
conversation. I also remember it was 
Sam who wrote and posted the notices 
first for a meeting to see what could be 
done towards building a railroad. It 
was also Sam who first saw the little 
railroad at Bellerica and Bedford, Mass. 
It was also Sam who secured the servi­
ces of Mr. Mansfield to help sell the 
stock which could never have been done 
without his aid. I might say much but 
will forbear. It is a fact that every one 
is compelled to believe what they do 
believe and I am satisfied to have them 
do so. Sam Farmer.
Does the 
l Baby Thrive ij
If not, something must be 
wrong with its food. If the 
mother’s milk doesn’ t nour- 
$  ish it, she needs SCOTT’S 
EMULSION. It supplies the 
elements of fat required for I [ 
the baby. If baby is not 
nourished by its artificial 
food, then it requires
j  Scott’s Emulsion f
•’ Half a teaspoonful three °  
o or four times a day in its ;[ 
bottle will have the desired 
■ [ effect. It seems to have a 
o magical effect upon babies ;; 
if and children. A fifty-cent if 
bottle will prove the truth *■
< ► of pur statements. < ■* * Should be taken In summer St * * 
well as winter.
Sex:, and fi.oo , all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
D R U G S. AND M ED IC IN ES. DRUGS A N D  M ED IC IN ES.
«SC
Violet
Ammonia
For the Toilet,
Perfumed with the true odor of 
Wood Yio'ets. Will not injure the 
skin. One of the best preparations 
in the market for the Bath, Toilet or 
Sick Room. Price, 25c in pint 
bottles. Give it a trial.
Toilet Soaps, Sponges, Brushes, 
Combs, Perfumes, Toilet Waters, 
Lavender Salts, Creme Dentifrice, 
Cream of Almonds, etc., etc.
W. A. D. CRAGIN,
Corner Store,
No. I Beal Block, Main Street, 
Phillips, Maine,
5 Miles o f Harvesting Machines.
At this the dawn of the 20th Century, 
when the business enterprises are as­
suming such colossal proportions, it is 
not surprising to find that the ship­
ments from these great industrial es­
tablishments increase proportionately. 
Perhaps the greatest single shipment on 
record was made over the Boston|& 
Maine railroad on May 14, when a train 
of 58 cars, loaded with machinery from 
the Walter A. Wood Mowing and Reap­
ing Machine company, was shipped 
from Hoosick Falls to Chicago. The 
details of that shipment are as follows:
Tbe route was over the Boston A 
Maine railroad from Hoosick Falls to 
Rotterdam, thence to Buffalo over ihe 
New York Central, and from Buffal) to 
Chicago over the Lake Shore and 
Michigan Southern. Fifty-eight cars of 
the last named road were used to con­
tain the shipment, and were run solid to 
Chicago, being distributed from there 
as follows: 7 cars to Illinois; 4 to Miss 
ouri; 9 to Nebraska; 7 to Iowa; 8 to 
Minnesota; 9 to South Dakota; 1 to 
Wisconsin; 12 to Kansas; 1 to North 
Dakota. The run was wholly by day­
light and thejtrain was decorated with 
flags and bunting as well as placards 
bearing the advertisement of the ship­
per. Tbe train was given an enthusi­
astic send-off at Hoosick Falls. Stores 
were closed, factories ceased operations 
andjwhistles, bells and cannon announced 
the departure of this great freight ship­
ment. One of the Boston & Maine’s 
most modern freight locomotives, No. 
1155, was used in hauling the train, 
which left Hoosick Falls at 9.27 a. m. 
The shipment consisted of 3,000 harvest­
ing machines, which, if placed end to 
end would extend over a distance of 
five miles. The total way-billed weight 
of the shipment was 1,675,400 pounds, 
and the freight charges amounted to 
$9,592.82, while the value of the ma­
chines is estimated at about $125,000. 
This train occupied about two days in 
crossing New York state and at every 
place from starting point to destina­
tion there was great interest manifested.
Byron.
Several gold miners have come h 
towrn and are at work on the eas 
branch.
N. B. Jackson of Rumford lias com 
back and is mining on Swift river beloA 
his camp. Mr. Jackson mined near! 
all of last season on Indian river.
Mrs. Nettie Swett has moved int 
Swain & Reed’s boarding house in IIoj 
city.
Geo. Ladd’s two youngest girls ar 
sick with the measles.
The trestle on the Rumford Falls <! 
Rangeley Lakes railroad near Gum coi 
ner will be filled soon, and the depo 
moved nearer the settlement.
Joe Delile returned from the hospita 
at Lewiston last week. He has beei 
there since March 11. He was injure« 
by logs falling on him while working a 
the lakes.
P. D. Taylor has got his calf bad 
that has been in the woods for a week
Several parties have been to Gar lam 
| pond fishing the past Aveek, but hav 
j not had very good luck. The fishing h 
| the broots is not very good yet.
THE CHARM OF LIFE
Chesterville.
Rev. H. L. Crockett, the returned 
missionary from India, caught a fine 
string of brook trout near Sand pond 
one day last week.
Laforest Knowles saAv two large deer 
near North pond one day recently. He 
said they A vere beauties.
They are catching some very fine 
X > i c k e r e l  at Sand pond.
They are very busy at the saAv mill, 
sawing out logs that A vere hauled in last 
A v in ter . ■
Rusiness at the tannery is rushing and 
the OAA’ n e r  and proprietor, Mr. Riggs, 
says he knows no reason why it Avill not 
continue.
The most of the farmers are about 
through planting. The hay crop never 
looked better.
C. A. Stanley is building some very 
fine wagons this spring.
The school at this place seems to be 
progressing nicely under the manage­
ment of Miss Maud Peary.
Is Lost When the Burden Is Too 
Heavy
Life is hardly worth the living with the 
ne\Ter-ceasing aches and pains of a bad 
back. If you would remove the burden 
of backache, reach the cause—the kid­
neys. Doan’s Kidney Pills will cure sick 
kidneys, and the cure is lasting. Here 
is proof of it.
Mr. Israel A. Morse, o f 10 Tyng street, 
Newburyport, a member o f the Board of 
Aldermen for two years, and Common 
Council for three years, says : “ My ex­
perience with and opinions o f Doan s 
Kidney Pills which I expressed through 
our newspapers in 1896, after taking a 
course of the treatment, have not altered. 
I value that preparation more highly to­
day than I did when I first published my 
statement, and that is over three years 
ago. To my personal experience I can 
add that of many others in this city who 
one and all coincide with me in saying 
that Doan’s Kidney Pills act as repre­
sented.’ :
Doan’s Kidney Pills for sale by all 
dealers; price 50 cents a box. M died 
on receipt of price by Foster-Mil burn 
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the 
U. S. Remember the name, Doan’s, and 
take no substitute.
